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Foreword
Why should we study the Psalms of the Old Testament? And
what can we hope to get from them today? These two questions
bring us to the focus of this year’s lecture program. The psalms
are unique in the Old Testament. They are divine poetry, written
mostly from the human perspective, in which the authors poured
out their hearts and their minds to God. Sometimes they wrote
out of a sense of grace and thanksgiving, sometimes out of despair and sorrow, and sometimes out of confusion. The authors
faced the same kinds of problems and asked the same kinds of
questions that are still with us today, they felt the same emotions,
and they spoke about the same kinds of life-experiences. Where is
God when the hard times come? Why hasn’t God done something
about the great problems in the lives of His people? Or, how wonderful it is to be with God’s people and praise Him! What are we
supposed to learn from the history of God’s dealings with man?
What should my prayers be like? How should I view the wicked?
How do I get closer to God? These, and many other topics, are the
subject-matter of the psalms.
What binds the collection together, arguably, is that they all
touch upon some aspect of our all-pervasive relationship with
God. The psalmists grappled with it, explored it, praised it, and
sometimes wept about it, but at the core of each of them lay the
fundamental topic of relationship with God. And this is why the
psalms still command our attention today: they teach us what
that relationship with God looks like. The added benefit is that the
psalms are not just another collection of poetry. They are inspired
poems, which means that they are true and correct statements of
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Foreword

what they say. In other words, these poems enable us to see and define a genuine relationship with God in all of its many facets, they
show us what a right relationship with God looks like.
Of course, like everything else in the Old Testament, in their
own way the psalms were pointers to Jesus, His work, and its results. Sometimes in the psalms we even hear God speaking to the
Messiah or about the Messiah. It is not surprising, therefore, that
the early Christians saw Jesus in the psalms and came to understand His work by returning to these ancient fore-statements.
We need to study the psalms for the same reasons as their authors wrote them and as the early Christians turned to them: to
learn the truth about our relationship with God through Jesus
Christ. We thank everyone who worked on this year’s lecture
program, and we present these essays with the prayer that as we
turn daily to our heavenly Father, they will help us to say with ever
greater conviction, “You are My God.”
H. E. “Buddy” Payne
President
Florida College
Temple Terrace, FL

Preface
Every year the faculty of the Department of Biblical Studies at
Florida College works to create a lecture program that will address
fundamental and relevant topics in an applicable way in the hopes
that those who hear the lectures, or read them in this volume, will
be benefitted, strengthened, and uplifted by the result. I believe
that this year’s lecture topic succeeds in bringing a fundamentally
important topic to the forefront. Studying the psalms is a daunting
task to anyone. The sheer bulk of the collection can be intimidating, as well as its diversity and depth. Among its treasures, however, is that the psalms portray what a genuine relationship with God
looks like, in contrast to the many caricatures, misrepresentations,
and counterfeits we see displayed in the world around us today.
The psalmists explore many facets of the God-man relationship
across a broad spectrum of thoughts, emotions, and challenges.
They range from the highs to the lows, and from the simple to the
complex. The collection presents a relationship with God in times
of peace, in times of despair, in times of confusion, and in times of
distress. The thread that unites the studies in this volume is that
they each hope to touch upon one of those facets in the attempt to
re-acquaint us with the fullness of our relationship with God.
Our program is arranged first as a tour through the psalms
from beginning to end, and each lesson stops along the way to explore a particular psalm and what it has to tell us about our relationship with God. Obviously, the limitation of picking fifteen
topics, and fifteen representational selections, from the psalter
means that some important and vital topics will not be addressed.
Perhaps we can remedy this situation with a re-visit to this topic
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Preface

in the future. For the present, however, we hope that these fifteen
studies capture something of the essence of the picture that the
collection presents.
I express my deepest thanks to my colleagues in the Department of Biblical Studies—Colly Caldwell, Tom Hamilton, Jason
Longstreth, Ray Madrigal, Tommy Peeler, Dan Petty, and Nathan
Ward—for their work in putting this lectureship together. My association with them is one of the greatest blessings I have received
from God. I also wish to thank the men who wrote these studies
and who took the time to come and deliver them in person. All of
us offer these studies to you, dear reader, in the hopes that you will
find them useful.
David McClister
Chairman, Department of Biblical Studies
Florida College, on behalf of the entire department faculty

Part One
The Evening Lectures

“His Delight is in the Law of the Lord”
Psalm 1
Gary Henry
The Psalms are both delightful and difficult. Easily accessible for
the most part, they give us great joy—we naturally turn to them for
strength and sustenance. But the Psalms also challenge us. In places, they are very hard to understand, and even when we do understand them, we find them to be like the “hard sayings” of Jesus in the
New Testament: they call for a response that is by no means easy.
The spiritual depth of the Psalms is unfathomable. We can study
them for a lifetime and never comprehend their full meaning. We
learn much and we rejoice in what we learn, but as with God himself, there is always more in the Psalms waiting for our discovery.
The Psalms are a well that we can never get to the bottom of.
We are drawn to the Psalms because of their personal nature.
Unlike the prophets where we hear God speaking directly to his
people, in the Psalms we hear God’s people speaking to him in
prayer and praise. These are real people, and we can relate to them
because we hear the full range of emotions that we experience
today: adoration of God, love and gratitude, fear and frustration,
grief for our sins, walking with God even when the way is difficult,
reaching out to God in our darkest hours, devotion to the word of
God, and confidence that, in the end, God’s purposes will be victorious. The psalmists were people just like us, and that is encouraging, but it is even more encouraging to know that the God of those
people has not changed. He is the same God today.

3
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It is no wonder that the Psalms are a favorite part of the Scriptures for so many of us. We will surely enjoy our studies this week,
but we should set ourselves the goal of understanding the Psalms
better than we have before, and especially understanding what
God is saying to us in these songs about the kind of God he is and
the kind of relationship he wants to have with us.
The Book of Psalms
The Book of Psalms is a collection of 150 Hebrew songs located
in the Old Testament. It is comprised of five smaller collections
(or “books”) of songs. These songs were written over a period of
about 1,000 years, from the time of Moses to the return of the
Jews from their Babylonian exile. About half of these compositions are attributed to David, the second king of Israel and the
“sweet psalmist of Israel” (2 Sam 23:1). The Davidic psalms, as
well as others in the book, were used in the worship which David
organized for the temple that would later be built by his son Solomon. We can learn a great deal about any religion by looking at
its hymns, and this is especially true of the religion of Israel. It is a
religion brimming with song.
Psalms is the longest book in the OT, and it is the one most
often quoted, both today and in the past. Indeed, the NT writers
frequently referred to the Psalms, as did Jesus himself.
The Psalms are Hebrew poetry. They do not sound like our poetry today, but they are poems and they should be heard as poetry.
In contrast to the narrative of the historical books, the commandments of the Law, and the preaching of the prophets, the Psalms
express their great truths in poetic style. As poetry, they are intended to reach the emotions as well as the intellect.
Although Psalms is the most diverse book in the OT, its diversity has a very clear focus, and that focus is God himself. Many different subjects are dealt with by the psalmists, and their thoughts
remarkably varied, but the centerpiece of the whole story is God.
He is the Great King, the One who is sovereign over every last
thing that has ever existed—and he, God, is what the Psalms are
all about. As J. A. Motyer said, “One of the remarkable features of
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the Psalms is that though personal testimony abounds, the clearest
impression left is not of people but of God.”1
What we learn about God in the Psalms is not simply that his
creation is complex but, more importantly, that his character is
complex. The multidimensional character of God is what accounts
for the great diversity that we see in these songs, and it is only by
pondering all of the Psalms that we see the portrait of God that
we need to see. God is not just our Savior; he is our Ruler. He is
not just wise; he is powerful. He does not just love what is good;
he hates what is evil. He is not just gentle; he is wrathful. He is not
just our Father; he is our Judge. The Book of Psalms is the ultimate
correction to all lopsided and limited views of God. But, to repeat,
it is only by reading all of the Psalms that we get this correction.
But putting it all together, what do we learn about God in the
Psalms? We learn that he is our Creator and our King. And given
the fact that our sins have alienated us from God, what do we learn
in the Psalms about our relationship with him? We learn that He is
our Redeemer and our Refuge. In these four words—Creator, King,
Redeemer, Refuge—is summed up the theology of the Psalms (and,
in fact, the whole story of salvation).
Ultimately, of course, the Psalms point us to Jesus, the Messiah
(Luke 24:44), in whom was revealed “all the fullness of the Godhead bodily” (Col 2:9). It is in Christ that we finally learn what the
Psalms were always pointing us toward: an uninhibited delight in
God coupled with a profound respect for him. It is in Christ that we
see, even more fully than the psalmists saw it, that God really does
keep his promises, he really will bring about a glorious future, and
in the meantime, he really does want a people who will sing their
adoration unto him when they gather for worship (Psa 100:2; Eph
5:19; Col 3:16).
But to see anything close to the truth about God is a shattering experience. (Just ask Isaiah or Ezekiel or the apostle John.) To
whatever extent the Psalms show us God, we will find it a disturbing book—disturbing in the very highest sense of that good word.
And we need to be disturbed, do we not? The Book of Psalms is
1

New Bible Commentary (IVP 1994) 487.
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“God’s prescription for a complacent church.”2 Much to our great
benefit, the Psalms can jolt us out of the silly, self-centered entertainment that we often call “worship,” and bring us back to the
throne room of the eternal “I AM” where those who truly love him
are those who fear him.
So with those general thoughts in mind, let’s turn our attention
to the very first song in the collection: Psalm 1.
Overview of Psalm 1
If, as seems likely, Psalm 1 was put first in order to introduce
the other Psalms, we need to see what kind of an introduction it is.
(Actually, Psalms 1 & 2 together may be seen as introductory, but
we will hear about Psalm 2 in tomorrow evening’s lecture.)
The “two ways.” In Psalm 1, the psalmist wants us to see that
there are only two basic paths or “ways” open to us in life: the way
of the righteous and the way of the wicked. There is no other path.
The two paths represent two fundamentally different ways of living, and a choice must be made between them (cf. Deut 30:15–20).
In the New Testament, we hear Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount
(Matt 7:13, 14) speaking very plainly about where the two paths
lead, and it is very interesting that the earliest Christians referred
to their new life as “the way” (Acts 9:2; 19:9, 23; etc.). So in Psalm 1,
the writer is urging us to read the rest of the Psalms with our eyes
wide open to what will happen if we fail to take the path that the
Psalms recommend.
A “wisdom” psalm. Psalm 1 is usually classified as a “wisdom”
psalm since it has some of the same characteristics as the OT wisdom books: it emphasizes the importance of human choice, underscores the consequences of good and bad advice, stresses the
blessings of obedience and the hardships of sin, and reminds us
of the reality of God’s judgment. Psalm 1 can be seen as a commentary on Proverbs 1:7: “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
knowledge; fools despise wisdom and instruction” (Prov 1:7). As
in the wisdom writings, righteousness is a very practical matter in
2

23.

W. VanGemeren, Psalms. Expositor’s Bible Commentary Vol. 5 (Zondervan 2008)
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Psalm 1. The righteous person is the one whose reverence “affects
his daily living; he avoids evil and learns how to live from God’s
Torah, and therein lies his wisdom.”3
A “torah” psalm. With its exaltation of God’s “law” (Heb. torah),
Psalm 1 is termed a “torah” psalm, along with Psalms 19 and 119,
and its priority of position in the Psalter is significant. Brueggemann argues, “Standing at the beginning of the Psalter, this psalm
intends that all the psalms should be read through the prism of
torah obedience.”4
In the OT, torah can mean several things. The basic meaning is
“law,” so it can refer to what we call the Pentateuch: the first division of the Hebrew canon, which contains the Law of Moses. But
torah can also have the simple meaning of “teaching, instruction,
or guidance,” and in this sense it can refer to any (or all) of what has
been revealed by God. In Psalms 1, 19, and 119, we need not quibble about whether torah is to be taken as “law” or “guidance.” These
psalmists surely delighted in the laws and commandments of God
(these were seen as wonderful blessings), but their praise extended
to any of God’s revealed teaching. The fact that the Psalms were
incorporated into the Hebrew Scriptures indicates that early on
they were recognized as being divine torah.
We should not miss the significance of the fact that the Psalter
begins and ends where it does. The “bookends” are Psalm 1 (wisdom and torah) and Psalm 150 (praise). Today, those who emphasize praise often shy away from any mention of law or commandment or duty, as if that would be “legalism.” But the Psalms take torah as their beginning point. Those who would worship God must
first embrace his law and find joy in carrying out its requirements.
There is no worse blasphemer than the person who thinks he can
worship God and still live disobediently while he is away from the
place of worship (Isa 1:13).
But if we are right to consider the Psalms themselves as torah,
think what that says about the placement of Psalm 1. First in line,
3

P. Craigie, Psalms 1–50. Word Biblical Commentary 19. (Thomas Nelson 2004) 61.

W. Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms: A Theological Commentary (Augsburg 1984) 190.
4
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this psalm encourages the reader to consider all of those that follow as divine “guidance” (torah) that cannot be safely ignored. We
are being called to listen to the Psalms, meditate deeply on their
meaning, and above all, respond to them obediently. To hear God’s
torah is a serious thing, for how we respond to it will determine
our destiny. As Jesus taught, to hear and not obey is the ultimate
disaster: “Everyone who hears these words of mine and does not do
them will be like a foolish man” (Matt 7:26).
So Psalm 1 invites us into the Psalms, and it tells us what the
Psalms are. They are not just songs to enjoy singing—they are a
part of God’s torah, and they contain instruction that should be
considered carefully and incorporated into the very fabric of our
lives. The Psalms are texts in which our Creator is imparting his
wisdom to us.
Textual Analysis
Two Choices (vv 1, 2). These verses contrast two opposite decisions—one to follow the path of reverence and the other to go
down the road of rebellion. This psalm certainly points the way
to God’s blessing (vv 1, 2), but it also warns about divine judgment
upon those who refuse the way of righteousness (vv 5, 6).
Verse 1—“Blessed is the man who . . .” The word “blessed” is the
translation of a Hebrew expression meaning “O how happy!” Here,
the expression is plural, which intensifies the meaning: “O the happinesses of!” The Psalms consistently teach that the “blessed” life is
a byproduct of godliness (cf. Psa 128:1). The godly life is not free of
difficulty, or even suffering, but it does contain the highest and best
of what is available to mankind in this world. It is the truly “good
life” (1 Tim 4:8), and we can hardly think about its blessedness
without recalling Jesus’ teaching in the Beatitudes (Matt 5:3–11).
But if godliness is to be accepted, the opposite path must be
rejected. Since no one can serve two masters, a fundamental
choice has to be made. According to Psalm 1, true happiness/
blessedness does not come automatically to everybody in the
world—it comes to those who have said “no” to every path except
the one that leads to God. Psalm 1, therefore, pictures the godly
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man as one who refuses to go along with the world in its defiance
of God. Cf. Psalm 119:104; Proverbs 4:14, 15.
(a) “Walks not in the counsel of the wicked.” In regard to his
thinking, the godly man does not “take the wicked for his guide”
(NEB). “Counsel” is advice or guidance, and to “walk” in someone’s counsel would be to allow that person to imprint our thinking and impact our principles. Surely, we can ill afford to walk in
the counsel of the wicked. Whatever shapes our thinking shapes
our lives, and so when we choose our advisers, we make an important choice. It pays to be careful whom we listen to. The worst
thing we can do is carelessly pick up whatever values, principles,
attitudes, and character traits happen to be around us. If we desire
the “blessedness” of Psalm 1, we will have to be guided by God’s
instruction rather than the advice of those who reject that instruction. We will have to say what Job said, “The counsel of the wicked
is far from me” (Job 21:16).
(b) “Nor stands in the way of sinners.” In regard to his behaving,
the godly person does not follow the path of sinful conduct. Sin
has been defined as “missing the mark.” In Psalm 1, the “sinners”
whose way is to be avoided are not godly people who inadvertently
miss the mark now and then. No, these are individuals who miss
the mark and could not care less, as the saying goes. They are practicing a particular “way” of life, and it is one the godly person will
have to refuse. “My son, if sinners entice you, do not consent . . .
do not walk in the way with them; hold back your foot from their
paths” (Prov 1:10, 15).
(c) “Nor sits in the seat of scoffers.” In regard to his belonging, the
godly person does not identify himself with those who have rejected God—he does not take a comfortable seat in their assembly and
make himself at home in their culture. Cf. Psalm 26:4, 5.
Does the progression “wicked → sinners →scoffers” indicate
an increasing level of sinfulness? Students of the text differ on this
point. But however we construe the terms “wicked” and “sinners,” it
is certainly true that the final term, translated “scoffer” in the ESV, is
a very strong one. This is the only instance of this Hebrew word in
the Psalms, and outside of the Psalms it only occurs once in Isaiah

10
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(28:14) and five times in Proverbs (1:22; 3:34; 19:29; 21:24; 29:8). The
word “describes those who have gone beyond a few sinful acts and
even a personal life marked by an inclination to wrongdoing. They
actively seek through their mockery to express disdain for right living and seek to belittle and undermine those who want to be righteous.”5 The scoffer, then, is not merely a moral weakling—he is defiant in his rejection of God’s authority. (On this kind of attitude, see
also Psa 10:2–11; 14:1; 36:1, 2.) The scoffer contemptuously ridicules
what is right, and not content with defying God, he mocks those
who are faithful to God, ruthlessly and deceitfully suppressing them.
He is not the only person guilty of sin, but he is the one furthest
from repentance, and that makes his situation very serious.
And then what about the progression “walk → stand → sit”?
Does that indicate an increasing fellowship with sin? Again, opinions differ. But whether such a progression is inherent in the text,
it is an obvious fact that when we depart from what is right we put
ourselves on a slippery slope. If we do not promptly repent, we begin to move deeper and deeper into sin’s territory. At first, we may
have done no more than listen to the world’s advice on a “minor”
point or two. But having yielded to temptation and not repented, the “counsel of the wicked” began to sound better and better.
We soon found ourselves standing in the “way” of those practices.
And still failing to repent, we eventually found that our hearts had
found a new home. So when we start accepting the world’s advice,
we are in danger of learning the world’s habits, and we may eventually adopt the most fatal of all the world’s attitudes: a blatant denial
of God. It may be trite, but it is true: if we follow the wrong advice,
we will soon run with the wrong crowd—and eventually become a
part of the wrong culture.
But to return to the point of Psalm 1:1, all three of these (the
wicked, the sinners, and the scoffers) are people who refuse to live
by God’s law—and the godly person will refuse to live by their example. “Blessed is the man who walks not in the counsel of the wicked, nor stands in the way of sinners, nor sits in the seat of scoffers.”
5

95.

G. Wilson, Psalms—Volume 1. NIV Application Commentary (Zondervan 2002)
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This does not mean the godly are to withdraw into a monastery
and have no contact with the ungodly whatsoever. What is being
prohibited is not casual or incidental contact (1 Cor 5:9, 10) and
certainly not evangelistic contact or the kind of redemptive association that Jesus modeled. But the godly person must not take
the “way” of the unrighteous. He is to take a different “way.” He is
“in” but not “of ” the world (John 17:11–19), he refuses to be “conformed” to the world (Rom 12:2), and he does not “love the world
or the things in the world” (1 John 2:15–17).
What, then, does he do?
Verse 2—“But his delight is in the law of the Lord, and on his law
he meditates day and night.” In the first verse, we learned that the
godly person is directed by God’s word—here we learn that he is
also delighted by it. Cf. Psalm 25:4, 5, 8, 9, 12.
(a) Torah. In regard to God, the “blessed” man in Psalm 1 has a
very specific delight: it is God’s law (Heb. torah) that gives him joy.
“Blessed are those . . . who walk in the law of the Lord!” (Psa 119:1).
An emphasis on torah is significant in Psalm 1 because of the introductory role of that Psalm. In the Hebrew Bible, the Book of
Psalms is simply called tehillim (“praises”). So think what it means
that a book of praise begins with an emphasis on law. Jesus asked,
“Why do you call me ‘Lord, Lord,’ and not do what I tell you?”
(Luke 6:46). The truth is, worship (praise/thanksgiving) can never
be separated from law (instruction/commandment), and we are
never praising God any more highly than when we are reverently
regarding his commandments and saying, “Thy will be done.” So
the Book of “Praises” could not have a more appropriate preamble
that Psalm 1—a torah psalm.
What a pity that we so often see “law” as a negative concept.
God’s law is never anything less than benevolent. It is always for
our good, the kind of teaching that a caring parent offers to a beloved child: “My son, do not forget my teaching, but let your heart
keep my commandments” (Prov 3:1). How could any right-thinking person not see such instruction as a blessing?
(b) Delight. Here is the main point of this verse (and indeed of
the entire psalm). The man who is “blessed” not only studies and

12
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knows God’s law, but he delights in it. His “greatest pleasure is in
the law of the Lord.”6 This man loves God’s law because he loves
God’s person—he is eager to be conformed to God’s image, and
he understands torah to be the teaching that is requisite to that
transformation. “Oh how I love your law! It is my meditation all the
day” (Psa 119:97). Cf. Psalm 26:8; 63:1; 112:1; 119:14, 16, 35, 47, 92.
We should note that this person’s delight is not just in knowledge but also in obedience. He pays close attention to the law of
God, and he responds to it faithfully. He “finds pleasure in obeying
the Lord’s commands” (NET).
Ultimately, it is our character that determines our happiness,
and nothing evidences our character any more than the things
that our hearts delight in. When it comes to things to be delighted
about, the law of the Lord is the most delightful thing in the world.
If your highest happiness is in the Lord and his law, you will never
run out of things to be happy about!
(c) Meditation. The psalmist’s mention of “meditation” here
is fascinating. The word he uses for “meditate” literally means
“mutter.” Since few of the ancient Hebrews had a written copy of
the Scriptures, their meditation would consist of remembering
what they had heard (and memorized) on occasions when the
Scriptures were read publicly. The image in Psalm 1 is that of
a person pondering the law by thoughtfully reciting to himself
the words that he had stored up in his heart. What a beautiful
picture of meditation! In ancient times, it was customary, even
when one had a manuscript to work with, for the words of Scriptures to be read audibly. And it is still traditional in some Jewish
circles for one to recite the words in an undertone as the Scriptures are being read. In this way, one does not merely “think”
about torah. He ponders the instruction audibly by “muttering”
the words—in search of insight. This is an active (and probably
more impactful) form of meditation, and I recommend it to you.
Do not just think with your brain. Read the words of God with
your lips. “Mutter” them!
6
R. Harrison, “The Psalms for Today” in Norlie’s Simplified New Testament in Plain
English for Today’s Reader (Zondervan 1961).
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But it is not just once in a while that the godly person meditates on God’s word. He does it “day and night.” Cf. Psalm 63:5, 6.
This does not mean that godly people never do anything else, but
neither is the expression mere hyperbole (cf. “pray without ceasing
in 1 Th 5:17). It means that God’s word is woven deeply into the
fabric of our everyday lives. We need to hear the same thing that
God said to Joshua, “This Book of the Law shall not depart from
your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you
may be careful to do according to all that is written in it. For then
you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have good
success” (Josh 1:8). Cf. Deuteronomy 6:4–7.
Historically, many people have recognized the special meditative value of the Psalms. Even in bound copies of the New Testament books, the Psalms have often been included because they
were thought to be indispensable. We desperately need a similar
recognition of the Psalms’ value today. The Psalms should be our
constant companion. We need to read them regularly from beginning to end. We need to pray the Psalms, memorize them, recite
them to ourselves, and hide them in our hearts.
But whether it is the Psalms or any other part of the Scriptures, meditation on the word must permeate our lives so thoroughly that it plants our feet firmly on the path toward God. The
word will not have a chance to shape our lives if we do not feed
on it frequently. So we must give ourselves to this activity wholeheartedly.
Frequent meditation (along with prayer) is a strong protection
against the inappropriate associations mentioned back in verse 1.
Immersion in the Scriptures may be the only thing that will keep us
from joining the wicked on their path. That path is likely to prove
irresistible if we are not immunized against it by “day and night”
meditation on God’s word.
To sum up the second verse, then, the godly (and therefore happy) person delights in God’s torah, he meditates on it, and he acts
on it. He listens to God deeply, and he responds faithfully. He delights both to hear and to do whatever God teaches. Cf. John 13:17;
James 1:25.
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Two Qualities of Life (vv 3, 4). Verse 3—“He is like a tree planted
by streams of water that yields its fruit in its season, and its leaf
does not wither. In all that he does, he prospers.”
(a) A Well-Watered Tree. The psalmist uses a vivid metaphor
to describe the godly person’s strength: he is like a tree with all the
advantages of an abundant water supply. The language here has
a close parallel in Jeremiah 17:7, 8 where the man who trusts in
God is like “a tree planted by water, that sends out its roots by the
stream, and does not fear when heat comes, for its leaves remain
green, and is not anxious in the year of drought, for it does not
cease to bear fruit.” Cf. Psalm 92:12–15.
A tree located by a stream can withstand “hardship” because
its roots have access to water. Likewise, the godly, being nourished
by God, are strong and productive even in the midst of difficulty.
Water, of course, is a symbol used throughout the Scriptures for
the life-giving qualities of God’s word (e.g., John 4:7–15; 7:37–39).
The concept of fruitfulness is extremely important. Even as
human beings, we are meant to do more than just exist: we are
to be productive, and among the Lord’s people, this is even more
important. There could be no worse condemnation than to be described as an “unprofitable servant” (Matt 25:30 NKJV). Jesus said,
“By this my Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit and so
prove to be my disciples” (John 15:8).
(b) Success. The godly man “prospers” or “succeeds” in all that
he does. Prosperity here involves more than financial wealth, and
success is more than the acquirement of power or prestige. Biblically, to “succeed” is to bring one’s plans to a successful conclusion. So in this verse, a part of the happiness of the godly man
is that the Lord gives him success in his undertakings. With the
Lord’s blessings, the godly man “succeeds in everything he attempts” (NET) and “success attends all he does” (Jerusalem Bible).
Cf. Psalm 18:29; 128:1–4.
Joseph is the obvious example of this principle (Gen 39:2, 3, 23),
and Joshua was told that his success would depend on faithfulness
to the Book of the Law: “then you will make your way prosperous,
and then you will have good success” (Josh 1:8).
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Obviously, God is the one who ultimately decides whether our
plans materialize. Cf. Psalm 127:1, 2. No matter how industrious
or intelligent we may be, we are never in complete control over
what happens. God always has the final say: at any moment, he
can alter the outcome. “Many are the plans in the mind of a man,
but it is the purpose of the Lord that will stand” (Prov 19:21). So
James counsels us to say, “If the Lord wills, we will live and do this
or that” (4:13–16).
But in real life, do the godly always prosper? Certainly they do
not always become wealthy, but even defining prosperity in more
general terms, the good things in life are not the exclusive property
of the godly. I agree with Motyer who says that verse 3 “professes a
‘creed’: this world is God’s world and those who side with him will
surely and ultimately enjoy blessing.”7 And as VanGemeren puts it,
“The future belongs to the godly, even when the wicked are enjoying
temporary power and prestige.”8 Cf. Psalm 4:7. The godly person’s
faith is in both the existence and the benevolence of God: despite
the appearance of things at certain times, God will certainly reward
those who seek him (Heb 11:6). Our faith is that of Job (Job 19:25).
As we often sing, “This is my Father’s world. O let me ne’er forget
that though the wrong seems oft so strong, God is the ruler yet.”
Verse 4—“The wicked are not so, but are like chaff that the wind
drives away.” Cf. Job 21:18; Isaiah 17:13. Without the water that
nourishes the godly, the wicked can have no real strength or stability. In ancient times, when grain was threshed, the sheaves were
crushed and then tossed into the air. The wind would blow away
the “chaff ” (husks, straw, etc.), and the kernels of grain would fall
back to the threshing floor. In verse 4, the wicked are compared to
the “chaff.” Rather than being solid and substantive, they are easily
“blown away.”
Created in the image of an eternal God, we were made for permanence and lasting joy. We have a deep need for stability because
“eternity” is in our hearts (Eccl 3:11). But sin broke the perfect picture of the world as it was created to be. As a consequence, God
7

Motyer, New Bible Commentary 489.

8

VanGemeren, Psalms 77.
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has subjected the world to “futility” (Rom 8:18–22). The world is
now a place of temporariness rather than permanence (cf. the term
hebel or “vanity” in Ecclesiastes). Until we get out of this world,
we cannot have the stability we so desperately need. So we groan,
constantly having to say goodbye to things we do not want to say
goodbye to. In the words of a song several years ago, “The only
thing that stays the same is that everything changes.”
When we are told that the wicked are “like chaff that the wind
drives away,” that is a serious warning. “Depart from God,” the
psalmist is saying, “and you will doom yourself to a life of insignificance, devoid of anything that has any lasting value.” None of us
wants to think that we are “dust in the wind,” but without God that
is all we are. We have no deeper need than the need for stability,
and so the wicked cut themselves off from something that is absolutely essential to human well-being. Unlike the godly, who are as
solid as “a tree planted by streams of water,” those who reject God
are simply “chaff.”
Momentary appearances, however, can be deceiving. When we
only look at the short-term evidence, it may look like the wicked
have more substance than the godly. Ultimately, it is only God’s
judgment—the final “winnowing”—that will show what was solid
and what was straw. Cf. 1 Corinthians 3:12, 13. Asaph only understood the emptiness of the wicked when he “discerned their end”
(Psa 73:16, 17). Cf. Psalm 39:4–6; 90:12.
Two Results (vv 5, 6). Ideas have consequences, and so do decisions. Psalm 1 ends by contrasting the very different outcomes of
wickedness and righteousness. When we make our decision about
God, here is what ultimately grows out of our choice.
Verse 5—“Therefore the wicked will not stand in the judgment,
nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous.” The judgment spoken of here could be any temporal or historical judgment that falls
on the wicked in this life or it could be the final judgment of all
mankind. It is certainly true that God comes in judgment upon the
wicked (nations and also individuals) in the here and now. Cf. Genesis 6–9; 18–19; Psalm 37; etc. But I believe the OT writers had at
least some awareness that there is going to be a final judgment (e.g.
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Eccl 12:14). In Psalm 1:5, “judgment” has the definite article—it is
not just “a” judgment but “the” judgment—indicating perhaps that
the speaker had in mind something more definite than any of the
preliminary judgments of God.
From the New Testament, we know that a great day is coming
on which every human being will face a final assessment before
the Creator. This will be a final “assay” of mankind, the effect of
which will be to purge God’s creation of wickedness once and for
all. Cf. Matthew 13:24–30. At that time, if not before, what the
Psalmist says of the wicked will be true: “they will not stand in the
judgment.” As the NET renders it, “the wicked cannot withstand
judgment nor can sinners join the assembly of the godly.” In other
words, the refining process is one the wicked will not be able to
survive (Mal 3:2). As a protected remnant, the righteous will be
spared the punishment of everyone else (Mal 3:17), and when all
that is left in the presence of the Lord is the “congregation of the
righteous,” the wicked will not be found anywhere in that entire
assembly. Cf. 1 Peter 4:17, 18.
God is the absolute Sovereign over his creation. As Creator and
King, he “judges the world with righteousness” (Psa 9:7, 8). The final judgment of all mankind will amount to a great separation that
will be made between those who have submitted to his rule and
those who have refused to do so. It will be an irrevocable division,
a sorting out, an expulsion. Between the righteous and the wicked,
it will be an ultimate “parting of the ways.” The redeemed will enter
the eternal congregation of the saints, and all others will be excluded, not because they were predestined to be lost but because they
never made the choice to accept God’s redemption.
To return to the agricultural metaphor, judgment will be
the final “winnowing” that separates the wheat from the chaff.
David’s prayer in Psalm 35:5 (“Let them be like chaff before the
wind, with the angel of the Lord driving them away!”) looks back
to 1:4 (“The wicked . . . are like chaff that the wind drives away”).
Psalm 1:1–4 shows the contrast between the godly and the ungodly. At the final judgment, God will simply make this contrast
last forever. With every choice we make in the here and now, we
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move ourselves toward one destiny or the other, and there is no
way to follow both paths at the same time. We cannot follow the
“counsel of the wicked” (v 1) and still expect a place in the “congregation of the righteous (v 5).
Verse 6—“For the Lord knows the way of the righteous, but the
way of the wicked will perish.” To say that the Lord “knows” the
way of the righteous can mean that he acknowledges them with
approval (John 10:14; 2 Tim 2:19). But it can also mean that he
watches over them with loving care. “The Lord watches over the
destiny of the godly” (NEB). Psalm 18 is a powerful commentary
on this truth (vv 2, 19, 28, 30, 36). Cf. Psalm 25:15; 26:12. The righteous have a protection on their path that the wicked do not enjoy
on theirs. Cf. Job 23:10; Proverbs 3:5, 6.
The last word of Psalm 1 is “perish.” To perish is to end in ruin
(John 3:16). To say the least, the way of wickedness is a road that
leads to no good end (Psa 146:9). In the chiastic structure of Psalm
1, the last word, “perish,” looks back to the first word, “blessed.” A
more important contrast cannot be imagined: be blessed or perish.
Those whom the Lord “knows” will be blessed, but all others will
hear him say, “I never knew you; depart from me” (Matt 7:23).
Psalm 1 deals with a life-and-death subject: our choice between
“two ways.” As in the story of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15:17, 18), our
Father waits for us back home, but we can’t get to where he is if we
don’t take the path that leads there. All paths have destinations and
all lives have outcomes (Rom 6:21, 22; 1 Pet 1:9). Whether we take
the path back home or stay on the path of rebellion, eternity will
give us the consequences of our choice.
Conclusion
What is it, then, that we learn in Psalm 1 about God and our relationship with him? The answer fairly jumps off the page: we must
be people whose delight is in the law of the Lord. God is our Creator and King, but we have rebelled against him. His desire now is
to be our Redeemer, and then our Refuge, but this cannot happen if
we will not lay down our rebellion, learn the meaning of reverence,
and let the joy of living within God’s law be our motivation. We
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must seek not only to do His will but delight to do it, once again
trusting our Father’s wisdom and his goodness.
And who, we ask, may have a right relationship with God? Not
just anybody, if Psalm 15 is any indication. God is seeking a certain
kind of people (John 4:23, 24), and we get no better portrait of that
person anywhere than the one in Psalm 1. Here is a person who delights (and meditates) in God—God’s law, God’s way, God’s people,
God’s blessing, and, yes, even God’s judgment.
Obviously, none of us is there yet, and we have no room to be
proud of ourselves. But this is what we must be seeking. And more
than that, we must understand what God is seeking. His plan involves a good deal more than making us “church members.” He will
be not be content until we have been brought back all the way to a
perfect, eternal conformity to his character (2 Cor 3:18). If that is
not what we are interested in, then as far as a relationship with God
is concerned, we need not apply. God is seeking only those who are
seeking him—just like the seeker in Psalm 1, who knew no higher
joy than to meditate on the Lord’s teaching.
Psalm 1 sets the tone for the Book of Psalms by introducing
the most basic choice that we ever have to make in life. Which
path will we follow: reverence to God or rebellion against him?
The first Psalm is the doorway to a great literary temple, but it is
an entrance posted with a clear warning. The warning goes something like this: “If you are ready to hear and obey the law of the
Lord, then enter the Psalms and worship. But if you are not willing to obey, then enter at your own peril—the Psalms will declare
your doom.” The study of the Psalms, then, is no trivial pursuit. It
will probe the deepest recesses of our hearts and either draw us
toward God or drive us away.
If we have to choose, however, the Psalms encourage us to
make the better choice and say “yes” to God rather than “no.” This
has always been the desire of God for his wayward children. While
our lives last, our Creator’s plea can be summarized like this: “If
you do not come back to me, you will die. But do not die—return
to me and live!” As long as our time in this broken world remains,
God is always saying: “Repent and turn from all your transgres-
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sions, lest iniquity be your ruin. Cast away from you all the transgressions that you have committed, and make yourselves a new
heart and a new spirit! Why will you die, O house of Israel? For I
have no pleasure in the death of anyone, declares the Lord God; so
turn, and live” (Ezek 18:30–32).
Our theme for these lectures is “You Are My God.” May each of
us, personally and individually, be able to say these words to God:
“You are my God.” If we learn anything from the Psalms it is surely
that God is the Creator and King of heaven and earth. In eternity,
he will reign triumphantly, even if some of us have refused his rule
and been excluded from that blessed realm. But—by his grace—
may we joyously come back to the King while we can and submit
to his loving rule. May each of us be in a position to say, with David in Psalm 40:8, “I delight to do your will, O my God; your law
is within my heart.”
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“You Are My Son”
Psalm 2

Tommy Peeler
Who rules our world? If God rules, what does a world God rules
look like? If God rules now, are things as good as they are going to
be or are better things to come? Where are we to look in the midst
of the chaos?
Psalm 2: A Royal Psalm
Psalm 2 is typically classified as a royal psalm. Psalms generally placed in this category are 2, 18, 20, 21, 45, 72, 89, 101, 110,
132, and 144.1 Royal psalms cut across literary types,2 but place
much emphasis on the human king. These psalms present an idyllic picture of what the king was intended to be. Psalms 89:19–37
and 132:10–12 stress God’s gracious and far-reaching promises to
David. Psalm 45 pictures the king as the best-looking, most eloquent (v 2), and mightiest of men (vv 3–5). He fights for the most
noble of causes (v 4). His reign is characterized by righteousness
(vv 6–7). Psalm 72 also portrays the king’s reign to be one of righteousness (vv 1, 2, 3) and justice (vv 3) toward the afflicted (vv 2, 4,
12), needy (vv 4, 12, 13), and poor (v 13). He shows his power “not
by grasping for the most but by caring for the least.”3 This king will
1
G. Wilson, Psalms 1–72, Volume 1. NIV Application Commentary (Zondervan
2002). On page 119 Wilson discusses some themes which are prominent in the royal
psalms.
2

Ibid.

3

C. Broyles, Psalms. New International Biblical Commentary (Hendrickson 1999)
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drive the wicked out of his house (Psa 101:3–5, 7–8) and bring the
faithful and blameless into his service (Psa 101:6). Psalm 20 calls
upon God to protect the king and the king places his confidence in
God (v 7). Psalm 21 describes a king who trusts in God and is given
victory over his foes (vv 7–9). The Lord gives the king his strength
(Psa 18:1–3, 30–42, 46–47; 144:1–2) and rescues the king from his
mighty enemies (Psa 18:4–6, 16–19, 48–50; 144:5–11). It is hard to
imagine a leader who would be better than this.
The Links between Psalms 1 and 2
Psalm 2 has several vocabulary links with Psalm 1. Psalm 1
opens with a beatitude, “How blessed is the man who does not
walk in the counsel of the wicked…” (1:1). Psalm 2 closes with
one, “How blessed are all who take refuge in Him!” (2:12). The
righteous man of Psalm 1 “meditates day and night” (1:2) in God’s
law, but the wicked nations of Psalm 2 are “devising a vain thing”
(2:1). The Hebrew word translated “meditates” and “devising” is
the same word. The word for way is common to both 1:6 and 2:12,
and in both of these Psalms we are told the result of wickedness
is that the wicked will perish (1:6; 2:12). There is great value in
studying the Psalms in the order in which they appear in the text.4
Some suggest that the first two psalms may form a two-part introduction to the Psalms.5
What is the Setting of Psalm 2?
The Psalm seems to deal with the coronation of the king in Zion
(2:6–7). The brief accounts of the coronation of Saul in 1 Samuel
298.
4
G. Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (Scholars P 1985) and “The Shape
of the Book of Psalms” Interpretation 46 (1992) 129–142; J. Walton “Psalms: A Catena
about the Davidic covenant” Journal of Evangelical Theological Society 34 (1991) 21–31.
These are some attempts to explain why the Psalms appear in the order that they do.
5
J. Willis, “Psalm 1—An Entity” Zeitschrift fur die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft
91 (1979) 381–401. This English article by Willis provides the arguments for seeing
Psalms 1 and 2 as one psalm. Ultimately, Willis rejects these points and gives good
reasoning as to why Psalm 1 and Psalm 2 should each stand on their own. I found his
mention of themes from Psalm 1 not in Psalm 2 (393–94) and points of Psalm 2 not in
Psalm 1 (395) and his links between Psalm 2 and Psalm 3 (393) especially compelling.
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10:24–25, Solomon in 1 Kings 1:32–35, and Joash in 2 Kings 11:12
and 2 Chronicles 23:11 are the fullest records we have of coronation ceremonies in the historical books of the Bible. Other nations,
subject nations, would often use this time when a new king came
to the throne to test him and rebel. For example, the Philistines
fought against David when they heard that he was made king (2
Sam 5:17–25) and the king of Moab rebelled against the king of
Israel after the death of King Ahab (2 Kng 1:1; 3:5). This was not
unique to Israel’s experience. In Assyria’s prime, the death of one
king and the enthronement of another was a time for subject kings
to test the power and will of the new king.6 The El Amarna letters
show the kings of Syria and Palestine rebelling against the Egyptians and neighboring kings in their own land.7
The Rebellious Nations:
“Let us tear their fetters apart” (2:1–3)
“Why are the nations in an uproar and the peoples devising a
vain thing?” A few times in the Psalms when the writer uses the
question why in addressing himself. Why are you in despair, O my
soul?” (42:5, 11; 43:5). The vast majority of times when this word
why is used in the Psalms, the word is addressed to God because
the author is bewildered by God’s activity or, more frequently,
His inactivity in the midst of a crisis (10:1, 1; 22:1; 43:2; 44:23–24;
74:1,1, 11; 80:12; 88:14). However, here the psalmist is not bewildered by God’s actions but by man’s (10:13; 52:1). The writer is utterly incredulous at man’s insane hostility to God (Job 15:25–26).
Why are the nations devising a vain thing? This word for vain
indicates from the start that the rebellion will serve no purpose
and is doomed to fail (Lev 26:16, 20; Job 39:16; Psa 4:2; 73:13; Isa
30:7; 49:4; 65:23; Jer 51:34, 58; Hab 2:13).
6
J. Oswalt, The Book of Isaiah: Chapters 1–39. New International Commentary on
the Old Testament (Eerdmans 1986). Oswalt talks about the revolts that broke out upon
the death of Tiglath-pileser III in 727 (p. 7) and also the chaos which followed the death
of Sargon in 705 (p. 10).
7
M. Dahood, Psalms I, 1–50. Anchor Bible (Doubleday 1965) 8. The letters are
translated in J. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament, 3rd
ed. (Princeton UP 1969) 483–90.
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The rebellion portrayed in Psalm 2 is not a small-scale rebellion. The kings of the earth assemble themselves from all over the
world to throw off God’s rule. They associate with the rulers (v 2)
and judges (v 10). “The variety of the terms for the nations (v. 1)
and their rulers (vv 2, 10) brings out the comprehensiveness of the
rebellion.”8 “Psalm 2 portrays in corporate terms what Psalm 1 depicts in individual terms.”9 The fact that these leaders are taking
their stand (v 2) shows they are preparing for battle (Jer 46:4, 14).
There are other places in the Psalms (46; 48; 83) and throughout
the prophets (Isa 29:1–8; Ezek 38–39; Mic 4:11–5:1; Zech 12; 14)
where the nations of the world gather against Jerusalem for battle.
Here the mightiest men on earth are gathering themselves together in an insurrection against the Lord and His anointed. Notice
how the poetic structure of verse 2 differs from verses 1 and 3 in
order to emphasize the One against whom the kings and rulers
wage war. Their rebellion is ultimately against the Lord and it will
be no more successful than Babel (Gen 11:1–9).
Who is God’s anointed? Prophets were occasionally anointed (1
Kng 19:16; Isa 61:1). Priests were anointed (Exod 28:41; 29:7; 30:30;
40:15; Lev 8:12; 16:32; Num 35:25). The tabernacle and its furniture were anointed (Exod 29:36; 30:26; 40:9, 10, 11; Lev 8:10, 11).
Most frequently in the Old Testament, however, the term anointed
is used in reference to kings (1 Sam 9:16; 10:1; 15:17; 16:3, 13; 2
Sam 2:4, 7; 3:39; 5:3, 17; 10:10; 12:7; 1 Kng 1:34, 39, 45 ; 5:1; 19:15; 2
Kng 9:3, 6, 12; 11:12; 1 Chr 11:3; 29:22; 2 Chr 22:7; 23:11; Psa 45:7;
89:20). The anointed that the nations are rebelling against is the
Lord’s anointed king. The king is “His anointed,” (v 2) “My king,” (v
6) and “My Son” (v 7). The king in view is encouraged to ask of God
and God promises Him an inheritance (v 8). God calls the kings to
do homage to the Son and this turns away His anger (v 12). Notice
how the king is closely associated with God in this psalm.
The nations say, “Let us tear their fetters apart.” The word translated fetters in the NASB is used of the bands and chains that restrict
8
W. VanGemeren, “Psalms” in The Expositor’s Bible Commentary Vol. 5 (Zondervan 1991) 68.
9

J. McCann Jr, “Psalms” in The New Interpreter’s Bible Vol. 4 (Abingdon 1996) 689.
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prisoners in Psalm 107:14. They plan to “cast away their cords from
us.” The word for cords is used for the ropes used to bind Samson (Jdg 15:13–14; 16:11–12) or to tie a sacrifice to the altar (Psa
118:27). The nations and their rulers obviously feel burdened and
oppressed by being under the rule of God and seek to break free.
Unfortunately, those who are supposed to be God’s people sometimes have the same attitude to God’s rule. In Jeremiah 5:5 the word
bonds NASB is the same Hebrew word for fetters in Psalm 2:3 and
those who speak there are God’s people. The world and sometimes
God’s people seek freedom from God. In doing so, however, we
miss the fact that the only true freedom that man can know is given by God (Job 39:5–8). We can say to Him, “You have loosed my
bonds” (Psa 116:16; also see Job 39:5; Jer 2:20; 30:8). The ideal is for
all the nations and their rulers to acknowledge God and His king.
The situation described in Psalm 2:1–3 is the exact opposite.
Does Psalm 2:1–3 sound like a description of our world? The
better question may be has there ever been a time in history when
these words were not true? The relevance of this psalm is that the
situation it describes seems to be constantly true in our world. Our
world, even sometimes our homes and churches, may seem out
of control. Can we see that God rules by just looking at the world
around us?10
God Rules: “He who sits in the heavens laughs” (2:4–6)
The scene shifts from the rulers and kings of earth to the God of
heaven. The stress of the psalm is not on the king’s might but on the
sovereignty of God.11 A problem with the common designation Royal Psalm is that is tends to stress the Davidic monarchy more than
the reign of God.12 The Lord “sits in the heavens” (v 4). This word
used for sits is a participle that often indicates a ruler sitting upon
his throne.13 “The Lord sat as king at the flood: Yes, the Lord sits as
King forever” (Psa 29:10, NASB). God is on the throne of heaven re10

Ibid., 691.

11

A. Ash, Psalms. Living Word Commentary (Sweet 1980).

12

McCann, “Psalms” 689.

13

S. Paul, Amos. Hermenia (Fortress 1991) 51–52.
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gardless of how much the leaders of this world are opposed to Him
(1 Kng 22:19; Isa 6:1; Ezek 1:26–28; Dan 7:9–10; Rev 4:2).
God is so great and powerful that He laughs and scoffs at those
who oppose Him. “The Lord is far from alarmed by the revolt of
the nations, which merely provoke divine scorn.”14 The word for
laugh is used in connection with God three times in the Psalms
(2:4; 37:13; 59:8). Each time the Lord is laughing at those who
think they can defy Him and mistreat His people. This same word
is used for the Philistines’ mocking and taunting Samson (Jdg
16:25). The word translated scoff is used of Assyria mocking Jerusalem (2 Kng 19:21; Isa 37:22) and the enemies of Israel laughing at God’s people among themselves (Psa 80:6). While often the
wicked laugh and scoff at God’s people, in Psalm 2 the Lord scoffs
at those who oppose Him. The combined strength of all the nations does not begin to compare with His power. “All the nations
are as nothing before Him, They are regarded as less than nothing
and meaningless” (Isa 40:17).
God speaks to them in His anger in verse 5. This Psalm highlights God’s anger (vv 5, 12), fury (v 5), and wrath (v 12). The God
of Psalm 2 is a consuming fire. The second line of verse 5 shows
the result of God speaking. God speaks in His fury and the nations
are dismayed and terrified (Gen 45:3; 1 Sam 28:21; 2 Sam 4:1; Isa
13:8; 21:3).15 The man who thinks he can defy God makes God
laugh (v 4), but the punishment that results from this defiance is
no laughing matter.16
God’s announcement of His king is the word that strikes fear
into the heart of His opponents. In verse 6 “But as for me” (NASB)
is emphatic and could be translated I have installed My king. God’s
I (v 6) trumps man’s let us (v 3). The authority of the king of Judah is
14
R. Jacobson, “Psalm 2” in N. deClaisse-Walford, R. Jacobson, and B. Tanner, The
Book of Psalms. New International Commentary on the Old Testament (Eerdmans
2014) 68.
15
McCann, “Psalms” 689. “In another key text, the Song of Moses (Exod 15:1–18),
God’s ‘fury’ (Exod 15:7) and ability to ‘terrify’ (Exod 15:15) God’s opponents are associated with God’s everlasting reign (Exod 15:18).”
16
This thought suggested by D. Kidner, Psalms. Tyndale Old Testament Commentary (InterVarsity P 1973) 51.
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not autonomous nor absolute, but it is derived authority.17 In other
words, God has exalted him to his high position.
God has installed His king on His holy mountain, Zion (Psa 3:4;
15:1; 24:3; 43:3; 48:2; 78:68–69; 99:9). “Zion is a modest mountain
on the crest of which sits a modest fortified town, the capital of a
rather small kingdom surrounded by vast empires.”18 From a topographical viewpoint Zion, with its rise of 743 meters, is a modest
mountain, But because of its great sacral significance the higher
mountains around it look up to it, glowing with envy (Psa 68:15–
16). Nevertheless, topographically one must go up to Jerusalem to
worship (Psa 122:1), and it was asked of the pilgrim there, ‘Who
may ascend the mountain of I AM?” (Psa 24:3).19
While Zion is the hill in the southeastern section of Jerusalem,
the term is used as a synonym for Jerusalem.20 God’s earthly city is
called Zion twenty-six times in the Psalms, Jerusalem ten times,
and the mountains twelve times.21 Jerusalem is “the city of God”
(Psa 46:4; 48:1, 8; 87:3; 101:8; Isaiah 60:14). It is “beautiful in elevation, the joy of the whole earth” (Psa 48:2). Everything about the
city is magical to the psalmists (Psa 48:11–12; 126:1–3) because
this is the city that the Lord has chosen (Psa 78:67–70; 132:13–14).
The God who sits in the heavens (1 Kng 8:27; Isa 66:1–2) demonstrates His rule in a special way in His city and His temple (1 Chr
28:2; Psa 99:5; 132:7; Lam 2:1; Matt 5:35).22
God’s Decree:
“You are My Son, Today I have begotten You” (2:7–9)
In verse 7 it is clear that the king is speaking. The king reveals
the decree the Lord made to Him. The term decree may be a tech17

Broyles, Psalms 46.

18

R. Alter, The Book of Psalms (W.W. Norton 2007) 6.

19

Waltke, Houston, with Moore, “The Psalms as Christian Worship” 168.

20

P. Craigie, Psalms 1–50. Word Biblical Commentary (Word 1983) 66.

21

Waltke, Houston, with Moore, “The Psalms as Christian Worship” 168.

P. Roberts, “The City of God,” in D. Petty, ed., The Gospel in the Old Testament.
Florida College Lectures 2003 (Florida College 2003). This does a good job of tracing the
theme of Jerusalem as the city of God throughout Scripture.
22
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nical term for royal law.23 In Psalm 105:10 this word is used in parallelism with the word covenant. The decree declares that the king
is God’s son. In the OT the nation of Israel as a whole is sometimes
referred to as God’s son (Exod 4:22–23; Deut 1:31; 8:5; Jer 31:9;
Hos 11:1). The king is an official representative of the nation and is
God’s Son in a special way. In God’s promises to David, He spoke of
David’s heir who would sit on his throne and said, “I will be a father
to him and he will be a son to me” (2 Sam 7:14). Psalm 89 says of
the Davidic king, “He will cry to Me, ‘You are my Father, My God,
and the rock of my salvation.’ I will also make him My firstborn, the
highest of the kings of the earth” (Psa 89:26–27). The I in “I have
begotten You” is emphatic. God made the king His son. Nathanael
demonstrates the connection between being God’s son and being
the king when he says to Jesus, “Rabbi, You are the son of God; You
are the King of Israel” (John 1:49; also Luke 1:32–33).
Some of the nations around Israel viewed their kings as divine,
as gods. In Israel despite the lofty titles given to the king, he was a
human being and not God .24 While the prophets rebuked the kings
for many sins, they did not rebuke the kings for claiming to be Divine. Psalm 45:6–7 presents a difficulty here because it clearly addresses the king as God, Elohim. This Hebrew term Elohim is used
over 2,500 times in the Old Testament. In the NASB it is translated
God (2,325 times), gods (204 times), god (45 times), and goddess (2
times).25 The word is used for Samuel and translated “divine being”
in 1 Samuel 28:13. The word is used for Israel’s judges in Exodus
21:6 and 22:8–9. The word is also used of idols and occasionally of
human beings. I think the fact that the king is described as Elohim
in Psalm 45:6–7 emphasizes the king is appointed by God and is
in a special relationship with God. The king’s rule is to represent
God’s righteous rule, but the king himself is not Divine.
23
H. Kraus, Psalms 1–59. H. Oswald, trans. Continental Commentary (Augsburg
1988) 129–30. Also G. Jones, “The Decree of Yahweh,” Vetus Testamentum 15 (1965)
336–344.
24
O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World: Ancient Near Eastern Iconography
and the Book of Psalms. T. Hallert, trans. (Seabury P 1978) 251–253.
25
The New American Standard Exhaustive Bible Concordance, R. Thomas, ed. (Holman 1981) 1489.
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The words of verse 8, “Ask of Me and I will surely give,” are
similar to God’s words to Solomon in 1 Kings 3:5. As God’s son,
the king is an heir to all that belongs to God and God will give
His son what he asks (Psa 20:1–3; 21:2–4), including the nations
and the ends of the earth. The nations which were in an uproar in
v. 1 and the earth over which the kings reigned in v 2 are part of
the king’s inheritance. The word inheritance is used repeatedly in
the book of Joshua to describe the various allotments given to the
tribes of Israel (Josh 11:23; 13:6, 7, 8, 14, 23, 28, 33; 14:2, 3, 3, 9, 13,
14; 15:20; 16:5, 8, 9; 17:4, 4, 6, 14; 18:2, 4, 7, 7, 20, 28; 19:1, 2, 8, 9,
9, 10, 16, 23, 31, 39, 41, 48, 49, 51; 21:3; 23:4; 24:28, 30, 32). There
is no limit to the land promised to God’s king. This promise is
frequently found in these royal psalms. “May He rule from sea to
sea and from the River to the end of the earth….And let all kings
bow down before Him and all nations serve Him” (Psa 72:8–11).
Psalm 89:25 says, “I will also set his hand on the sea and his right
hand on the rivers.”
The king, the anointed, is pictured as ruling with a rod of iron.
The rod is His staff and it is inherently strong while the nations are
viewed as weak and fragile. The Hebrew text indicates they are as
a shattered piece of pottery in the Hebrew text.26 Interestingly, the
image of broken pottery is used as a picture of judgment upon a
disobedient nation (Isa 30:12–14; Jer 19:1–13; 25:34).27 “This stark
contrast between the power of the Davidic king and the fragility
of the earthly monarchs rested not in the human strength of the
Hebrew king, but in God, the speaker of these words.”28
26
The LXX, Syriac, and Jerome have the idea of ruling or shepherding the nations
with the rod of iron. The MT has the meaning of break. Waltke, Houston, and Moore
give six reasons to prefer the reading of the MT. In An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
Syntax, Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor (pp. 26–28) give reasons for holding the
Masoretic text in high regard. The New Testament refers to this passage in Revelation
2:26–27; 12:5; and 19:15 it makes reference to the LXX text. A good defense could be
made, however, of either the translation “break,” “rule,” or “shepherd.” A rod can indicate
a shepherd’s tool (Psa 23:4; Ezek 20:37), a ruler’s scepter (Gen 49:10; Psa 45:6) or an
implement for inflicting blows (2 Sam 7:14; Psa 89:32; Mic 5:1). McCann, “Psalms” 690.
27

Wilson, Psalms 1–72 112.
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Craigie, Psalms 1–50 67.
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Call to the Kings to Submit:
“Do homage to the Son” (2:10–12)
The word translated Now therefore in the New American Standard Bible is a word used in wisdom literature as a call to listen to
wisdom (Prov 5:7; 7:24; 8:32).29 The kings who are rebelling against
the Lord and against His anointed in verse 2 are called to act wisely
and to surrender to God’s king. The verbs from verse 10 to the first
line of verse 12 are all imperatives in Hebrew. The kings and leaders who are used to giving commands are now being commanded
by a higher authority, by God Himself.
The demand given to the kings and judges is to serve (ESV),
worship (NASB) the Lord (11) and His Son (12). If they do not serve
Him then they will perish (12). In Hebrew the contrast between
the words translated serve and perish is more striking because they
are pronounced basically the same.30 “The only other call in Psalms
to ‘serve the Lord’ occurs in 100:2 (NIV and NRSV ‘worship’). Psalm
100 immediately follows a group of psalms that proclaim the Lord’s
reign (Psa 93, 95–99).”31 Since God is King of all, then all nations
are called to serve Him.
There are a couple of translation questions about verse 12.
Should the Hebrew verb at the beginning of verse 12 should best
be translated kiss? Kiss fits the context since Kissing was a way to
show submission to a god (1 Kng 19:18; Hos 13:2). When Samuel
anointed Saul king, he kissed him (1 Samuel 10:1). Also, “to kiss
the feet of a king (or the ground in front of the king’s feet) was a
symbol of humility and political obedience (see Psa 72:9; Isa 49:23;
Mic 7:17).”32 The Black Obelisk pictures Jehu, the king of Israel,
bowing and kissing the ground before Shalmaseser III, king of Assyria.33 Another difficulty is why the text uses an Aramaic word
29

VanGemeren, “Psalms” 71.

30

Ash, Psalms 39.

McCann, “Psalms” 690. The verb “serve” is used very rarely in the Psalms (18:43;
22:30; 72:11; 97:7; 106:36) but only in Psalms 2:11 and 100:2 as imperatives.
31

32

Jacobson, “Psalm 2” 70.

A. Hoerth, Archaeology and the Old Testament (Baker 1998) 322. A. Millard,
Treasures from Bible Times (Lion 1985) 119.
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for son instead of the Hebrew word for son.34 One suggestion for
the Aramaic word is that it avoids a dissonance, an inharmonious
combination of sounds in pronouncing the Hebrew.35 Another
suggestion is that the Aramaic word may been used because it was
the language of international diplomacy (Isa 36:11) and was used
in addressing foreign nations.36
The anger and fury of God which were introduced in Psalm 2:5
are mentioned again in verse 12. The anger and wrath of God are
a motivation to bow before the Son. The only way to escape His
anger is by fleeing to Him and taking refuge in Him. While the
nations may believe that in throwing off God’s restraints there is
freedom, true liberty consists rather in living in relationship with
God and taking refuge in Him.37
Taking refuge in God is a key concept in the Psalms (2:12; 5:11;
7:1; 11:1; 16:1; 17:7; 18:2, 30; 25:20; 31:1, 19; 34:8, 22; 36:7; 37:40;
57:1; 61:4; 64:10; 71:1; 91:4; 141:8; 144:2). “To ‘take refuge’ in God
means to depend on God, to trust God, to entrust one’s life and
future to God.”38 Those who take refuge in Him will be blessed.
The fact that those who take refuge in God are blessed does not
always mean their lives will be easy. The words of Psalm 3 stress
this. “O Lord, how my adversaries have increased! Many are rising
up against Me” (Psa 3:1). Taking refuge in God means that while
the world says that God will not deliver His people (Psa 3:2), we
put our confidence in Him. We cry to God for deliverance (Psa 3:7)
and by His grace experience His salvation (Psa 3:8). The prayers of
Psalms “are the liturgy of those who take refuge in the Lord, in the
midst of all the powers in the world that threaten the way of those
who seek to live in the rule of God.”39
34

The regular Hebrew word for son was used in verse 7.

F. Delitzsch, “Psalms,” in Commentary on the Old Testament, Vol. 5. J. Martin,
trans. (Eerdmans 1982) 98.
35
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Craigie, Psalms 1–50 64.
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Is Psalm 2 Fulfilled in the Old Testament?
Did Psalm 2, the royal psalms in general, and the promises to
David have any fulfillment in the kings from David’s line in the OT
or did these find their exclusive fulfillment in Christ? It seems clear
from the Old Testament that some of this language certainly had a
fulfillment in the Old Testament Davidic kings. David’s address to
Solomon deliberately picks up much of the language of 2 Samuel
7 and 1 Chronicles 17 in order to stress Solomon’s blessings and
responsibilities. Notice that Solomon in 1 Chronicles 22:10 “shall
build a house for My name” (2 Sam 7:13; 1 Chr 17:12) and “he shall
be My Son and I will be his father” (2 Sam 7:14; 1 Chr 17:13) and “I
will establish the throne of his kingdom over Israel forever” (2 Sam
7:16; 1 Chr 17:14). In 1 Chronicles 28:3–6 God states that Solomon
is to “build My house” because “I have chosen him to be a son to
Me, and I will be a father to him.”
However, the extent of the kingdom ruled by David, Solomon,
and their successors did not reach the worldwide proportions
that Psalm 2 describes. Solomon’s kingdom extended from “the
entrance of Hamath to the brook of Egypt” (1 Kng 8:65). These
borders were once again possessed by Israel during the reigns of
Jeroboam II and Uzziah according to 2 Kings 14:25. But never did
Israel rule over a territory as vast as Psalm 2 describes. Therefore,
while there was some level of fulfillment in these OT kings from
David’s line, it was certainly not a complete fulfillment.
Does Israel’s History Sound Like What
We Expect From The Royal Psalms?
When we look at the history of Israel and Judah as it is recorded in the books of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles is it what we
would expect from studying the royal psalms? None of the Kings
of Israel did good and right in the eyes of the Lord. All of them
were spiritual disappointments. Then the nation finally fell to the
judgment of the Lord and the might of Assyria in 722 B.C. While
this might be explained by the fact that none of Israel’s kings were
descendants of David nor worshippers at the Jerusalem temple, the
history of Judah was not much brighter than Israel’s. Judah should
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have learned from Israel’s sin and punishment but they did not (Jer
3:6–11; Ezek 16: 44–52; 23:5–21).
Consider the careers of the final kings of Judah and compare
them with the promises made in these royal psalms. Josiah was
king of Judah from 640–609 BC and was the last good king in Judah. While Josiah did many good things, he died ingloriously. He
is killed by Pharaoh Neco of Egypt as Neco is going up to aid the
king of Assyria in his battle against Babylon (2 Kng 23:29–30; 2
Chr 35:20–27). After Josiah’s death, the people of the land made
Jehoahaz king (2 Kng 23:30). Jehoahaz served as king for only three
months before he was removed from the throne by Pharaoh Neco
and imprisoned in Egypt (2 Kng 23:33; 2 Chr 36:1–4; Ezek 19:1–4).
Heavy tribute was placed upon Judah (2 Kng 23:33; 2 Chr 36:3)
and Jehoahaz never returned from his Egyptian imprisonment (Jer
22:10–12). Neco then made Eliakim king of the land and changed
his name to Jehoiakim (609–598 B.C.; 2 Kng 23:34–35; 2 Chr 36:5–
8). Jehoiakim placed a heavy tax on the land in order to pay off
Neco (2 Kng 23:35). Jehoiakim was placed on the throne by Egypt
but after Babylon crushed the Egyptians at the battle of Carchemish in 605 B.C. he was forced to submit to Nebuchadnezzar and
the Babylonian (2 Kng 24:1). However, at the first sign of Babylon’s
weakness, he rebelled (2 Kng 24:1). Jehoiakim then faced swift retribution from the Babylonians (2 Kng 24:2).40 Jehoiachin followed
his father as king for only three months before he was taken into
Babylonian captivity in March of 597 B.C. (2 Kng 24:10–17; 2 Chr
36:9–10). The king of Babylon made Mattaniah king of Judah and
changed his name to Zedekiah (2 Kng 24:17–18). Zedekiah was on
the throne from 597–587 and he eventually put his hope in Egypt
and rebelled against Babylon (2 Chr 36:13; Ezek 17; Jer 37:1–10). In
retribution, Nebuchadnezzar burned the city of Jerusalem and the
temple of the Lord. When Zedekiah was captured, he was brought
to Riblah to stand before Nebuchadnezzar and he had Zedekiah’s
sons slaughtered before his eyes and then his eyes were put out
40
J. Bright, Jeremiah. Anchor Bible (Doubleday 1984) xlvii–xlix, and J. Taylor, Ezekiel. Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries (Inter-Varsity 1969) 30–31, provide good
brief summaries of the some of the fascinating events of Jehoiakim’s reign.
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(2 Kng 25:6–7; Jer 52:10–11). Psalms 74, 79, 137, and the book of
Lamentations record the immense grief which Judah experienced
at these events. Zedekiah was the last king to sit on the throne of
Judah. Does this sound like he was the highest of the kings of the
earth (Psa 89:27)? Does this history match the promise, “Ask of Me,
and I will give the nations as your inheritance” (Psa 2:8)? The history of these kings does not measure up to our expectations from
reading the royal psalms and as the Old Testament closes with no
king sitting on David’s throne.
Psalm 89 laments the historical reality of these kings from David’s line. While most psalms move from lament to praise, Psalm
89 moves from praise to lament.41 Psalm 89 opens praising God
(vv 1–18). Who can compare to the Lord, mighty and awesome
(vv 6–8)? God rules the seas and crushes all of His enemies (vv
9–10). God created the heavens and the earth and is sovereign
over all (v 11–13). Righteousness and justice are the foundations
of His throne (v 14). The next section of the psalm celebrates
God’s promises to David (vv 19–37). God has chosen David and
anointed him (v 20), and He promises to strengthen him (v 21).
God crushed his adversaries before him (v 23). He declares to the
Davidic king that his reign will be universal (v 25) and that he will
be the highest of the kings of the earth (v 27). God will establish
David’s descendants forever (vv 29, 36–37).42
However, the tone of the psalm drastically changes in the last
section (vv 38–52). These verses deal with the seeming inconsistency between God’s promises in verses 19–37 and historical reality. While God promised to exalt David (vv 19, 24), He actually
41
Psalms 13 and 22 are two of the many example of this movement from lament to
praise. This is true not just for the individual psalms but this is true for the collection of
the Psalms as a whole. The individual psalms of lament are heavily concentrated in Book
1 of the Psalms (Psalms 1–41). C. Bullock, Encountering the Book of Psalms (Baker 2001)
139. Bullock also says, “Even though the psalms of lament and complaint outnumber
the psalms of praise in Books 1–3, praise dominates in Books 4–5. This movement from
lament to praise seems to be the pattern that has developed consciously in the compilation of the Psalter. Praise is the goal to which the whole book moves” (124).
42
M. Tate, Psalms 51–100. Word Biblical Commentary (Word 1990) 423. Tate has a
good discussion of how many of the things affirmed about YHWH in verses 1–19 have
parallels in what is said of the Davidic king in verses 19–37.
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exalted the king’s adversaries (v 42). While God promised to crush
the king’s adversaries (v 23), it was the adversaries who prevailed
and rejoiced (v 42). God said He would set the right hand of His
king upon the rivers (v 25), but it is the right hand of his foes that
was victorious (v 42). God promised to confirm His covenant with
David (v 28) and not to violate it (v 34), but God spurned the covenant (v 39). God said He would establish the throne of David (v
29) and said that the throne would be as surely as the sun and the
moon (vv 36–37), God cast David’s throne to the ground (v 44).
God vowed that He would keep these promises to David forever
(vv 28, 29, 36–37), but those promises were cut short (v 45).
Two of the key words in Psalm 89 are the words lovingkindness
(vv 1, 2, 14, 24, 28, 33, 49) and faithfulness (vv 1, 2, 5, 8, 24, 33, 49).
Examining these words is a way to observe the development within
the psalm. The psalmist begins by praising God for His lovingkindness and His faithfulness (vv 1–2). Faithfulness surrounds God as
a garment (v 8) and lovingkindness marches on before Him (v 14).
These essential attributes of God are particularly displayed in His
dealing with the Davidic king. God says, “My faithfulness and My
lovingkindness will be with Him” (v 24) and “My lovingkindness I will
keep for him forever, and My covenant will be confirmed to him” (v
28). God warns that He will punish David’s sons if they forsake His
laws (vv 30–32), “But I will not break off My lovingkindness from
him, nor deal falsely in My faithfulness” (v 33). However, in light of
all that has happened to the Davidic kings, how can these promises
of God be true? “Where are Your former lovingkindnesses, O Lord,
which you swore to David in Your faithfulness?” (v 49). It is understandable that those who trusted God were confused by the discrepancy between God’s promises and what happened in their history.
Did God’s promises fail? Did He forget His covenant or was He
unable to fulfill it? Psalm 89 does not offer any closure to these
questions. The unanswered questions and unfulfilled promises
create a longing in the heart of the faithful for the fulfillment of
God’s word.
While none of these kings of Israel or Judah lived up to all these
expectations, this led the faithful to believe in a coming One who
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would fulfill them.43 The remnant among the people knowing the
faithfulness, the power, and the promises of God refused to give
up on Him.
To be sure, Psalm 2 can be treated simply as an example of ancient
Near Eastern royal ideology with its characteristic tendency toward
hyperbole. But Psalm 2 was preserved by the community of faith as
something more than a historic artifact of the Davidic dynasty. In
periods of monarchical weakness and even after the disappearance of
the monarchy, Psalm 2 was preserved and treasured as Israel’s poetic
answer to the fundamental question, Who rules the world? And the
answer is clear: The Lord reigns! When it appeared otherwise, as it
always does, Psalm 2 thus served as a powerful affirmation of faith
and hope. In short, the psalm functioned eschatologically.44

This hope for a coming king is preserved in the entire Old
Testament,45 especially the prophetic books. Some passages that
prophecy of this coming king are Isaiah 9:6–7, 11:1–5, 32:1–8, Jeremiah 23:5–6, 30:9, 33:14–26, Ezekiel 34:23–24, 37:24–28, Hosea
3:5, Amos 9:11–12, Zechariah 3:6:12–13, and 9:9–10. This king
will be from the line of David (Isa 11:1; Jer 23:5, 30:9, 33:15; Ezek
34: 23–24, 37:24–25; Hos 3:5; Amos 9:11–12). His reign will be
characterized by justice and righteousness (Isa 9:6–7, 11:4–5, 32:1;
Jer 23:5–6, 33:15). His reign will be universal (Isa 9:6–7, 11:9; Amos
9:12; Zech 9:9–10) and He will usher in a time of peace (Isa 9:6–7,
11:6–9; Jer 23:6, 30: 8–10,33:16; Ezek 34:25–28; Zech 9:9–10). No43
B. Waltke with C. Yu, An Old Testament Theology (Zondervan 2007) 889. He
states that “the faithful knew that Israel’s history ends in triumph, not in tragedy.”
44

McCann, “Psalms” 690.

Chronicles was probably the last book written in the Old Testament. It may be
that writing at the end of the Old Testament, the Chronicler selectively records actual
events from the life of David and Solomon that foreshadow the Messiah. He carefully
records these historical events from their careers to match prophecies given elsewhere
in the Old Testament. An example of this is in the connections that exist between 1
Chronicles 11 David being made king and Ezekiel 37:15–28 which prophesies of David
reigning over Israel. Notice how 1 Chronicles uses terms like shepherd (v 2), My people
(v 2), prince (v 2), covenant (v 3), and king (v 3). Notice how Ezekiel 37 uses the same
terms: shepherd (v 24), My people (v 27), prince (v 25). covenant (v 26), king (v 24). As
all Israel gathers to make David king in 1 Chronicles 11:1, 12, all Israel is gathered in
Ezekiel 37:15–28. These ideas were inspired by P. Roberts, An Evaluation of the Chronicler’s Theology of Eschatology based on Synoptic Studies between Samuel-Kings and
Chronicles. M.A. Thesis, Trinity Evangelical School 1974: 28–29.
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tice how this picture is similar to the picture in the royal psalms.
The king in the royal psalms is from the line of David (Psa 18:50;
89:3, 20, 35, 49; 132:1, 10, 11, 17; 144:10). His reign is characterized
by justice and righteousness (Psa 45:3, 6–7; 72:1–4, 12–14; 101:3–
8). His reign will be universal (Psa 2:8–9; 72:8–11; 89:24–27) and
He will usher in a time of peace (Psa 72:3, 5–7, 16–17; 132:15–16).
This is but a brief summary of these prophesies about this one who
would fulfill their hopes and dreams.
This hope for a king who would fulfill the words of Psalm 2 is
also expressed in Jewish literature in the period between the Testament46
See, Lord, and raise up for them their king,
The son of David, to rule over your servant Israel
In the time known to you, O God
Undergird him with the strength to destroy the unrighteous rulers,
to purge Jerusalem from Gentiles
who trample her to destruction;
in wisdom and in righteousness to drive out
the sinners from the inheritance;
to smash the arrogance of sinners
like a potter’s jar;
To shatter all their substance with an iron rod;
To destroy the unlawful nations with the word of his mouth;
At his warning the nations will flee from his presence;
And he will condemn the sinners by the thoughts of their hearts
(Psalms of Solomon 17:21–25)

Psalm 2 in the New Testament
The Psalms is the Old Testament book most frequently quoted on the pages of the New Testament. “Of the 283 direct quotes
from the Old Testament in the New Testament, 116 (41 percent)
are from the Psalter. Jesus Christ alludes to the Psalms more than
fifty times (see Luke 24:44).”47
46
Waltke with Yu, An Old Testament Theology. On pages 890–892 there is a good
but very brief summary of some of the Jewish literature from this time period and its
expectations of the Messiah.
47

Ibid., 892.
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Psalm 2 is one of the psalms most frequently quoted, alluded to,
or echoed in the New Testament.48 “It was a Messianic psalm par
excellence.”49 One greater “than David or Solomon was needed to
justify the full fury of these threats and the glory of these promises.”50 The New Testament use of this Psalm clearly shows that its
ultimate fulfillment is found in Jesus. The following list of references to Psalm 2 in the New Testament is presented according to the
order of the lines in the psalm.
Psalm 2:1–2 in Acts 4
Psalm 2:1–2 is quoted in Acts 4:25–26 in the prayer of the early church. In context of Acts the apostles are threatened by the
most powerful rulers of the Jewish nation “not to speak or teach
at all in the name of Jesus” (Acts 4:18). After Psalm 2 is quoted in
verses 25 and 26, notice how the vocabulary of the psalm is used
in describing the death and suffering of Jesus in verse 27. Notice
the words “Gentiles” (25, 27), “peoples” (25, 27), “were gathered
together” (26, 27), and “anointed” in 27 is the noun form of the
word “Christ” in verse 26. The way Pilate, Herod, the Gentiles,
and the peoples of Israel treated Jesus was their living out Psalm
2:1–2. We are told that all this opposition and hostility accomplished “whatever Your hand and Your purpose predestined to
occur” (Acts 4:28). God’s sovereignty over the events of the crucifixion is constantly affirmed in the early chapters of Acts (2:23;
3:18; 4:28).51 God installed His king in Zion despite the hatred of
the rulers and kings of this world.
Notice how the prayer in Acts 4 includes the leaders of Israel
joining these foreign leaders in rebellion against God. Notice also
that they were gathered together “in this city” for this wickedness.
Delitzsch, “Psalms” 90. He says, “In the New Testament this Psalm is cited more
frequently than any other.” The truth of that statement depends on what is included as a
quotation. Most writers list Psalm 110 as the most frequently quoted.
48

49

Craigie, Psalms 1–50 68.

50

Kidner, Psalms1-72 50.

Ibid. He says “That passage points out the quiet sovereignty of God (Acts 4:28)
and 1 Corinthians 2:8ff the obtuseness of man. Every grand alliance against heaven will
show, in time, this double pattern.”
51
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The very city where God installs His king in Psalm 2 is the city
where the king is rejected. Israel’s leaders have joined the nations
in their conspiracy against God’s king in the city where God chose
to establish His name.52
However, the quotation of this Psalm may have served as an assurance to these disciples. The opposition of the kings and leaders
of the earth in Psalm 2 was no threat to His rule and the opposition
the apostles faced would not be a threat either. The words of Psalm
2 may have encouraged them, “if it is of God, you will not be able
to overthrow them” (Acts 5:39).53
Psalm 2:7 at the Baptism and Transfiguration
The words of Psalm 2:7, “You are my Son,” are alluded to by the
Father of the Son at His baptism (Matt 3:17; Mark 1:11; Luke 3:22).
Matthew presents these words in third person, “This is My beloved
Son,” but Mark and Luke use second person, “You are My beloved
Son.” The use of the third person in Matthew may indicate that
these words also were a message for the bystanders upon the banks
of the Jordan.54 Matthew 3:16–17 also seems to contain an allusion
to Isaiah 42:1. Isaiah 42 introduces “My servant,” “My chosen one
in whom My soul delights.” The servant of the Lord appears in Isa
42:1–9; 49:1–7; 50:4–11; and 52:13–53:12. Matthew seems to use
this idea of Jesus as the servant of Isaiah several times. “In that capacity he not only brings OT prophecy to fulfillment, receiving the
Spirit (3:17; 12:18), taking up infirmities (8:17), and giving his life
as a ransom for many (20:28), he is also the paradigm of the righteous sufferer.”55 The passages from Psalm 2 and Isaiah 42 combine
the ideas of the conquering king portrayed in the royal psalms and
the suffering servant of the latter part of the book of Isaiah. Jesus
will conquer His enemies and defeat His foes by His suffering and
52

Waltke, Houston, and Moore, “The Psalms as Christian Worship” 164.

53

Mays, Psalms 50, encouraged this thought.

R. France, The Gospel of Matthew. New International Commentary on the New
Testament (Eerdmans 2007) 122–24, believes the wording of Matthew 3:17 is more influenced by Genesis 22:2 than by Psalm 2:7.
54

55
W. Davies and D. Allison, The Gospel According to Saint Matthew, Vol. 1 (T &T
Clark 2000) 344.
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death on the cross. Many of the New Testament passages which
affirm Jesus as King are focused on the cross (Matt 21:5; 27:11,
29; 37, 42; Mark 15:2, 9, 12, 18, 26, 32; Luke 19:38; 23:2–3, 37–38;
John 12:13, 15; 18:33, 37, 39; 19:3, 12, 14, 15, 19–22; Rev 1:5). It
may seem foolish to our world, as it did to the first century world,
to proclaim this crucified man as King. “But we preach Christ crucified, to the Jews a stumbling block and to Gentiles foolishness,
but to those who are the called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ, the
power of God and the wisdom of God” (1 Cor 1:23–24).
The words spoken at the Transfiguration of Jesus are similar to
the words spoken at His baptism. “This is My beloved Son, with
whom I am well-pleased; listen to Him!” (Matthew 17:5; with similar words in Mark 9:7, Luke 9:35, and 2 Pet 1:17). Peter recently
proclaimed to Jesus, “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God”
(Matt 16:16). As Jesus begins to teach them about His approaching death and resurrection, they do not understand (Matt 16:21–
23; Luke 9:43–45).The heavenly voice affirms that Peter’s earlier
confession is indeed true. Jesus is the Christ, the son of God. This
passage again combines the conquering king of Psalm 2 with the
suffering servant of Isaiah 42–53. While these declarations about
Jesus are hard for the apostles to reconcile, they are both true.
The additional words, “Listen to Him” did not appear in the text
about the baptism of Jesus. This phrase seems to be from Deuteronomy 18:15, 19. Deuteronomy 18 says God would reveal His
word to Israel by His prophets in contrast to the sorcery practiced
by the present inhabitants of the land of Canaan (vv 9–14). God
would raise up a prophet and put His words in the prophet’s mouth
(v 18). The people were to listen to the prophet (v 15), and the one
who refused to listen to him will be cut off (v 19). Interestingly, the
reason God would speak with the prophets is that when God spoke
to Israel directly from Mount Sinai, the people were terrified and
feared death (Exod 20:18–21; Deut 5:22–33; 18:16–17). Similarly,
on the mountain of Transfiguration, when God speaks to Peter,
James, and John, “they fell face down to the ground and were terrified” (Matt 17:6).56
56

The idea of Jesus as the fulfillment of the prophet of Deuteronomy 18 is particu-
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The cloud that overshadowed those who witness the transfiguration also seems to have important Old Testament roots. God
displayed His glory to Israel in a cloud in the wilderness (Exod
13:21–22), in the tabernacle (Exod 40:34–35), and in the temple
(1 Kng 8:10–11). Ezekiel saw “a great cloud with fire flashing forth
continually and a bright light around it, and in its midst, something
like glowing metal in the midst of the fire” (Ezek 1:4). The closest
connection between the cloud of the Transfiguration and the Old
Testament is Mount Sinai.57 One of the purposes of the dramatic
events at Mount Sinai was “that the people may hear when I speak
with you and may believe in you forever” (Exod 19:9). As the events
of Mount Sinai solidified Israel’s trust in Moses as God’s spokesman so the events of the mountain of Transfiguration strengthen
the apostle’s faith in Jesus. “It also marks out Jesus as in a different
category from the greatest of God’s servants, Moses and Elijah.”58
Psalm 2:7 in Acts
Acts 13 records Paul’s longest preserved sermon. He preaches
at the synagogue of Antioch Pisidia. Paul gives a brief overview
of the history of Israel from the time of the fathers until Saul in
verses 17–21 and then he stresses God has fulfilled His promises
to David by raising Jesus from the dead (vv 23–37). He argues that
the leaders did not recognize Jesus and fulfilled the words of the
prophets by condemning Him. Isaiah 55:3 and Psalm 16:10 are two
of the prophecies Jesus fulfills according to verses 34–37. In verse
33 Paul applies Psalm 2:7 to Jesus. Acts 13:33 introduces the quote
larly strong in the books of Luke and Acts. Jesus is identified as a prophet in Luke 4:24;
7:16, 39; 13:33; 24:19; Acts 3:22–23. Acts 3:22–23 specifically quotes from Deuteronomy 18 and applies the words to Jesus. Though Stephen does not refer explicitly to Jesus
in Acts 7:37 when quoting Deuteronomy 18, in light of the whole teaching of Luke and
Acts on Jesus as the prophet, the connection is difficult to deny.
57
Some of the connections that have been made are the references to six days in
Exodus 24:16 and Matthew 17:1, the mountain setting in Exodus 19:3 and Matthew
17:1, Moses’ presence upon the mountain in Exodus 24:2 and Matthew 17:1–3, Moses’
face shines in Exodus 34:29–35 and Jesus’ face shines in Matthew 17:2, and the fear
previously alluded to.
58
France, The Gospel of Matthew 650. Many of the thoughts of the last two paragraphs were inspired by France’s comments on pages 649–650.
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by saying, “as it is written in the second Psalm,”59 While the term
that God “raised up Jesus” may be used to describe how God raised
up David to be king (v 22). It is more likely that it refers to God raising up Jesus from the dead (vv 30, 34, 37).60 Other times this verb
appears in Acts it refers to the resurrection (Acts 2:24, 32; 10:41;
17:3, 31).61 Jesus “was declared the Son of God with power by the
resurrection from the dead” (Romans 1:4). “In its context (Psa 2)
this refers to the way in which God legitimizes the king as his son”62
and here God legitimizes the king as His Son by the resurrection.
Psalm 2:7 in Hebrews
Hebrews 1 argues that Jesus is superior to the angels (v 4). Hebrews 1:5 quotes Psalm 2:7 and 2 Samuel 7:14 to show that God
spoke of Jesus in a way He never spoke of the angels.63 The writer
seems to connect these OT passages on the basis of catchwords.
Both passages share to words “I” in reference to God and “Son” in
reference to the king.64 Overall, this emphasis on Christ as superior to the angels seems to emphasize how seriously Jesus’ words
should be taken. If the law revealed through angels (Deut 33:2;
Acts 7:53; Gal 3:19) was to be received with great reverence (Heb
59
I. Marshall, “Acts,” in G. Beale and D. Carson, eds., Commentary on the New Testament Use of the Old Testament (Baker Academic 2007) 584. Marshall states this “is the
only instance in the NT where the precise location of an OT citation is given.” Marshall
discusses briefly the textual evidence for other readings of this reference. A discussion
of the textual evidence can also be found in B. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the
Greek New Testament (United Bible Societies 1971) 412–414.
60
The Greek verb used in verses 33 and 34 is different than the one used in verses
22, 30, 37.
61

456.

D. Bock, Acts. Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament (Baker 2007)

62
I. Marshall, The Acts of the Apostles. Tyndale New Testament Commentaries (Eerdmans 1980) 226.
63
It is true that the term “sons of God’ is used of angels in Job 1:6; 2:1; 38:7 and
possibly other passages as well. “’Sons of God’ is only used for angels collectively; in the
Scriptures no one angel is called God’s ‘son’ in a singular sense.” C. Koester, Hebrews.
Anchor Bible (Doubleday 2001).
64
G. Guthrie, “Hebrews” in in G. Beale and D. Carson, eds., Commentary on the
New Testament Use of the Old Testament (Baker Academic 2007) 925, 927. Compare
the grouping of passages from the Old Testament in 1 Peter 2:6–8 on the basis of the
word “stone.”
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2:2; 10:28; 12:18–24), what greater attention must be paid to the far
superior messenger, Jesus (Heb 2:3–4; 10:29; 12:25–29).
Several of the passages quoted in Hebrews 1 and applied to
Jesus are from the Psalms characterized earlier as royal psalms.
Psalm 45:6–7 is quoted in verse 8 and 9 and Psalm 110:1 is quoted
in verse 13.65 Clearly, the author of Hebrews viewed these royal
psalms as having ultimate fulfillment in Jesus. This may also help
us in understanding the use of the term “firstborn” applied to Jesus
in Hebrews 1:6. This is not a reference to Jesus as a created being.
The title “firstborn” is used in Psalm 89:27 of the king from David’s
line and it is used in parallelism with “the highest of the kings of
the earth.” Jesus as God’s firstborn is “King of Kings” (Ezra 7:12;
Ezek 26:7; Dan 2:37; 1 Tim 6:15; Rev 1:5).
In Hebrews 5:5 the writer quotes from Psalm 2:7 to establish the high priesthood of Jesus. No man took the honor of high
priesthood upon himself but the priest was called by God. When
men promoted themselves to the position that belonged only to
the priests, disaster ensued (Num 3:10; 16:40; 18:1–7; 1 Kng 12:31;
2 Chr 26:16–21). Instead of grasping for the position, Aaron was
called by God (Exod 28:1; Lev 8:1–2; Num 17:1–13; 18:1–7; Psa
105:26). Jesus, as Aaron, did not take this honor upon Himself, but
was chosen by God. The use of Psalm 2:7 in the context of priesthood may also tie to the fact that priests were anointed. While Jesus experienced the shame of the cross from the hand of His foes,
He was honored by God as High Priest66 Christ did not take this
position of honor to Himself but received it from God.67
Psalm 2:8 in the New Testament
Psalm 2:8 tells us the Son will ask of the Father and the Father
will give “the nations as Your inheritance” and “the ends of the
earth as Your possession.” This verse seems to be alluded to in He65

Ibid., 926. Guthrie has a good list of parallels between Psalm 2 and Psalm 110.

Hebrews 7:28 may combine the idea of an oath from Psalm 110 with the word
Son from Psalm 2. Therefore, Hebrews 7:28 may be connecting the two passages used
together in Hebrews 5:5–6.
66

67

Koester, Hebrews 287, 298, assisted in some of these thoughts.
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brews 1:2 as the “Son” is “appointed heir of all things.” This “points
to the fulfillment of God’s promise that the heir of David’s throne
would receive the nations as his ‘inheritance’.”68 It may also be that
the wording of Matthew 28:18–20 is influenced by Psalm 2:8. In
Matthew 28:18–20 “we are hearing the Christian version of the
grant to the Old Testament Messianic king: ‘Ask of me, and I will
make the nations your heritage.’”69
Psalm 2:9 in Revelation
Psalm 2:9 is referred to several times in the book of Revelation.
Revelation 12 pictures a woman gloriously arrayed who is about
to give birth (vv 1–2). There is a great red dragon of awesome size
and strength ready to devour the child as soon as He is born (vv
3–4). The child is a son who is destined to rule all nations with a
rod of iron (v 5). This verse alludes to the LXX translation of Psalm
2:9. The dragon, who is clearly identified in verse 9 as “the devil and
Satan,” will fail in his efforts to destroy the child and the woman
because God has a marvelous destiny prepared for the child.
Revelation 19 speaks of a rider on a white horse who judges
and wages war (v 11). From the mouth of the rider comes a sharp
sword (v 15). Isaiah 49:2–3 refers to a sharp sword coming from the
mouth of God’s servant Israel and this OT passage may be in view
in Revelation 1:16; 2:12, 16 where a sword comes out of Christ’s
mouth.) This sword is used to “strike the nations.” These words
seems to be from Isaiah 11:4 which describe the promises given
to the shoot from the stem of Jesse. The rider will “rule them with
a rod of iron.” The word rule is in 19:15 (NASB), but the Greek text
follows the LXX so rule is better translated shepherd. He will trample the winepress of the wrath of God, which is an allusion to Isaiah
63:1–6. Revelation is truly saturated with the Old Testament70 and
68

Ibid., 178.

69

Mays, Psalms 51.

M. Tenney, Interpreting Revelation (Eerdmans 1957) 101, says, “Oddly enough,
there is not one direct citation in Revelation from the Old Testament with a statement
that it is quoted from a given passage.” However, some have suggested there are as many
as 400 Old Testament references in the book of Revelation. F. Jenkins, The Old Testament in the Book of Revelation (Cogdill Foundation 1972).
70
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it is amazing all the Old Testament passages that are fulfilled in the
work of Christ just on the basis of Revelation 19:15. In studying
Psalm 2 and its use throughout the Bible, it is particularly interesting how the psalms and prophecies of the coming conquering
king in Isaiah 11 and Psalm 2 are tied with Old Testament passages
about the suffering servant from Isaiah 49, as in Matthew 3:17 and
17:5. The suffering servant is the conquering servant and suffering
king. The expectation that Psalm 2 builds for an invincible king
who shatters all his opponents is thoroughly realized in Jesus in
Revelation 19.
Psalm 2:9 is also quoted in Jesus’ message to the church at Thyatira. The letters to the seven churches of Asia in Revelation 2–3
always include promises to the overcomer (Rev 2:7, 11, 17, 26–27;
3:5, 12, 21).71 In the letter to Thyatira, Jesus introduces himself as
the Son of God (v 18), a description that links to Psalm 2:7.72 In
Revelation 2:26–27 the promises of Psalm 2:8–9 are applied to believers who overcome. God’s people who take refuge in Him will
share in His rule over the nations. This picture is given in several passages (Dan 7:13–14, 18, 22, 27; Matt 19:28; Luke 19:17, 19;
22:29–30; 1 Cor 6:2). I do not claim to know exactly what this
means, but I am sure the fulfillment of it will be beyond our ability
to conceive. Rev 21:7 which refers to overcomers inheriting these
things and being God’s son also picks up on the language of Psalm
2:7–8 and applies the words of Psalm 2 to God’s people generally.
Jesus is the ruler promised from the line of David (Matt 1:1–
17; 9:27; 12:23; 15:22; 20:30, 31; 21:9, 15; Mark 10:47–48; Luke
1:27, 32, 69; 2:4, 11; 18:38–39; Acts 2:25–36; 13:22–37; 15:16;
Rom 1:3; 2 Tim 2:8; Rev 5:5; 22:16). He epitomizes righteousness
and justice (Acts 3:14; 7:52; 22:14; 2 Tim 4:8; 2 Th 1:5–10; 1 Peter
3:18; 1 John 1:9; 2:1, 29; 3:7; Rev 19:2). His reign is universal (Matt
28:18–20; Acts 10:36; Rom 10:12; Eph 1:19–23: Phil 2:9–11). Jesus brings peace between God and man (John 14:27; 16:33; Acts
71
G. Beale, The Book of Revelation. The New International Greek New Testament
Commentary (Eerdmans 1999) 269–272. Beale has very good thoughts on the ironic
nature of the use of overcomer in the book of Revelation.
72

Ibid., 266–67.
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10:36; Rom 5:1; 8:6; 10:15; 16:20; Phil 4:7), and between man and
his fellow man (Luke 2:14; Rom 14:17, 19; Gal 5:22; Ephesians
2:11–22; 4:3).
I would not argue that these promises have been totally fulfilled
in Jesus. Jesus is king right now.73 He is sitting upon David’s throne
(Acts 2:29–36; 13:23–37). However, His kingdom is not all that it
will be. There is a day coming in which His reign will made visible to all. “For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a
shout, with a voice of the archangel, and with the trumpet of God”
(1 Th 4:16). At that time, all the raging of the nations will cease
and every knee will bow and every tongue will confess Jesus as
Lord to the glory of God (Rom 14:11; Phil 2:11). He will be totally
victorious over death as that last enemy is buried in defeat beneath
His feet (1 Cor 15:24–27). “He will wipe away every tear their eyes;
and there will no longer be any death; there will no longer be any
mourning, crying, or pain. The first things have passed away” (Rev
21:4). “Amen. Come, Lord Jesus” (Rev 22:20).

73
G. Gunn, “Psalm 2 and the Reign of the Messiah” Bibliotheca Sacra 169 (2012)
427, 436, 437, 438, 440, 441. Gunn argues Psalm 2 refers to the future reign of Jesus in
the millennial kingdom and that Jesus is not king right now.

“I Will Bless Your Name Forever”
Psalm 145

Ralph Walker
One hundred and fifty psalms. If you read them one after another, they are likely to become a blur. They seem to focus on one of
several themes: supplications for help, shouts of celebration, songs
of worship and praise, sagas of Israel’s past. But still, as you read
them, they blur.
By the time you get to the 145th psalm, you probably are not
stopping to contemplate what is outstanding about it. You are only
six psalms from the end of the book—you are on a roll. Finish this
poetic library. But you are missing a great passage if you do not
brake and breathe deeply of this psalm. It is a gem. Why?
A Rare Construction
First, it is one of only eight acrostic psalms (others are 9–10, 25,
34, 37, 111, 112 and 119). Acrostic psalms are carefully constructed: each section begins with the next letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
The grand acrostic psalm is the 119th. The 145th is not as long, and
it is missing a statement corresponding to one Hebrew letter, nun.
Some versions of the Old Testament have “found” that statement
(among them a text from Qumran), but its inclusion is questionable by many scholars. Even if nun is missing, it is not the only
acrostic psalm to have gaps in the alphabet, and its absence does
not take away from the self-imposed restriction to construct it by
this pattern. Kidner called the 145th psalm “an alphabet of praise.”
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This is also the last psalm in the collection written by David
(Psalms 118–145), and is generally believed to be properly placed
at the end of David’s artistic creations. After his swan song there
are five finales of praise (called the “Hallelujah psalms”), which
close out the psalter.
Second, this psalm was considered so unique that it was chosen to be recited twice in the morning and once every evening
in the Jewish liturgical services. The Talmud awarded all who
repeated it three times a day with having a share in the world
to come. Interestingly, verses 15–16 were commonly recited in
prayer at religious institutions of higher learning in the 1800’s in
England and America.
Third, the construction of the psalm, beyond the acrostic motif,
is meticulous, yet clear. It moves from topic to topic with appropriate segues and breaks. Richard D. Patterson contends the psalm
naturally settles into four major qualities of God’s character, each
beginning with “G”: greatness, goodness, grace, glory.1 His title for
this psalm is “A Song in G Major.”
Fourth, this psalm is resplendent with a litany of sacred names
for God. No other psalm of similar length contains so many different titles for God. He is “God,” “King,” “O Eternal,” “O Everlasting,”
“Yahweh,” “Yahweh the Grand,” “Majesty,” “O Strong One” and “O
Master.” David must have called on all his descriptive skills to publish this final tribute to His God. The King of Israel is pushing the
limits to describe his own King and Sovereign.
God’s Greatness Praised
Verse 1 begins the praise with two of those titles—God and
King. Note the difference in “My God” and “O King”. David presents his God as a personal one. He is “my God”. David’s claim here
is greater than the intimate “The Lord is my shepherd” (Psa 23:1).
It is one thing to claim a personal shepherd. It is a bolder statement to claim that God (singular, unique deity) is personally his.
But then David broadens his viewpoint of this God to include sovereignty over others with the generic “O King”. Not “my King”. Not
1

https://bible.org/article/psalm-145-song-g-major
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here. David will labor in the 145th to present a universal Majesty.
The word “all” is found thirteen times in this psalm. This psalm is a
declaration of universal inclusion—all humanity, all of God’s traits,
all creation are found in these 21 verses. This psalm is not about
Israel; it is about and for the world. That universal Being is the God
to be praised/extolled (NASB).
A Call to Worship
David forces us to focus on God. Of course we believe there is
a time for fellowship, for pedagogy, for assessing and addressing
our needs with each other and with our Father. But these should
not overshadow our need to worship and praise God. Just praise.
Do we make time for that in our gatherings? Would this psalm fit
our modus operandi for what we call our worship time/assembly?
David indicates this praise will be daily (v 2). Such worship
should not to be limited to those days or times when we assemble with the saints. It is not limited to those formal settings in our
congregations. It is an everyday action. How different is a day that
begins with recognition of the Supreme Majesty, continues with an
all-day awareness of the Everlasting, and closes the night resting
in the power of Yahweh the Grand. How open our eyes would be
to the activities of the Master if we contemplated in worship His
involvement in our lives throughout the day.
David also articulates his faith that this worship will continue
into eternity (v 1b). “Forever and ever” he says. Revelation chapters 4 and 5 picture the repetitious refrains of the redeemed, the
angels and all creation. For them this is not a senseless drudgery or
a forced rehearsal. This is the response of the saved kneeling in the
presence of the Potentate of the Ages, the Everlasting One, the All
Merciful. Worship pours out of hearts, tumbles over lips and rushes
past the ears of all creation as all spontaneously rejoice over a Being
like no other. No one will have to learn the songs, memorize the
phrases or wait for the prompts from Heaven’s worship leaders. The
hearts of His creatures will beat in time to His own heart, naturally.
If that does not turn you on, brother/sister, you ain’t got no
switches! But, for all the worshipful praise we can offer, verse 3 says
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His greatness is unsearchable. There is so much more of Him than
man can fathom. Two thoughts come to my mind: 1) The Hubble
Space Telescope has shown us portions of the universe no man’s
eye ever saw before. It continues to share aspects of the solar systems around us. Yet, every image it records only reminds us there
is so much more to be seen if we can only reach it. 2) Robert Turner
said once that growing knowledge produces growing awareness of
ignorance. The more we know, the more acute becomes our ignorance. If all our knowledge is found inside a circle, and all we do not
know is on the outer edge, as our knowledge grows and the circle
increases, what happens to the edge? It gets larger also. A child is
not nearly as frustrated at what she does not know as an adult who
is cognizant of how much more there is to learn.
So it is with God. A child can summarize his knowledge of God
in the prayer “God is great; God is good. Let us thank Him for
our food. By His hands we are fed. Give us, Lord, our daily bread.
Amen.”
Simple, easy to understand. God provides for us, every day. He
is maker of bread. But an adult recognizes so much more of God’s
potential, and the complexities of His exercising of choices. The
prayer of that child is not easily uttered by the parent. There is so
much more to learn about the O Eternal. It is, well, unsearchable.
Yet, we search.
God’s Goodness Proclaimed
Verse four turns our attention to God’s goodness. David commissions each generation to pass on its knowledge of God’s works and
ways to the next generation. A kind of holy relay, as H. C. Leupold
called it in his Exposition of the Psalms. Imagine the lengthening
summary of God’s work as the experiences and knowledge of each
generation are handed to the next, which adds its information and
again passes it on. If we were devoted to this practice, every generation would be more faithful, more knowledgeable, more equipped
than the previous one. If that is not happening, whose fault is that?
Notice how each generation relishes telling of God’s greatness
(v 6), eagerly utters His abundant goodness (v 7a) and shouts joy-
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fully His righteousness (v 7b). If our children, grandchildren or
the young ones in our churches asked us to tell them what we
know of God, would we be effusive in our explanation of His
greatness, goodness and righteousness? Or would ours be an elevator speech, over in thirty seconds? Would we be speaking well
into the evening? Do we have personal stories to tell or are we only
able to recite the legends we have read in the Bible or heard others
have experienced?
God’s Grace Profiled
Verse 8 is one of the most important statements in scripture.
It is an echo of God’s self-revelation at Sinai with Moses (Exod
34:6). It is found another eight times in the Old Testament. One of
the most interesting repetitions of this is found in Jonah 4:2. The
prophet seems to be indicting God for His mercy and loving-kindness, His slowness to anger. To Jonah, these are not admirable
traits, because they lead his God to be merciful to his enemies.
And God responds with that very argument in verse 11, justifying
His compassion on Nineveh.
This verse also makes a wide turn in the direction of the psalm.
Prior to this, David’s words could be limited to God’s chosen
nation, Israel. It is David who praises. It is his generation which
knows God well enough to pass the torch of faith to their offspring. It is Israel which has a memory of God’s abundant goodness. But with verse 8, the psalm declares a God who loves all
creation, all mankind. Even as Jonah saw God’s compassion as forgiving even the most foreign of foreigners, David moves the psalm
out of the single lane of Israel’s pathway into the super highway of
all humanity. God moves among them all. He cares for them all.
He loves them all. “The Lord is good to all and His mercies are
over all His works” (v 9)
Kidner suggests the phrase “All Your works shall give thanks….”
(v 10) might be better translated “All Your works declare You….”
This is not just futuristic thanks, but each generation will hone and
improve on their abilities to thank God. This praise is not only a
future fulfillment, but a present reality, improving with the ages.
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Kidner says “only man can know true gratitude (10b) while the rest
of God’s works proclaim Him by what they are, and will do so perfectly in the end (Rom 8:21)”2
God’s Glory Promised
Verses 8–10 reveal and revel in the grace of God, and transition into the praise for the kingdom within which God grants His
largesse (vv 11–13). Here is where God’s glory will be splendidly
revealed. It will extend to the whole world, as evidenced by Nebuchadnezzar’s quoting verse 13 in Daniel 4:3. Where did this godless king learn of God’s everlasting kingdom and dominion, but by
the lips of the cosmopolitan prophet, Daniel? God’s kingdom will
overspread the earth.
God’s Goodness Proven
In verses 14–20, God’s goodness is brought back to center stage
for the curtain call of this psalm. David lists four benefits God gives
to all:
1) Help for the inadequate (v 14). Sustaining all who fall is the
same trait displayed by the Messiah who will not snuff out a smoking wick or discard a broken reed (Isa 42:3). The power of this kingdom is mercy and care for the weak. Remember that, please. The
kingdom of God is characterized by hearts which champion the
outcast and downcast. The second phrase of verse 14 is graphic
in its literal wording “and straightens the backs which are bent.”
Backs bent by burdens, by pain, by age, by disease—God desires
to push these bent ones upright so they walk with purpose again.
What a beautiful act by the Great Physician.
2) Food for all creatures (vv 15, 16). I’ve taken my offspring to
a petting zoo and watched them lovingly feed various animals by
hand. You have been in those corrals before, I am sure. See the
children extend their cupped hands, palms up, cradling the grains
to put them before the muzzles of the animals or bills of the birds
they wish to feed. Carefully, oh so carefully, placing the food before
the chosen one. Then on to another, and another.
2

D. Kidner, Psalms 73–150 (Intervarsity Press 1975) 481.
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God is doing that here—not broadcasting seed onto the ground
for animals to contend over. “You open Your hand and satisfy the
desire of every living thing.” See God doing that—moving from
one creature to another, from one human to another, feeding each
one what that one needs, what that one desires, what that one has
sought from His Master?
God cares, for each of us. See each creature anticipating the
food to come—“The eyes of all look to You.” He knows what all
need and when they need it. “You give them their food in due
time.” The All-Knowing knows.
He also satisfies the desire of every living thing. Each animal
has a taste for certain foods. Move beyond thinking about feeding
humanity for a moment. God gives to the carnivores meat, to the
herbivores plants and to the omnivores, abundance. Think about
how many creatures in the seas dine daily. How many wild beasts
and small insects feed every day. God provides all that. Every day.
Year after year. Century after century.
Lastly, think about how much time that would take—to hand
feed every animal as if it were the only one. To stoop to feed every
insect what it needs. God opens His hand to do that. What a picture of love and provision.
Remember, this is being done by a King! Kings provide for their
subjects, but not with this kind of detail, not this kind of sacrifice
of time, not with this level of compassion. But this King does! “The
Lord….is kind in all His deeds” (v 17).
3) Answers for those who pray (v v18, 19). Notice the assurances
of the efficacy of prayer. God is “near.” Elijah taunted the prophets
of Baal that their god had gone to a distant country. Our God does
not take such a vacation from us.
“…to all who call upon Him in truth” (v 18b). The avenue of
prayer is open to all who honor and abide in truth. God is not a
genie, granting every wish of anyone who rubs the lamp of prayer.
Verse 19 reinforces the exclusivity of prayer as being for those who
fear Him. God hears their cry, saves them. Prayer is for those who
fear God and those who love Him. Both are important according to
Franz Delitzsch. “Fear and love of God belong inseparably togeth-
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er. For fear without love is an unfree, servile disposition and love
without fear, bold-faced familiarity; the one dishonors the all-gracious One and the other the all-exalted One.”3
4) Protection for all who are His (v 20). Many psalms are built
upon the contrast of the righteous and the wicked, their respective
operations and their different fates. Herein is found the only reference to the wicked in this entire psalm. They are contrasted with
those who love God. The Lord will keep those, but He will destroy
the wicked. David could hardly write any psalm without mentioning God’s uncompromising judgment.
Though this is not a Messianic psalm, I see Jesus in the four “g’s.”
Christ is the Great God and Savior (Tit 2:13) and the Great Shepherd (Heb 13:20). He calls Himself the Good Shepherd in John 10.
He is full of grace and truth (John 1:14). The glory of the Christ was
shown at the transfiguration (Luke 9). What David summarizes in
the God he worships we can apply to our Savior and King, Jesus.
All are reasons to worship Him.
Verse 21 was probably the last words recorded by David in the
Bible. his final thoughts, his epitaph. “My mouth will speak the
praise of the Lord, and all flesh will bless Him holy name forever
and ever.”
What do you want on your tombstone?

3
F. Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Psalms (http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/).

Part Two
The Day Lectures

“Who May Abide in Your Tent?”
Psalm 15
Bob Owen
Jehovah, who shall sojourn in thy tabernacle?
Who shall dwell in thy holy hill?
He that walketh uprightly, and worketh righteousness,
And speaketh truth in his heart;
He that slandereth not with his tongue,
Nor doeth evil to his friend,
Nor taketh up a reproach against his neighbor;
In whose eyes a reprobate is despised,
But who honoreth them that fear Jehovah;
He that sweareth to his own hurt, and changeth not;
He that putteth not out his money to interest,
Nor taketh reward against the innocent.
He that doeth these things shall never be moved.

“You’re welcome to come to our house. We would love for you to
stay with us.” All of us have said those words and certainly all of
us have heard those words. Who would say that to you, to whom
would you say it? The obvious thing is you would say it to someone you know, that you like and with whom you would feel comfortable. Psalm 15 begins with a question: Who can sojourn in the
tabernacle of God? Who can dwell in His holy hill? What answer
would you expect? Obviously the answer is going to be the invitee
is someone who would be considered a friend to God, someone
God would choose as an associate. The Psalmist’s answer to the
question is our topic today: God’s own description of the person
who would be a welcomed guest.
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The pattern of question and answer here may possible be modeled on what took place at certain sanctuaries in the ancient world,
with the worshipper asking the conditions of admittance, and the
priest making his reply. But while the expected answer might have
been a list of ritual requirements (cf. Exod 19:10–15; 1 Sam 21:47),
here strikingly, the Lord’s reply searches the conscience. It happens
again in Psalm 24:3–6, and in Isaiah 33:14–17, whose fine climax
anticipate closely, as this Psalm does in general, the beatitude on
the pure in heart.1
The Psalmist‘s answer said nothing about the rituals of the law.
The rituals were important but God looked past the ritual and
sought the heart of the worshipper. I was blessed to have Christian parents who took me to church from the time I was born. As
I grew up I had the Gospel Advocate Quarterly for Bible class. I
learned many things properly but I also had some misconceptions.
I blame my immaturity and not the teacher. Hearing passages like
Romans 2:29 and 7:6 saying we worship by the spirit where the
Jews had worshipped according to the letter, I concluded that in
the Old Testament times God required only the ritual. Nothing
could be further from the truth. I am sure all of us now realize that
God has always looked on the heart of the worshiper. That point is
dramatically shown in this short Psalm.
God’s demand for purity and holiness is demonstrated in many
ways. When the Lord was preparing the people for the giving of
the law at Mt. Sinai, what He required emphasizes that God is holy,
and pure, and that none can come to Him in an unclean condition. God used the physical condition of their clothing to teach the
point. Hear His instruction in Exodus 19:10–15:
And Jehovah said unto Moses, Go unto the people, and sanctify
them to-day and to-morrow, and let them wash their garments, and
be ready against the third day; for the third day Jehovah will come
down in the sight of all the people upon Mount Sinai. And thou
shalt set bounds unto the people round about, saying, Take heed to
yourselves, that ye go not up into the mount, or touch the border of
it: whosoever toucheth the mount shall be surely put to death: no
1
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hand shall touch him, but he shall surely be stoned, or shot through;
whether it be beast or man, he shall not live: when the trumpet soundeth long, they shall come up to the mount. And Moses went down
from the mount unto the people, and sanctified the people; and they
washed their garments. And he said unto the people, Be ready against
the third day: come not near a woman.

I know that God has not given a specific dress code for worship but there is something about one’s presentation that bespeaks respect. I see how we dress for business and for formal
occasions and I wonder how God feels about sloven attire. (Just
a personal note).
The thought of Psalm 15 is repeated in Psalm 24:3–6:
Who shall ascend into the hill of Jehovah? And who shall stand in
his holy place? He that hath clean hands, and a pure heart; Who hath
not lifted up his soul unto falsehood, And hath not sworn deceitfully.
He shall receive a blessing from Jehovah, And righteousness from the
God of his salvation. This is the generation of them that seek after
him, That seek thy face, even Jacob.

Years later, as Isaiah issued repeated warnings, he reminded
them of God’s threat to the wicked and His demand for righteousness for those who could dwell with Him.
Hear, ye that are far off, what I have done; and, ye that are near, acknowledge my might. The sinners in Zion are afraid; trembling hath
seized the godless ones: Who among us can dwell with the devouring fire? who among us can dwell with everlasting burnings? He that
walketh righteously, and speaketh uprightly; he that despiseth the
gain of oppressions, that shaketh his hands from taking a bribe, that
stoppeth his ears from hearing of blood, and shutteth his eyes from
looking upon evil: He shall dwell on high; his place of defence shall be
the munitions of rocks; his bread shall be given him; his waters shall
be sure (Isa 33:13–16).

This poses another question. Whom would God use to write
such a Psalm? His emphasis is going to be on the moral character of the person and not simply the ritual. Perhaps God would
choose someone like Job, who is described in scripture as a perfect man. Or Abraham who is called a friend of God. Or someone
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like Zacharias, the father of John the Baptist, who is described as
blameless. But this Psalm is attributed to David. I find it interesting
that God used a man who is well known for major moral failures to
describe the character that is pleasing to the Lord. There has to be
something about David that makes him suited for this role. Clearly, David was not justified in his wrong-doing, and he suffered for
his sins and God records the punishments. Why then is he such a
significant factor in God’s plan? Perhaps a glimpse from his history
will be helpful as we study his Psalm. (I am sure we will hear much
of David in this series from the Psalms. I take some liberty as this
lecture is at the beginning of the series).
Saul seemed to be an excellent choice as the first king in Israel.
When Saul demonstrated his unfaithfulness through an unauthorized sacrifice, God sent Samuel to the house of Jesse, saying, “I
have selected a king for myself among his sons” (1 Sam 16:1). Seven
of the sons of Jesse were paraded before Samuel and he thought
surely the Lord’s anointed were among them.
“But the Lord looks at the heart” (16:7). He was then told there
was a younger son tending the sheep. When he came “Jehovah
said, arise, anoint him; for this is he” (16:12). In the Old Testament, fourteen chapters are dedicated to the lives of Abraham and
Joseph, eleven to Jacob and ten to Elijah. How many chapters are
devoted to David? Sixty six! And that does not count the fifty-nine
references to him in the New Testament. Additionally, seventy-three of the Psalms are noted as from David.2
What was so special about David? In spite of his failures, David
had many admirable qualities. God had told Samuel He had sought
a man after His own heart. It is unknown when David killed the
lion and the bear but God’s selection of him was long before the
victory over Goliath or any other of David’s achievements. God’s
pleasure with David was not because of his superior actions or for
his totally godly behavior. Something about David made him special to the heart of God. Among other qualities, David had a humble and penitent spirit. When David had presumptuously planned
to build the temple and was rebuked by Samuel and then told that
2
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his own house would be established forever we find a marvelous
example of his humility:
Then David the king went in, and sat before Jehovah; and he said,
Who am I, O Jehovah God, and what is my house, that thou hast
brought me thus far? And this was a small thing in thine eyes, O
God; but thou hast spoken of thy servant’s house for a great while to
come, and hast regarded me according to the estate of a man of high
degree, O Jehovah God. What can David say yet more unto thee concerning the honor which is done to thy servant? for thou knowest
thy servant. O Jehovah, for thy servant’s sake, and according to thine
own heart, hast thou wrought all this greatness, to make known
all these great things. O Jehovah, there is none like thee, neither
is there any God besides thee, according to all that we have heard
with our ears… . And now, O Jehovah, thou art God, and hast promised this good thing unto thy servant: and now it hath pleased thee
to bless the house of thy servant, that it may continue for ever before thee: for thou, O Jehovah, hast blessed, and it is blessed for ever
(1 Chr 17:16–20, 26–27).

Humility and tenderness seem to be attributes of David. Sometime after he was anointed as king Saul’s temperament became violent and it was suggested that someone come and play music to
sooth him. David was recommended, and when they sought him
where did they find him? He was in the field tending sheep! Here’s
the man anointed to be king and what is he doing? He is in the field
tending sheep!3
Later, when Saul though jealousy tried to kill him, David returned kindness not only in sparing Saul’s life but in his love for his
son Jonathan and Jonathan’s crippled son Mephibosheth. David’s
own son Absalom not only rebelled against his father but tried to
have him killed. In spite of this, when Absalom was slain and the
report came to David we hear him “Oh my son, Absalom, my son,
my son Absalom! Would I had died instead of you, oh Absalom, my
son, my son” (2 Sam 18:33). There is little wonder why God would
use David to answer the demanding question, “…who shall sojourn
in thy tabernacle? Who shall dwell in my holy hill?”
3
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“Jehovah, who shall sojourn in thy tabernacle? Who shall dwell in
thy holy hill? (v 1)
God is picturing the type of person who would be a welcomed
as a guest in His house and who would be welcome to stay in that
house. As J. A. Alexander expressed it, “The idea is not that of
frequenting Zion as a place of worship, but of dwelling there, as
a guest or as an intimate of God’s family.”4 The Jews of Jesus day
thought righteousness came by keeping the details of the Law.
They would “tithe, mint and anise and cumin and have left undone
the weightier matters of the Law, justice, mercy, and faith” (Matt
23:23). Jesus responded that they should have done the details of
the Law but not to leave the other undone. Psalm 15 is a treatise on
the character of the person who is acceptable to God. The demand
goes far beyond just the outward things of law-keeping and goes
to the very depth of one’s heart. I find it interesting that when God
had innumerated the Ten Commandments in Exodus 20, He did
not go immediately to the rituals of holy days and sacrifices. He
continued with requirements of a moral nature. He instructed that
if they approached Him in worship their nakedness was not to be
uncovered. Then followed directions on caring for a servant; on
murder or manslaughter; on children smiting or cursing parents,
on men fighting with one another or with servants or with women
and doing any harm, on liabilities, on stealing, and a continuing
list of injunctions regarding moral behavior. It is not until Exodus
23:14 that He mentions feast days and other ceremonies of the law.
God has always looked on the heart and has demanded Godly behavior. Psalm 15 does not list every requirement for moral behavior but it beautifully captures the concept of Godliness.
“He that walketh uprightly, and worketh righteousness, And speaketh truth in his heart” (v 2)
Throughout His revelation God frequently used walking as a
symbol of life. In Genesis 17:1 He “appeared to Abram, and said
unto him, I am God almighty; walk before me, and be thou perfect.”
4
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Paul will say, “Look therefore carefully how ye walk, not as unwise,
but as wise; redeeming the time, because the days are evil” (Eph
5:15–16). John is going to urge us to walk in the light as he is in
the light (1 John 1:7). Here, walking uprightly pictures the whole of
one’s life—his general manner of behavior is honorable, godly, morally pure. The Psalmist then makes two applications which would
be typical of such a life. First, working righteousness demands more
than refraining from evil; it demands positive behavior in doing
good. Second, speaking truth from the heart is truly demanding,
implying a life without guile. Perhaps you have known someone
who when questioned about his actions does not answer forthrightly. He gives the appearance that he is weighing his response to answer in a way that would be most favorable to him. We have coined
an expression today that pictures this: putting a “spin” on the facts.
We hear of news reports that put a spin on information leaving implications far from the truth. It is easy to become a “spin doctor” in
self defense. God’s man speaks truth from the heart.
I hope you have also known people whose response shows a
willingness simply to tell the truth. I have a dear friend who appears to me to demonstrate this quality admirably. When a question is posed, his answer is immediate and right to the point—no
hedging or massaging the truth. I trust you have known people like
this. It is truly refreshing.
“He that slandereth not with his tongue, Nor doeth evil to his friend,
Nor taketh up a reproach against his neighbor” (v 3)
In the New Testament book that comes closest to paralleling
the Wisdom Literature of the Old, James says “…but the tongue
can no man tame; it is a restless evil, it is full of deadly poison”
(3:8). The power of words is captured by Jesus when He said “…
for by thy words thou shalt be justified, by thy words thou shall be
condemned” (Matt 12:37).
In this verse the psalmist turns from the positive to the negative. This triplet touches the misuse of the tongue in different ways.
Slander is a stronger term than gossip, though God prohibits both.
In Leviticus 19:16 the law said “Thou shalt not go up and down
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as a tale barer among thy people.” Slander pictures a verbal slap
which is not designed simply to share information but to harm the
image of the other party. This of course would be the opposite of
being a Good Samaritan. God expects us to “do good to all men”
(Gal 6:10). How tragic is it that such ill use of the tongue could be
pointed to one who is a friend? Or to a neighbor? Or a brother for
whom Christ died?
Such abuse by the tongue would come only from a heart that
is evil. Here again God is looking for the inner man. One whose
disposition is to do good to others and certainly not to be a source
of harm. “A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in network of
silver” (Prov 25:11). The wise man said “the words of a wise man’s
mouth are gracious but the lips of a fool will swallow up himself ”
(Eccl 10:12). Later in the same chapter the writer warned “Revile
not the king, no, not in thy thought; and revile not the rich in thy
bedchamber: for a bird of the heavens shall carry the voice, and
that which hath wings shall tell the matter” (Eccl 10:20). All of us
have heard the expression “a little birdie told me” and we have all
seen the damage of words that should have been left unspoken.
“In whose eyes a reprobate is despised, But who honoreth them that
fear Jehovah; He that sweareth to his own hurt, and changeth not”
(v 4)
One of the most effective vehicles for teaching is the example.
The Scriptures abound in lessons from the lives of others. Some of
these are negative, like Lot’s wife, but many of them are positive.
We refer to Hebrews 11 as the “Hall of Fame of Faith.” It was God
who listed all of these people and tells us to follow in their example.
All of them had weaknesses and the Scripture records these as well
as their good qualities. The Psalmist will cite both the negative and
the positive.
Who is on your list for honor roll? The godly man will honor
those that fear the Lord. Paul urged the Philippian brethren “be
you imitators of me, and mark them that so walk even as you have
us for an example” (Phil 3:17). To mark those good brethren meant
to note them with the idea of emulating their behavior. Let them
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be role models for you. Our society tends to make role models of
those who have “made it big” in this world. Who do you see on your
television screen? Usually it is the rich and the powerful, the Hollywood actor or the star athlete. Many of these are also well-known
for ungodly behavior. The Psalmist says “in whose eye a reprobate
is despised.” Yes, we can love the sinner but not his sin. We should
feel revulsion at the ungodly lifestyle and not be attracted because
it seems to bring fun, honor, and all of the “toys” this world offers.
Our young people are particularly vulnerable and parents need
to show great care in helping them “give honor to whom honor is
due.” The advertising world, many of their school teachers, their
neighbors and certainly their peers will be enamored by the rewards of the world. Find the godly couple at church who have a
long, successful, rewarding marriage and talk to your children
about them. Tell them of good things done quietly by Christians
they know. Show them the good rewards of honorable lifestyles.
With care, you can show the pitfalls in other lives. Be careful that
your own talk does not let them think the achievements of this
world are the first priority.
Godliness not only demands speaking truth, it demands living
up to one’s own word. The words of the Psalm are challenging: keep
your word even when you have sworn unwisely to your own hurt.
I have heard numerous discussions on whether a Christian can
swear in the court room. The real teaching of God is not about the
courtroom, but to the reality that our words should be our bond.
The Psalmist says of the honorable man “he that sweareth to his
own hurt and changeth not.” The wise man tells us how careful we
must be in making commitments to God and the Psalmist shows
we must honor our commitments to men.
When thou vowest a vow unto God, defer not to pay it; for he hath no
pleasure in fools: pay that which thou vowest. Better is it that thou
shouldest not vow, than that thou shouldest vow and not pay. Suffer
not thy mouth to cause thy flesh to sin; neither say thou before the angel, that is was an error: wherefore should God be angry at thy voice,
and destroy the work of thy hands? For in the multitude of dreams
there are vanities, and in many words: but fear thou God (Eccl 5:4–7).
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God is not pleased with empty promises. God does not take it
lightly when commitments are made to Him and then forgotten.
The Psalmist generalizes the application. When one swears—that
is makes a commitment—and then finds he has placed a burden
on himself, he still fulfills the commitment. For a number of years
I have served as a Trustee to a loan program designed to help
men attend Florida College planning to preach the gospel. My experience with many of these men has been very positive and rewarding. Unfortunately there have been a number of young men
who received loan funds on the grounds that they intended to be
preachers of the gospel and then they have refused to repay the
loan. Most who have not repaid are not preaching but in a few cases they are regular preachers among our brethren. They certainly
do not meet the criteria of this passage.
Let me share with you a very inspiring case history. One young
man received funds from this program then later found himself
in such dire straits financially that he filed for bankruptcy. We received notice of the bankruptcy which included regulations prohibiting our contacting this person in anyway regarding that loan.
Legally he was absolved from the obligation. Let me tell you what
he has done. For many years we have received checks in most
months. The checks are small, often just $8 or $10. It is obvious this
man is under financial pressure but he has felt a moral obligation
to the loan he received. By law we cannot even acknowledge these
checks. The funds are credited to the program but we make no
contact with the giver. I am sure there is someone higher than the
high who knows his heart and sees his action. May God bless him.
“He that putteth not out his money to interest, Nor taketh reward
against the innocent” (v 5)
J. A. Alexander says, “There is an obvious allusion to the frequent prohibition in the Mosaic law, not of lending money upon
interest for commercial purposes, a practice then unknown, but
of usurious lending to the poor, and especially to poor Israelites.”5
There were no banks where the primary business was lending to
5

Ibid. 110.
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individuals, businesses, or even churches to finance their projects.
This injunction was designed to protect the downtrodden, the
poor. How? By having the more affluent, motivated by good will,
provide for the poor and take no advantage of him. Perowne says,
“Taking of usury is strictly forbidden in the law (Exod 22:25 [24];
Lev 25:36) and denounced by the prophets (Isa 33:15; Ezek 18:8,
13; 22:12”).6 Few words occur more frequently in Scripture than
“poor.” Scores of references are found in the Psalms and Proverbs.
There is no inherent virtue in poverty or vice in wealth. From Ecclesiastes 4 and James 2 it is obvious that poverty puts a person at a
disadvantage. Equally obvious, wealth and position give advantage.
The person with power has an opportunity to be of value and service to the needy. The answer comes from the moral quality of the
person. God’s man does not take reward against the innocent, the
poor, the disadvantaged. Money and power do not make the man.
What one does with or without wealth is the measure of the man.
Proverbs 13:7 says “There is that maketh himself rich, yet hath
nothing; There is that maketh himself poor, yet hath great wealth.”
“He that doeth these things shall never be moved” (v 5)
What then is the thrust of this short Psalm? It begins with a
touching question: who could enjoy the privilege of being a permanent guest in the house of the Lord? The Psalm does not attempt to
repeat all of the provisions of the law of Moses and it does not cover every precept of Christ’s law. In brief form, the writer, who was a
man after God’s own heart, pictures that for one to be so honored,
he must be like his host. He does not earn entrance just by keeping
the outward regulations of law; he is welcomed because his heart
is attuned to and his behavior conforms to the high morals of God
Himself. What more could we say than was said by the prophet
Micah? “He hath showed thee, O man, what is good; and what doth
Jehovah require of thee, but to do justly, and to love kindness, and
to walk humbly with thy God” (Mic 6:8).

6

J. Stewart Perowne, The Book of Psalms Vol I (Warren W. Draper 1879) 163.

“The Law of the Lord is Perfect”
Psalm 19

John R. Gentry
Introduction
Psalm 19 is such a riveting psalm! As C.S. Lewis is often quoted,
“I take this to be the greatest poem in the Psalter and one of the
greatest lyrics in the world.”1 It is filled with meaning and application for any person who is willing to read and meditate on its
well-crafted message.2 In addition to instructions for individuals,
this psalm provides encouragement for the teacher of “the teaching of Yahweh.” Within this psalm is also found a pattern that can
take anyone in the world from observing the creation around or
above him or her and the God who created the world to the revealed mind and will of this God, Yahweh, to a covenant relationship with Yahweh.
1

In Reflections on the Psalms (Mariner Books [1958] 2012) 61.

The term “crafted” was deliberately chosen because of its ability to encompass
the possibility of this entire psalm being penned in one sitting, as well as that of the
psalmist taking material previously known to him (maybe vv 1–6) and merging it into
the masterpiece we now have in this psalm. I concur with Kidner: “It is unimportant to decide whether two psalms have been brought together, or whether the two
themes complemented one another from the first within a single poem …. What is
bequeathed to us is one psalm, whose two parts greatly illuminate one another,” in
D. Kidner, Psalms 1–72: An Introduction and Commentary on Books I and II of the
Psalms. Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries (InterVarsity P 1973) 97. I am not sure
the psalmist used previously written material, but if he did, an interesting, modern
take on how and why people do this can be found in Mark Ronson’s Ted Talk “How
sampling transformed music.”
2
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The psalm is easily divided into three sections.
World of God:
Word of Yahweh:
Worshiper of Yahweh:

vv 1–6
vv 7–11
vv 12–14

Or as Scroggie eloquently stated, “Contemplate therefore either the Skies, the Scriptures, or the Soul, and you are face to face
with God. In the Skies is revealed His Glory; in the Scriptures, His
Greatness; and in the Soul, His Grace.”3
So what makes this psalm so intriguing?
The World of God
The psalmist begins by looking up to the heavens and the firmament. There is a chorus of God’s creation singing hymns of his
praises, if we will but listen. The point of the psalmist in the first
part of Psalm 19 is: Look up to God’s creation see / listen to the glory (strength) of God and the work of his hands declaring and proclaiming the one who created them. This praise of God is constantly
being poured out and revealed every day and every night (v 2).
In the second line of verse 1, the author uses a specific word for
“firmament” that would have taken the minds of the original readers / hearers to the creation account of Genesis 1 where, in verses
6–8, God created the firmament (“expanse” in the ESV).4 In verses
1–6 the emphasis is on the things created by God that are above us:
the heavens, the firmament, and especially the sun (and the mention of the work of God’s hands and of day and night clearly includes the moon and stars). However, the things being declared and
proclaimed by God’s creation in the heavens are also proclaimed by
all of his creation. This is seen in the Hallelujah Psalms of 146–150.
This is also Paul’s point in Romans 1.19–20 (cf. Acts 17.24).
3

In W. G. Scroggie, A Guide to the Psalms (Kregel [1978] 1995) 123.

The Hebrew word in the second part of the verse is rāqîă‘ and it is only found
in Genesis 1 (9x); Ezekiel 1 (4x), 10.1; Psalm 19.2; 150.1; Daniel 12.3. Because of this
connection and several other word and thematic connections, some see a deliberate
attempt by the psalmist to connect the entire psalm to Genesis 1–3 (vv 1–6 w/ Gen 1;
vv 7–11 w/ Gen 2; and vv 12–14 w/ Gen 3); see, e.g., D. Deuel, “Psalm 19: Proclaim the
King’s Glory, for His Law Is Perfect” in H. Bateman IV and D. B. Sandy, eds., Interpreting
the Psalms for Teaching and Preaching (Chalice P 2010) 63–74.
4
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The four verbs of verses 1–2—are declaring, is proclaiming,
pours forth, reveals—are all connected by the idea of making something known through audible speech. But, as the psalmist points
out in verse 3, the chorus of God’s creation does not actually use
speech, words, or an audible voice.5 Yet, in verse 4 their voice6 and
words are heard everywhere in the world. How can this be? Addressing this paradox, Craigie said it well:
The poet conveys something of the subtlety of nature’s praise of God:
it is there, yet its perception is contingent upon the observer. To the
sensitive, the heavenly praise of God’s glory may be an overwhelming
experience, whereas to the insensitive, sky is simply sky and stars are
only stars; they point to nothing beyond.7

The psalmist then specifically focuses on the brightest, most
brilliant creature in the heavens: the sun (vv 4c–6). The sun is not
God, but is rather controlled by the true God who created it. The
sun functions in the sky exactly as the Creator designed it to, and
so gives testimony and praise to its creator. The sun also provides
heat and light to the earth, by which all life is sustained.8
Though the message of God’s creation is primarily one of praising God, the very act of creation praising a Creator points the sensitive observer to the reality of the Creator God. As Paul said in
Romans 1.19–20, the fact that God can be known through his creation that praises him “is plain” and can be “clearly perceived,” so
much so that anyone in the world who fails to see (and to come to
know) the Creator God is “without excuse.”
5
The (N)KJV misses the point and connects the speech and words to that of people
and nations; this changes the meaning of the verse. See E. Blackmore, Psalms 1–72.
Truth Commentaries (Guardian of Truth 2015).
6
While there is discussion as to the interpretation (and even correct word choice)
of “line” versus “voice,” the idea expressed in the first line of v 4 is clearly talking about
the message declared by God’s creation and heard “through all the earth.”
7

P. Craigie, Psalms 1–50, 2nd ed. Word Biblical Commentary (Nelson 2004) 181.

The heat / light of the sun is the way the psalmist segues into the section that follows on the word of God. There are actually several connections to light in this psalm;
obviously with the sun, moon, and stars, but also in the words and phrases used to
describe the word of God in vv 7–9. For more on the significance of light in God’s work,
see D. McClister, “‘Let There Be Light’: God Our Creator” in D. McClister, ed., Light
Shall Shine Out of Darkness (Florida College 2015) 3–26.
8
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The Word of Yahweh
In verses 7–11 the psalmist shifts his focus from the created
world of God to the revealed word of Yahweh. The shift from God
(v 1) to Yahweh is deliberate as the term “God” is associated more
with the creative aspect of his work (cf. Gen 1–2) while “Yahweh”
is associated more with the revelatory and covenant aspects of his
work (cf. Exodus–Deuteronomy).
At the heart of this psalm9 is a section on “the teaching of Yahweh” or God’s word. The section in verses 7–9 contains six parallel
lines describing a different facet of God’s word, an identification
of some attribute of God’s word, and an outcome producible by
God’s word.
Aspect

Attribute

Ability

Teaching of Yahweh

Perfect

Reviving the soul

Testimony of Yahweh

Sure

Making wise the simple

Precepts of Yahweh

Right

Rejoicing the heart

Commandment of Yahweh

Radiant

Enlightening the eyes

Fear of Yahweh

Pure

Enduring forever

Decrees of Yahweh

True

Entirely righteous

What do these different aspects, attributes, and abilities mean?
Aspects (or Facets) of God’s Word
“The teaching of Yahweh” is typically translated as “the law
of the Lord.” The word “law” comes from the Hebrew word torah,
which most Bible students familiar with this word have most often
heard in association with the first five books of the Old Testament,
or the Pentateuch. It is a word that is applied in Hebrew / Jewish
Bibles to the Five Books of Moses. Torah is therefore commonly
9
Some see a chiastic structure in this psalm that has its vertex vv 7–10; cf. the
Psalms Explorer in Logos Bible Software (D. Witthoff, et al. Psalms Form and Structure
(Faithlife 2014)).
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used to refer to Law of Moses in a strict sense, but it is a word that
encompasses much more than that. It basically means direction,
teaching, or instruction. It is used often in Proverbs in connection
with the wisdom passed on from Solomon and others that enables
those who receive the instruction to live better, more profitable lives
(cf. 1.8; 3.1; 4.1f; 6.20, 23; 7.2; 13.14, etc.; Psalm 19 is related to various aspects of Proverbs and other Wisdom literature). But since the
“Law of Moses” in its strictest sense is not a topic discussed in any
of the psalms, it is best to understand its meaning here as referring
to the instructions or teachings of Yahweh in a more general sense,
encompassing more than what is revealed and preserved in the Pentateuch or the Law of Moses. On a practical level, the instruction of
Yahweh would be anything he has revealed and taught people that is
for their good. It would encompass everything related to loving the
Lord and loving our neighbor, the two laws or instructions on which
everything else hinges (cf. Matt 22.34–40 and parallel passages).
“The testimony of Yahweh” also describes God’s law, either specifically referring to the Law of Moses given at Mt. Sinai (cf. the
many uses in Exodus) or generally. Like its parallel in this verse, the
phrase describes God’s teachings or instructions in general, but the
word carries with it the nuance of a connection to the person and
purpose of God, especially in his relationship to Israel as their savior, helper, and provider. The instruction of God testifies or bears
witness to who God is and what he has done for his people. These
testimonies can and should be taught (cf. Psa 78.5; 132.12).
“The precepts of Yahweh” are rules or orders given by one who
has the authority to direct the actions of another. This is a rare
word found only in the later psalms of Books IV and V, besides
here (Psa 103.18; 111.7; 119 (21x)). As our creator, God has the authority to direct our actions and God knows what is best for us. He
knows how to direct our steps so that not only is he glorified, but
we are able to experience the greatest blessings by living our lives
according to his design and direction.
“The commandment of Yahweh” is a way of collectively referring
to God’s law with a focus on the individual injunctions found therein. Each and every commandment of God is given for our benefit.
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“The fear of Yahweh” seems out of place at first. However, when
we see the connection between the giving of the Law of Moses
and the fear of Yahweh (Exod 20.18–21), as well as the connection between the fear of Yahweh and the wisdom gained from God
(consider the many times “the fear of Yahweh” or “fear of the Lord”
is mentioned in Proverbs, esp. in 1.7 and 9.10), it is easy to see why
the fear of Yahweh is found in a list of words and phrases used to
describe God’s word. The word of God is given in fearful power
and should be diligently sought after in reverent fear.
“The decrees of Yahweh” refer to the just decisions of Yahweh as
the one who governs his people. He is a God of justice who always
gives decrees that are in the best interest of his creation.
All six of these terms are comprehensive and describe the law of
God in its entirety (cf. 1 Kings 2.3). There is much overlap in their
meanings, and the psalmist is probably not as concerned with dissecting the nuanced differences as he is with emphasizing the encompassing nature of God’s word. The choice of words emphasizes
1) the relationship between Yahweh and those who would keep his
word, and 2) the ethical or practical aspects of God’s word.
Attributes of God’s Word
God’s word is perfect. It is complete and whole. It contains no
blemishes or imperfections. It is not missing anything. Rather it
contains everything God knows we need, everything we need to
know and do.
God’s word is sure. It is completely trustworthy and faithful. It
is safe and reliable. We can always count on God’s word to be what
it claims to be and to provide all that it claims to provide.
God’s word is right. It leads us down a straight path, in the right
way, and can never lead us astray in the crooked and wrong way.
God’s word is radiant. It is clear and beautiful. It shines forth to
show us the way that is right and cannot be wrong.
God’s word is pure. It is clean. It is free from all contaminants
and blemishes. It is like refined silver (cf. 12.6).
God’s word is true. It contains no error or falsehood. Therefore
it cannot lead anyone into that which is false.
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These attributes cannot be ascribed to anything else other than
the product of our creator God, who has provided the very best
for his creation. These characteristics of God’s word enable it to
powerfully work in our lives.
Abilities of God’s Word
God’s word revives the soul. It brings life back to our sin-sick
souls. It provides that which is necessary to restore vitality to our
weary bones (cf. Psa 23.3).
God’s word makes wise the simple. It is the only source of true
wisdom (Proverbs, the book of wisdom, has a similar theme of
making wise the simple). It can provide wisdom for anyone at any
stage of life or at any level of knowledge or understanding.
God’s word rejoices the heart. Living in a world saturated by
sin is disheartening. In following God’s word there is great cause
for rejoicing as we are able to overcome sin and to be a part of a
relationship with which is free from sin.
God’s word enlightens the eyes. It shines forth in this world
of darkness, providing a well-lit path by which we can clearly see
where we should go. It provides the illumination necessary to navigate through life.
God’s word endures forever. It is unstoppable and invincible.
This is not just a statement of fact—there is great comfort and hope
in this fact for the one who would abide in the ever-abiding word
of God.
God’s word is entirely righteous. It comes from God and is
therefore exactly what it ought to be and can accomplish all that he
designed for it to accomplish in the hearts of all who would listen
and obey.
Truly God’s word is “living and active” (Heb 4.12). It has the
power to provide things for us and to work within us like nothing
else in this world.
Attractiveness of God’s Word
Because of what God’s word is and what it is able to do for us,
it is very desirable. In verse 10 the psalmist puts forth the most
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valuable substance known to the ancient world—gold, and lots of
it—and the sweetest substance known to the ancient world—honey—and clearly states that God’s word is “more to be desired” than
all of this (cf. Psa 119.72, 103). But he goes on in verse 11 to say that
it is not just the preciousness and sweetness of God’s word that
makes it so desirable. The word of God is also desirable because
it shows us where we are wrong and how to correct that wrong so
that we can receive the “great reward” God gives to those who keep
(obey) his word (cf. 2 Tim 3.16–17).
The Worshiper of Yahweh
The praise of God’s creation and the power of God’s revelation
mean nothing to the person who fails to take these things to heart
and apply them. In verses 12–14 the psalmist turns his focus to the
worshiper or servant of God, who desires to benefit from God’s
word. Turning to God, the servant appeals to God and God’s word
to 1) acquit him of hidden sins, and 2) keep him from willful sins.
Only when the word of God is kept in this way (cf. v 11) can the
words of the prayer of verse 14 come true. The thoughts, words,
and actions of one who was a sinner can only be acceptable to God
when God has declared him innocent and blameless, forgiven of
his sins. Upon receiving such forgiveness, the psalmist can praise
“Yahweh, his Rock and his Redeemer.”
Conclusion
For the individual, this psalm encourages us to look up and listen to the praise of creation that points us to the Creator. This Creator has also given his instructions to us in his revealed word. If we
will recognize the great value and reward found in his word, and if
we will keep his word, we can be forgiven of our sins and maintain
a relationship with Yahweh as our Rock and our Redeemer.
For the teacher of God’s word, this psalm provides a wealth of
information to help us understand how to effectively teach others
so that they (and we) get the most out of God’s creation and revelation. Regarding the use of God’s creation, we would do well to
spend time dissecting Paul’s sermon in Acts 17.22–31 and his ar-
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guments in Romans 1.18–23. Regarding the preaching and teaching of God’s word, we would do well to digest the description of
God’s word in our psalm. After filling ourselves with a fuller understanding of what God’s word is and what God’s word does, we
will surely be like our preaching brother Jeremiah who had in his
heart a burning fire that could not be held in (Jer 20.9) and like the
apostles who could not stop speaking the word of God (Acts 4.20).
After appreciating God’s word and its power, we will no longer be
satisfied with the preaching and teaching of anything that remotely
looks or smells like human philosophy and wisdom (Col 2.8; 1 Cor
1.18–2.5). We will preach and teach God’s word and God’s word
alone; the center and circumference of everything that comes out
of our mouths will be the oracles of God (1 Pet 4.11)!
May we all join with the psalmist in his prayer: “Let the words
of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable in your
sight, O Lord, my rock and my redeemer” (v 14).

“Why Have You Forsaken Me?”
Psalm 22
Jeff Wilson
Psalm 22 is one of the best-known psalms due to the meaning
Jesus found in it while He was dying on the cross. It is a strong
lament that ends in an equally strong paean of praise to God. This
wide-ranging move from one extreme to the other helps us understand its validity and usefulness for Jesus as He bridges the gap
between God’s love and wrath on the cross.1
A Reading of Psalm 22
The Plot and Thesis. The psalm opens in verses 1–3 with
a statement of the problem (which drives the plot) as well as a
statement of theological belief. At issue is the psalmist’s over1
Laments are the most frequently found form of psalm in the Psalter. Laments can
be either individual or corporate. In the Psalter as a whole, there is a gradual shift from a
preponderance of laments in the early parts to an emphasis on praise psalms (historical
psalms, hymns, thanksgiving psalms) toward the end. The structure of laments has been
described to different levels of detail by various scholars. The more detailed the description of lament structure, the less likely is that full structure to be found consistently
among laments. The basic form of a lament flows from the psalmist’s crisis (enemies,
sickness, etc.) to a declaration of praise for God’s deliverance from that crisis. In declaring the crisis the psalmist will sometimes remind God of the psalmist’s faithfulness and
established relationship with God or, in contrast, acknowledge the psalmist’s sinfulness
and unworthiness. At the end of laments is typically (but not always) a strong praise
of God that thanks him for deliverance. Laments frequently imply that this praising of
God is done publicly, in the context of corporate worship. In the transition between
difficulty and deliverance, sometimes the psalmist will make a vow to encourage God’s
aid or acknowledge a vow completed in the act of praise for the deliverance received.
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whelming sense of divine abandonment. The opening line of the
psalm is well known for its intensity, a quality made all the more
clear by Jesus’ use of it on the cross (Matt 27:46; Mark 15:34).
While Psalm 22 opens by elaborating on the psalmist’s sense of
abandonment in verses 1–2, it is not until verse 3 that there is
any affirmation of God’s nature or character in the face of the
psalmist’s suffering. When contrasted with the opening of another memorable and vivid Psalm—73—the order of crisis before
confession highlights all the more the emphatic forlornness that
opens this psalm.
Verse three comes with a sudden contrast. The Hebrew grammar is emphatic: “But You! You are holy. . . .” God may seem distant
and unresponsive, but He is also holy—separate from us and different from us. Not only that, but He dwells/inhabits/sits with Israel’s praises.2 From the deep depths of his own situation dwelling
in the despair of lament, the psalmist sees God’s holiness revealed
in His perpetual dwelling in praise. Such a recognition can serve to
heighten the psalmist’s sense of distance from God.
Historical Recollection vs. Present Experience. Verses 4–5 leave
the present suffering of the psalmist and instead focus attention on
the past: the ancestors’ trust and God’s deliverance. Yet, the psalmist makes clear, the fathers’ trust was also despite hardship; the difference was that when they appealed for help, God answered them
did not let them suffer shame (v 5—bwš).
In contrast and moving back to the present in verses 6–8, the
psalmist finds himself put to such shame that he sees himself dehumanized among his oppressors—“but I am a worm, and not a
man. . .” (v 6). His reproach is total, rejected by the race (v 6—’dm)
and denied by the nation (v 6—‘m). And then come the taunts: the
people seemingly mock the psalmist’s reliance on God in the face
of lack of deliverance. God’s apparent absence is not just a paranoid and subjective feeling of the psalmist, it is an apparent and
objective possibility obvious to even his persecutors.
2
The Hebrew root here is yšb and is elaborately translated “enthroned” by some English versions such as the NASB and ESV. Such a rendering comes from the full context
of the psalm, specifically the later declaration of the kingdom of God (cf. vv 27ff ).
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Despite the legitimate tension the critics raise—where is God’s
deliverance if the psalmist is God’s man?—the psalmist strongly
affirms his life-long trust in God (vv 9–10). The psalmist’s choice of
imagery to convey this point (his mother’s breasts) is important: it
is a subtle acknowledgement that trust can best continue when we
remember how our very lives themselves begin from a position of
vulnerability and dependence from which we grow into the adult
illusion of self-sufficiency. The fact that the psalmist is presently
alive to lament at all is reason to hold on to and continue to affirm trust. This long-term relationship gives the psalmist reason to
lament in hope and, presumably, implicit reason for God to deliver.
Vivid Description of the Crisis. Yet despite the preceding affirmation of long-term trust and dependence on God, the psalmist
is also under no illusions about the scope and scale of his troubles
or the very real danger he is in. In verses 11–18 an extensive description of the psalmist’s crisis is presented. His predicament is
underscored by the fact that trouble is near while God seems to be
far away. Over the course of these verses, the psalmist moves from
describing the danger without to illuminating his pain within.
Just as previously when the psalmist had seen himself diminished and dehumanized in his suffering at the hands of others (v
6), so now he sees his tormentors’ humanity reduced to that of
predatory animals (bulls and lions) by their treatment of him (vv
12–13, 16). The mortal threat they represent drains the life out of
the psalmist. He vividly describes the effects of his fear, despair,
and sense of abandonment on both his body and his inner self.
He is unraveling and dissolving, like water poured out: his limbs
are limp as bones separate (literally from physical trauma? metaphorically from the stress of hopeless fear?), and his heart gives
way under the stress (v 14). His body and his heart dissolve under
the strain. He is spent, used up in a series of intensifying images:
dry as a broken pottery piece (that can no longer hold water), dry
in the mouth (so that no more praise—or even petition?—can be
offered), dry as the dust of death (v 15). If water is a symbol of
life, then we are living mud—a mixture of water and dust— which,
once dried out, dissolves back to the dry dust from which we are
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“mixed.” The psalmist is a broken vessel, no longer capable of holding the water of life, and now at the point of death.
Now the psalmist’s field of vision returns to his surroundings (v
16). He is surrounded by dogs (a derogatory term, dogs were the
urban scavengers of the ancient world). Yet this dangerous pack
is in reality not animal—it is a congregation of evil-doers. They
menace him, wounding his very hands and feet.3 Indeed, these “animals” have “devoured” him—they have stripped him of his clothes
(which symbolize his identity and participation in the community; v 18) so that he is left naked (v 17), counting (spr) his bones
while his tormentors vie for his very clothes.4 Indeed, the image of
3
The traditional translation of verse 16c is “they pierced my hands and my feet.”
This rendering is primarily based on the Septuagint (LXX) translation of the Hebrew
Masoretic Text (MT) which is cryptic in this line. The literal translation of the MT text
as it stands would be something like: “. . . like a lion (k’ry) my hands and my feet.” Most
translators and commentators find this nonsensical as it stands—particularly the apparent lack of a verb in the line. Some scholars, however, do attempt to make sense of
MT as it stands, typically by suggesting the lack of verb is due to ellipsis or inserting a
preposition into their proposed translation. Given the nature of Hebrew grammar and
poetry, such explanations are at least plausible if not overly convincing.
The LXX translates this line using an aorist third personal plural of the verb orussō
(“to dig”; “to dig through”; by semantic expansion to “dig through” something could also
be “to pierce”), reading a verb in place of the MT’s “like a lion.” Several other ancient
versions as well as a few Hebrew manuscripts similarly translate or read a verb here as
well. Most significant is the evidence from a series of Hebrew scroll fragments known
collectively as 5/6 ḤevPsalms and part of the famous Dead Sea Scrolls corpus. Though
extremely faded, its rendition of Psalm 22:16 has been reputably transcribed as using
k’rw—a Hebrew verb that can mean to “dig/bore.” In Hebrew, the difference between
y (as in k’ry—“like a lion”) and w (as in k’rw—“they dug/bore/pierced”) is simply the
length of the down-stroke on the letter. Thus, confusing y’s and w’s is a well-known and
easily made mistake in Hebraic writing and reading. This transcription gives us a Hebrew text from the NT era that agrees with the LXX and other ancient versions.
Interestingly, in John 19 when Jesus’ side is pierced and the blood and water flow
out, John 19:37 does not cite Psalm 22:16 as a scriptural anticipation of this event, but
rather Zechariah 12:10.
For accessible discussions of this very technical textual issue, cf. C. Gren, “Piercing
the Ambiguities of Psalm 22:16 and the Messiah’s Mission” JETS 48 (2005) 283–299 and
B. Waltke and J. Houston, The Psalms as Christian Worship: A Historical Commentary
(Eerdmans 2010) 393–394.
4
The contrast between the utter alienation represented in the naked counting (spr)
of bones is highlighted by the repetition of this verb in verse 22 when the psalmist,
now delivered, declares that he will “‘tell/recount’ (spr) Your name. . . .” At that point,
the move from complete isolation, seemingly even from God Himself, is reversed as
the psalmist stands among the assembly of His brethren able to tell of how God is, in
fact, with him and for him and has delivered him. To tell/declare and praise the name
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“counting my bones” is stark—he is left utterly alone with only his
disintegrating body, deprived even of the barest social acknowledgment that comes with being clothed, having been picked clean by
the scavenging “animals” who torment him, ignored even by God.
The tormentors may be physically present but it is only to hurt, to
harm, to destroy. Spiritual, socially, emotionally, the psalmist feels
the crushing weight of being utterly alone. It is an image of apparent total abandonment.5
At the point of such imposed alienation—stripped naked, dry
towards death, dissolved as a human being, cornered by “wild animals”—the psalmist offers one last, desperate petition to God for
help (vv 19–21). It is emphatic—“But You! Be not far. . .”—and it is
repetitive: God is declared to be far off at the opening of this section
in verse 11, but the psalmist, having vividly described his crisis, now
implores God to close that gap.6 As verse 11 had also made clear,
there is no one else to help, none who can rescue from this danger.
For the first time, here in verse 19, the psalmist invokes the name
of God—YHWH—at the climax of his lament and plea.7 A recap of
the animal metaphors (dog, lion, bull/ox) he has used ensues which
serves to highlight the all-encompassing scope of the psalmist’s
helplessness. And then comes the turn in verse 21c: as the oxen prepare to gore, God answers the psalmist’s cry and closes the distance.
The Turn Toward Praise. As if often the case in laments, the
exact nature of the psalmist’s deliverance is not given and thus a
of God is to tell of what God has done in deliverance. The repetition of the verb serves
as a verbal bridge that helps to unite the poles of the psalmist’s experience—from utter
aloneness to the congregation of God and His worshippers.
5
In the ancient world in general, clothing not only signified social status (the purple
of kings, etc.) but also participation in the community (regardless of specific social status). In Luke 8:27, 35, we see one aspect of the restoration of the man exorcised of his
demons by Jesus: now back in the community (formerly he had been dwelling unclothed
and among the unclean tombs), and, significantly for our present illustrative purposes,
“clothed.”
6
The emphatic “you” of verse 19 also parallels the flow of the opening of the psalm
in verses 1–3: a pained description of the apparent desertion by God followed by a glaring contrast of God’s holy separateness dwelling/sitting in Israel’s praises.
7
The divine name YHWH first appeared in the psalm back in verse 8, but it was
there used by the psalmist’s enemies as a taunt.
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gap between the climax of petition (vv 19–21) and the offering of
praise for deliverance is created (vv 22–31).
What is immediately noticeable is the change of location: previously surrounded by savage “animals” stripping him bare and closing in for the kill—a veritable congregation of evildoers—now the
psalmist is suddenly in the (worshipping) assembly of his brethren.
He is no longer alone, instead surrounded by his fellow righteous
ones, and aware of the face of God that is clearly turned toward
him (v 24). Furthermore, it is in the midst of the assembly they
he praises specifically “the name” of God (YHWH). He now personally and experientially knows God in the way his ancestors did
through divine deliverance (cf. vv 4–5) and can add his voice as
witness to the testimony of God’s faithfulness and trustworthiness.
The psalm ends in verses 27–31 with a flourish, pronouncing
the kingdom of God. These final verses put the psalmist’s harrowing experience into the widest possible perspective. In the apparent absence of God, evildoers had their way with no other authority to check their violence and oppression. The psalmist embodied
the place of the righteous one who is always vulnerable to evildoers
in the apparent divine absence. Yet the deliverance God brought
reestablishes his kingdom (understood properly not a place/territory, but as a reign with undisputed authority).
As a final note, the psalm envisions a continuation of this story.
There will be future generations to whom the faithfulness of God
will need to be told as surely as the psalmist in his own time knew
of God’s faithfulness to previous generations.
Psalm 22 in New Testament Perspective
It is impossible to reflect on Psalm 22 without including Jesus’
use of this psalm on the cross. Still, what is easily overlooked, is
that it was not only Jesus who invoked this psalm, even if his “cry
of dereliction” is the most memorable appeal to the psalm. The full
reality is that the antagonistic bystanders at the cross also invoke
the psalm; in fact, they allude to it before Jesus quotes from it! The
gospel writers include these details to encourage us to use Psalm
22 as an interpretive framework for looking at the cross-event.
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We typically think of prophecy and fulfillment too narrowly:
that prophecy is the foretelling of events before they happen. But
the Bible itself will not allow such a singular and one-dimensional
sense of prophecy stand alone as the total word on the matter.
While a few Old Testament texts almost inescapably have a singular point of fulfillment in Jesus (e.g., Psa 110:1), many others have
a much more complicated relationship between their original
context and their messianic import. There is no singular, monolithic manner in the Old Testament texts that the New Testament
finds to be messianic and why they are so understood. There is
more to messianic prophetic fulfillment than the proof-texting
“this-is-that” approach. It can be that, though it is often more and
other than that.
Perhaps one of the clearest examples of just how indirect Old
Testament hints become messianically significant is how Matthew 2:15 uses Hosea 11:1. Matthew points to the “son called
from Egypt” as a fulfillment (plēroō) of Hosea’s statement, yet in
the original context in Hosea, the identity of the “son” is clearly
national Israel. What do we make of Matthew’s claim that Hosea’s words recalling ancient Israel’s exodus from Egypt is fulfilled
in Christ? In fact, how can something that was actually originally written as a factual recollection of the historical past even be
“fulfilled”? At the risk of grossly oversimplifying the wondrously
multi-faceted ways in which the New Testament reads and applies
the Old Testament to the Christ-event and its implications, the
short answer for what Matthew does with Hosea’s statement is to
be found in the concept of typology.8
Typology can be understood thusly:
[T]ypology represents the effort to coordinate the past and present
(and future) according to the major events, persons and institutions
of Scripture. . . . Emphasis on the unity of Scripture and history is
the distinctive of typological interpretation. What God has done in
the past (as presented in Scripture), he continues to do in the present (or will do in the future). . . . Typological interpretation makes
8
Cf. W. Davies and C. Allison, Matthew 1–7. ICC (T & T Clark 1988) 262–264; D.
Carson, Matthew. EBC 9 (Zondervan 2010) 118–120.
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it possible for later communities of faith to discern the continuing
activity of God in history.9

The New Testament itself characterizes some of its readings of
the Old Testament in exactly this way. For instance, Romans 5:14
describes the Adam of Genesis as really just a “type” (tupos)—a
foreshadowing—of the second Adam and true fulfillment of what
God intended when He made mankind in His image: Jesus of
Nazareth. Jesus is the fulfillment of that which Adam was only an
anticipation. Similarly, in 1 Corinthians 10:6 Paul described Israel’s exodus experiences as “types of us” (tauta de tupoi hēmōn
egenēthēsan). That is, ancient Israel’s divine deliverance from Egypt
and preservation in the wilderness was really just a historical acting out of the larger and later reality of God’s full work bringing
the universal people of God out of their bondage to sin, through
wilderness of a fallen creation, and into His eternal kingdom. Paul
even goes in 10:11, to emphasize that “these things happened typologically (tupikōs) to them,” and that these same things were written down for our instruction (pros nouthesian hēmōn)—that is for
our orientation to and comprehension of—God’s eternal purpose
and how we can participate in it and not fall short of it. It is to us
that “the goal of the ages has arrived” (eis hous ta telē tōn aiōnōn
katēntēken). The church of Jesus Christ is the real people of God
that has always been the true divine project in history. Jesus is the
True Man whom God uses to establish an eschatological humanity.
This method of interpreting and applying the Old Testament is
found to be the “predominant. . . and characteristic” hermeneutical tool used by the New Testament writers in Leonhard Goppelt’s
foundational and classic study on the subject.10 Goppelt goes on
to elaborate that allusion plays a large role in how the New Testament typologically interprets the Old Testament. In other words,
9
C. Evans, “Typology” in J. Green, S. McKnight, and I. Marshall, eds., Dictionary of
Jesus and the Gospels (Intervarsity Press 1992) 862–863.
While a second edition of this reference work is now available, I believe Evans’ language in this original version of his article is more accessible to general readers.
10
Typos: The Typological Interpretation of the Old Testament in the New (Eerdmans
1982) 198.
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the New Testament’s typological use of the Old Testament’s people, places, and events is not limited to explicit designations that
“this is typology” (like in Romans 5 and 1 Corinthians 10), or even
specific Old Testament quotations. It can be found, for instance,
when John 1:14 subtlety says that “the Word became flesh and
‘tented/tabernacled’ (eskēnōsen) among us” and then the Gospel
comes back to this concept in 2:21 when the Apostle explains
that the temple (naos) to be destroyed and rebuilt of which Jesus
was speaking was in reality His body. All of the sudden, looking
backwards through the perspective of the crucifixion and resurrection, the tabernacle/temple of God and what it really means
for God to dwell among His people takes on a whole different
typological perspective. The entire concept of temple is subtlety
redefined by typological allusion.
As Richard Hays, describing what he calls “figural reading,”
puts it:
The retrospective interpretation of an OT text as a typological prefiguration of a subsequent person or event does not in any way annihilate the historical reality of the precursor. Both type and antitype
are embraced together as concrete disclosures of God’s activity in
the world. Therefore, the hermeneutical current flows in both directions, as the “meaning” of each pole in the typological correlation is
enhanced by its relation to the other.11

In other words, words and events that find their fulfillment in
Jesus are not necessarily devoid of any meaning or substantive existence outside of Him or before Him, they just come to a level of
fullness and completeness impossible without Him.
In the New Testament, Matthew 27:46 and Mark 15:34 both
record Jesus crying out Psalm 22:1. Yet it is entirely plausible that
not just this cry of desolation, but also the entire psalm—and its
message—may have been in view.12 This may be why the gospel
11
“Can The Gospels Teach Us How To Read the Old Testament?” Pro Ecclesia 11
(2002) 415 fn 22.
12
J. Mays, Psalms. Interpretation. (John Knox Press 1994) 105 notes that “[c]iting the
first words of a text was, in the tradition of the time, a way of identifying an entire passage.”
For the concept of quotations invoking the larger contexts in which they are found,
cf. R. Rendall, “Quotation of Scripture As An Index of Wider Reference” EQ 36 (1964)
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writers included the vignettes that they did from the crucifixion
event to further emphasize the Psalm 22 as a whole was a context
for understanding what was happening. And so John 19:24 says
that the casting of lots is a fulfillment of Psalm 22:18. Matthew
27:35, Mark 15:24, and Luke 23:34 all include this detail but do
not explicitly tie it to Psalm 22, raising the issue of allusions to
Psalm 22 throughout the accounts that not explicitly marked but
noticeably present. Some of these allusions that round out the use
of Psalm 22 as an interpretive frame for viewing the crucifixion
include: being mocked by passers-by who wag their heads (Matt
27:39 and Mark 15:29/Psa 22:7); and the explicit taunt regarding
Jesus’ trust in God bringing no deliverance (Matt 27:43 and Luke
23:35/Psa 22:8).13
Peter Craigie well captures the significance of the gospel writers’ use of this Psalm 22 to contextualize what was fulfilled in Jesus
on the cross:
What is most significant about the NT perspective is the self-identification of Jesus with the suffering psalmist, for it provides an insight
into one part of the meaning of the crucifixion. The sufferer of Ps 22
is a human being, experiencing the terror of mortality in the absence
of God and the presence of enemies. In the suffering of Jesus, we
perceive God, in Jesus, entering into and participating in the terror
of mortality; he identifies with the suffering and the dying. Because
God, in Jesus, has engaged in that desolation, he can offer comfort to
those of us who walk now where the psalmist walked.14

Despite the manifold unknowns for us about why God runs
the world the way He does and what that means for the righteous
who suffer innocently at the hands of evildoers or even “time and
chance” itself, a God who will allow His Son to suffer with us and
for us is a God who can be trusted even if His ways are high beyond
our ways.
214–221; C. Dodd, According To The Scriptures: The Substructure of New Testament
Theology (Nisbet 1952); and R. Hays, Echoes of Scripture in The Letters of Paul (Yale
1989) 14–33.
13
The reference to Jesus thirsting in John 19:28 as being a fulfillment of Scripture is
probably best understood as not pointing to Psalm 22:14–15 but Psalm 69:21.
14

Psalms 1–50. Word Biblical Commentary 19 (Nelson 2004) 202.
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This understanding is implicit in the Hebrew writer’s subsequent use of Psalm 22:22 in Hebrews 2:12. There the Hebrew writer—whose goal is to encourage Christians to be faithful despite
opposition and persecution— cites the portion of the psalm that
comes after the deliverance of the psalmist (and thus would be typologically be understood to apply to Jesus after the resurrection)
and ascribes the role of the vindicated righteous sufferer to Jesus.
In doing so, the Hebrew writer thus takes the psalmist’s testimony to the congregation of those who righteously fear God and declares that Jesus is the true and ultimate speaker of those words. In
particular, after the cross’ suffering and the deliverance from the
dust of death through the resurrection, Jesus can well testify to the
assembly of His brothers—us—that God’s apparent abandonment
of us in the midst of the most dehumanizing and isolating treatment from our oppressors is never permanent.
From Christ to Christians:
Reflecting on Psalm 22 For Today
Careful reading of Scripture necessitates close attention to detail and an examination of both technical minutiae and overarching structure. However, all these formalities of close reading are
not ends in themselves, but rather means to better comprehend
and internalize the depths of knowledge and wisdom the biblical
texts offer. What is offered here, then, are possible ways to learn
from and live by this psalm ourselves.
First, the intensity or inherent injustice of our suffering does
not change the fundamental responsibility of the faithful to continue to patiently depend upon God for vindication and justice. It
is never the Christian’s place to exact revenge, retaliate in kind, or
seek to force God’s hand in restoration. This plays into the Bible’s
consistent approach to the question to the problem of evil, or why
God allows the apparently innocent righteous ones to suffer. The
Bible’s constant response is never to answer why God permits it
nor to elucidate when in this life God might end it, but rather to
insist that the righteous continue to wait patiently on God’s vindication despite the apparent abandonment.
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Secondly is an acknowledgement of the spiritual credibility that
comes with successfully enduring unjust suffering. In Psalm 22, the
ancestors were able to testify to God’s loyal trustworthiness because of the hard times they had endured and been delivered from.
Similarly, the Hebrew writer’s use of Psalm 22 to highlight the resurrected Jesus’ ability to stand among His brethren (us) and declare God’s praises flows from His faithful following of the Father
through death itself to life on the other side. As the balance of Hebrews 2 that follows from the Psalm 22 quotation makes clear, Jesus can be our sympathetic high priest because his transition from
righteous sufferer to faithful witness gives Him both credibility for
us and solidarity with us. Indeed, the Hebrew writer continues to
explore that credibility and solidarity in different places throughout the remainder of His letter.
Thirdly, the fact that Jesus appeals to this psalm from the cross
highlights the role of Scripture in the faithful lives of the righteous.
While it is granted that only Jesus could truly fulfill Psalm 22 in
actuality, Christ sets us an example of how to use Scripture to describe and even make sense of our lives and the situations in which
we find ourselves. Just as Jesus could live out this psalm uniquely
as the Messiah of whom all Scripture testifies (Luke 24:27) and understand the patterns of life and of God’s Word and work through
it, so too can we learn to use Scripture to help us to find our way
and orient ourselves in life’s circumstances. Too often, the pattern
we can easily fall into is trying to figure out how the Bible is applicable to our lives, rather than making our lives applicable to the
Bible. Following Jesus’ lead, the gospel writers make sure to tell the
story of Jesus’ death in a manner that allows Scripture to shape the
way what happened is told. In this way Scripture becomes truly becomes ground of our reality and the lens through which we see our
lives and what happens around us. This can only happen when we
are so thoroughly soaked in Scripture through our commitment to
reading and studying that it becomes natural for us to see our lives
and our circumstances in terms of biblical principles and parallels. Then, when we live our lives intentionally in God’s version of
history and for the outworking of His eternal purpose, do we truly
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become part of the congregation of those who declare the name of
the Lord in its fullness.

“Whom Shall I Fear?”
Psalm 27

Don Hooton
“Some of the most important things we want to say remain just
a little beyond even our best words.”1 Do we not sometimes struggle to express our grandest thoughts, especially in praise to God,
and feel disappointed with the results? Sometimes poetry shows us
a better way to share our thoughts. Studies like this in the Psalms,
the believer’s songbook, will help us learn to express our praise
more powerfully and to adore our God more personally. Listen to
what Martin Luther said centuries ago:
What is the greatest thing in the Psalter but this earnest speaking
amid these stormy winds of every kind? Where does one find finer
words of joy than in the psalms of praise and thanksgiving? There
you look into the hearts of all the saints, as into fair and pleasant
gardens, yes, as into heaven itself… On the other hand, where do you
find deeper, more sorrowful, more pitiful words of sadness than in
the psalms of lamentation? There again you look into the hearts of all
the saints… When they speak of fear and hope, they use words that
no painter could so depict for you.2

Psalm 27 unveils the heart of one whose faith sings and soars
about the best source of his confidence: Yahweh the Lord, his
light and salvation and the stronghold of his life. In this psalm,
1
N.T. Wright, The Case for the Psalms: Why They Are Essential (HarperCollins
2013) 3–4.
2

Luther’s Works, Vol. 35, Word and Sacraments I (Fortress P 1960) 255–256.
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God is praised because He is enough to enable us to face our foes,
to face ourselves and to face the future without despair in this
land of the living.
We should study the Psalms because they have been used by
Jews and Christians to satisfy more than a curious interest in fulfilled prophecy (cf. Luke 24:22). “For twenty-five centuries it has
been sung, chanted, recited, read, translated, and annotated by
adherents of Judaism, and for millennia by disciples of Jesus.”3
The Psalter opens our eyes to grand adorations, earnest thanksgivings and heart wrenching laments that weave together a beautiful tapestry where we can “look into the hearts of all the saints”4
and find ourselves.
Psalm 27 is well-known because it comforts and reassures believers to remain confident in days of darkness. It is a personal
favorite that I have used as my signature postscript in wedding
guest books and special cards. While reading a book my mother
had given as a gift, I came across for the first time an inscription
written by her hand with the same postscript I use. That inscription shows me what was in her, and what the psalmist wanted us
to see in him: “One thing I have asked from the Lord, that I shall
seek: That I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my
life, to behold the beauty of the Lord and to meditate in His temple” (Psa 27:4). In his brightest and darkest days, this vision kept
“the one thing” (27:4) the main thing that helped secure his real
confidence amidst the dark horizons. The psalmist’s confidence
will be ours when we learn to believe, as he did, one very clear and
ever abiding truth: I will not fear because of what the Lord has
already done. The Lord is enough.
Psalm Type
Since we do not have written descriptions from Jewish poets
on how they distinguished psalm types,5 modern attempts have
3
S. Terrien, The Psalms: Strophic Structure and Theological Commentary (Eerdmans 2003) 3.
4

Luther, Luther’s Works 256.

5

G. Wilson, Psalms Vol. 1. The NIV Application Commentary (Zondervan 2002) 64.
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created three primary categories: Praise, Lament, and Thanksgiving.6 At first glance, our psalm contains elements of all three.
However, a smaller sub-category under Laments, called Trust
Psalms, fits this text. We should remember that like prayers
for help, songs of trust assume the presence of danger, like the
dark valleys in the shepherd’s psalm (23), or the raging seas of
Psalm 46. Our psalmist’s desperate plea for the divine presence
amidst the attack does not negate his previous affirmations of
trust. Instead, trust “fuels the pleas that dominate the center of
the psalm.”7 “They are tinged with the memories of fears gone
by; they betray the scars left by hard-won fights; they foresee the
possible resumption of ‘the battle’ that solves every doubt; but
they reveal a resolve to face calmly any eventual crisis.”8 Psalms
like these could never have been composed had their poets remained crippled in sin or remained paralyzed by isolation and
despair. Faith stepped forward in confidence during David’s day
of trouble and his confident plea for help modeled what it meant
to “wait for the Lord” (Psa 27:14).
Authorship
The Davidic authorship of Psalm 27 has the widest and oldest
support. The New Testament (Heb 4:7) refers to the Psalter as “David”9 and of the five books of The Psalms, the first two (3–72) are
marked by the postscript: “This concludes the prayers of David
son of Jesse” (72:20) in which our Psalm is located. While not all
psalms were written by David, the inscription for Psalm 27 is “of
David” which could intend that King David authored it or that it
was authored “to David” as a tribute. For liberal scholarship, the
superscription is irrelevant to authorship since they date this, and
many other psalms in the post-exilic history of Judah. Yet, for Jewish interpreters who lived so much closer to the event than modern
scholars, the straightforward reading “of David” indicated Davidic
6

Ibid., 65.

7

R. Jacobson, The Book of Psalms. NICOT (Eerdmans 2014) 265.

8

S. Terrien, The Psalms and Their Meaning for Today (Wipf & Stock 1952) 213.

9

J. Goldingay, Psalms, Vol 1: Psalms 1–41 (Baker Academic 2006) 21.
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authorship. With no credible alternative, we conclude the inscription of David means by David.
Setting
While some psalms contain headings that identify their setting,
Psalm 27 does not and there are no obvious historical references to
point us to one specific incident in David’s life. Further, the Psalm
is never quoted in the New Testament to demonstrate an inspired
insight to its setting. So we have only suggestions.
The first suggestion is David’s early years. After being anointed
secretly to be God’s King by Samuel (1 Sam 16:13), David began
his work as the skillful musician with King Saul (1 Sam 16:18, 23;
19:9). However, when Saul’s jealousy and suspicion (1 Sam 18:8,
9) created distrust and adversity, David spent his time on the run.
The Septuagint includes with the inscription “of David” that it was
“before he was anointed.”10 But David was anointed as king three
times: in Bethlehem when he was young (1 Sam 16:1–13), in Hebron by the tribe of Judah (2 Sam 2:4), and some seven years later
when the nation united under him as their sole king (2 Sam 5:3).
A more specific setting from the early career of David is also
suggested. Because David had been pursued by enemies (Psa
27:2–3), shut out of the house of God (27:4), abandoned by his
parents (27:10), and slandered (27:10), Spurgeon writes: “do not
all these meet in the time when Doeg, the Edomite, spake against
him to Saul?”11 And Leupold agrees.12 However, the abandonment of his parents (27:10) is assumed without the consideration
of alternative translations that posit it as a condition of possibility
rather than reality, such as “When my father and mother forsake
me” (KJV) or “Even if my father and mother abandon me” (HCSB).
The primary weakness of this view is that when David left Nob
and went to the cave of Adullam, he asked the king of Moab to
“take care of his father and mother” (1 Sam 22:3) until God’s will
10

Ibid., 391.

C. Spurgeon, The Treasury of David, PC Study Bible electronic database (Biblesoft
Inc. 2005, 2006).
11

12

H. Leupold, Exposition of the Psalms (Baker 1969) 253.
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for David came to light. David left them with the king. Here, they
did not abandon him.
A more likely suggestion is found in the middle-to-late career of David during Absalom’s insurrection.13 While David was
now reigning in Jerusalem over a united Israel, Absalom “rose up
against him” (cf. Psa 27:12) to take the kingdom. David fled for his
life in order to regroup and regain his power (cf. 1Sam 15:1ff ). In
fact, several psalms have been attributed to this stormy period of
David’s life (i.e. Psa 63). Further, this period in David’s life was so
emotionally intense and turbulent that the historian said “David
wept bitterly,” “mourned for his son day after day,” wept “as he
went” and was “deeply moved” and continued to weep when Absalom died (2 Sam 13:37–38, 15:30; 18:33). Such a protracted period
of intense emotion with the political and personal upheavals seems
best to fit this psalm, verses 7–12 particularly.
Structure
In verses 1–6, the psalmist’s faith sings and soars, and in verses
7–12 it seems to sing and sink. This sudden emotional shift from
the confident “The Lord is my Light” (v 1) to the lament of “Turn
not your servant away in anger” (v 9) have led many in critical
scholarship to suggest that Psalm 27 is two independent poems
awkwardly joined together. However, this sudden mood change is
insufficient to conclude that the psalm is a compilation.
Historically, in its earliest appearances, this psalm was always
regarded as a unit.14 Even if—hypothetically—we could believe an
editor did put them together, the editor believed they made one
unit in the first place. So why would emotional “opposites” demand
separate psalms? Further, the fact that the psalm begins (27:1–3)
and ends (vv 13–14) with bookends about the same subject argues
for its unity. “The admittedly marked difference, far from indicating a duality of authorship, is due to a simple and common psychological phenomenon: the transition from a state of meditation to
13
F. Delitzsch, Commentary on the Psalms. PC Study Bible electronic database (Biblesoft Inc. 2005, 2006).
14

Jacobson, The Book of Psalms 264.
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the mood of prayer. Other psalms, like Psalms 9 and 25, and many
passages of Job, offer excellent parallels to this literary peculiarity.”15 His exclamations of trust and pleas for protection are instead
quite compatible and complementary responses to crises.16
There are other indicators within the text itself that argue for
the unity of the original psalm. First, there is unity of language.
In both “moods,” the psalmist speaks of his “salvation” (27:2, 12);
“heart” (vv 3, 8, 14); and “life” (vv 1, 4, 13). He also writes, both in
confidence and in lament, about his “adversaries” (vv 2, 12) and
“enemies” (v 6); “evil-doers” and “false witnesses” (vv 2, 12); and
about the “war” and “violence” (vv 3, 12) with those who “arise
against” him (v 3) and have “risen against” him (v 12).
Also, there is a unity in the sequence. His confident faith is the
basis for the urgent plea for protection that is then followed with
his final “Still I am confident of this: I will see the goodness of the
Lord in the land of living” (27:13).17 He has faith (vv 1–6). He needs
assurance (vv 7–12). Then, he commends to himself and to all who
would hear his blessed confidence (vv 13–14).
Terrien’s analysis also argues for the unity of the psalm:18
The Light in my life (v 1).
The Enemies in my life (v 2)
		
The Confidence in my life (v 3)
			
The Temple (v 4)
				
The Presence (vv 5-6d)
			
The Face of God (vv 6e-9a)
		
The Confidence in my life (vv 9b-11).
The Enemies in my life (v 12)
The Goodness of Yahweh (vv 13–14)
With God’s presence at the center (vv 5-6d), the psalmist frames
God’s presence with the Temple where God’s face can be “seen” (vv
15
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4, 6e-9a), next, the confidence in his life (vv 3, 9b-11), next, the enemies he has (vv 2, 12), and then last, bookends the psalm with the
light of God and His goodness (vv 1, 13–14). If this analysis of the
psalm’s structure could be proven to be the intentional outline of
the psalmist, this view would uphold the unity of the psalm alone.
Most commentators see three sections (vv 1–6, 7–12, 13–14)19
or four (vv 1–3, 4–6, 7–12, 13–14)20 in the psalm where they group
together the confidence in Yahweh amidst enemies (vv 1–3), the
desire and vows made to seek Yahweh’s presence (vv 4–6), the plea
for deliverance from the enemies (vv 7–12) and the final confidence and encouragement (vv 13–14).
Commentary
Verses 1–3. In Psalm 27, David often states things in threes: my
light, my salvation, the defense of my life (v 1); evildoers, adversaries and enemies (v 2); hear, be gracious and answer (v 7); do not
hide, do not turn and do not abandon (v 9); adversaries, false witnesses and violent (ones) (v 12). While he does not always do this
(i.e. house, temple, tabernacle, tent, vv 4–5), the collection of three
words together helps amplify our understanding of what he says.
David boldly begins with a very powerful picture of the God in
whom he is confident: The Lord is “my light, and my salvation and
the stronghold of my life.”
He is my light. Psalmists describe God as light who also will
swallow up the shadow of death (cf. 36:9, 43:3; 27:4); and Job says
that heaven is “the dwelling of light” (38:19); but only here in the
Old Testament is God actually called light.21 Yet, in the New Testament, God is called “light” because “there is no darkness in Him
at all” (1 John 1:5). Furthermore, Jesus is “the light [that] shines in
the darkness… The true light that gives light to every man” (John
1:5, 9); and because of this, John said Jesus “explained Him” (1:18).
While light is usually linked to one’s understanding of God and
19
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20
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His revelation or to God’s pure nature, the connection in Psalm 27
is vague. Yet, God is his light because David knows that Yahweh
will again dispel the dreaded darkness of his enemies22 and lead the
way to deliverance (cf. 27:11).
He is my salvation. In David’s life, salvation retains its explicit
meaning of deliverance or rescue from danger. If David’s salvation
from personal sin was under consideration, the “enemies” that
threatened him or “the stronghold” that God is to him would make
no sense. David says that God would save him from his adversaries;
that rescue was his salvation.
He is the stronghold of my life. “Those who take refuge in” God
“will rejoice” because “He will spread His protection over them”
and will “cover them with favor as a shield” (Psa 5:11–12). Twenty-five times in The Psalms we are told to “take refuge” in Yahweh,23
a refuge that evokes an image of someone fleeing from danger to
shelter, a fortress or stronghold. This refuge is no quick fix to David but rather the life-long pursuit to place destiny in God’s hand
because He is that stronghold who will save.
David’s confidence is clear but not blind. He is fully aware that
people (evildoers, adversaries and enemies) had been the dangers
that threatened him in the past (27:2). And when armies threaten
war (v 3)—a very good reason to be afraid—his confidence does not
weaken. “One must imagine that this awareness in turn results in
at least some degree of fear and dread. Paradoxically, it is the very
presence of this fear that causes the psalmist to confess the Lord
as light. This confession in turn leads to the statement of courage:
whom shall I fear?”24 David’s confidence in God was because God
had come to David’s aid over and over again. He knows it because
he had known it before.25
22
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Two verbs that manifest the enemies’ hostility are that they
“closed in on” him and tried to “devour” his flesh (cf. Psa 14:4).
These vicious attacks end with a simple, yet powerful word pair:
they “stumbled and fell.” This unthinkable attack brings an unimaginable result that David attributes to the Lord. Even if those foes
unite together against him in war, David said, “My heart will not
fear” and “I will be confident” (v 3) because the Lord of light and
salvation is enough.
Verses 4–6. After the first section of trust, David continues with
a promise he had made. Vows are a frequent theme in songs of
trust (cf. 23:6; 16:8; 52:8–9) and prayers for help (13:6). This vow to
see the Lord in His beauty demonstrates the strong root of David’s
bold faith and the unifying force in his life. David yearned deeply
and sought completely to maintain close communion with God.
He had asked and said that he would seek “that I may dwell in the
house of the Lord all the days of my life” (v 4). Even in his “days of
trouble” (v 5), this fellowship with God “in his temple” made all his
hardships easier to bear.
One question emerges in this section. How is it plausible that
David can want to dwell in the temple since Solomon has yet to
build it? The answer will be evident in the way David uses words
interchangeably to reference this refuge.
First, David’s refuge was God’s house, which had been a tent and
remained a tent when the ark was brought from Kiriath Jearim to
Mount Zion (cf. 2 Sam 6:17). Next, our psalm is placed in a section
that regularly mentions the “house of God” (Psa 23:6), the “habitation of Thy house” (26:8) and “Thy holy sanctuary” (28:2). To this
Kidner writes, “In Psalm 26, the worshipper, as he approaches, is
searched by God’s demand for sincerity (cf. Psa 15 and 24) and, in
the last verse, rejoices to have found access. In Psalm 27 he sees
this house as a sanctuary from enemies, and as the place of vision,
face to face with God. In Psalm 28, he brings forward his petition,
spreading his hands as a suppliant towards the holy of holies, and
have forsaken me” (v 10), it is reasonable to place verse two in the past since the past is
the basis of his confident present.
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receives the answer.”26 This grouping indicates that psalmists could
express the same idea in different words.
Last, temple is a translation of a different word but is still applied to God’s house while it was still a tent (1 Sam 1:9; 3:3). “So, it
is no surprise that David would call his temporary structure also
“house (bēt), a temple (hēkāl), a booth (skkâ), and a tent (ʾōhel).”27
Kidner continues, “Temple is the standard word for a divine or royal residence (cf. Psa 45:16, ‘palace’) and need not imply that Solomon’s temple was already built.”28 Further, David’s tent in Jerusalem
(1 Chr 16:1) was a place where they could seek His face continually
(16:11) in a tabernacle (16:39) which is the very thing he had asked
and was committed to seek in our psalm. So, David’s interchange
of words shows he was not as interested in the structure per se as
he was in Who was present in the structure. He was charmed more
by the resident’s beauty he sought to behold than he was charmed
by the residence.
This “beauty of the Lord” is His kindness, pleasantness or graciousness.29 Goldingay translates it as delightfulness30 which, when
compared to its usage in Psalm 90:17 translated favor, affirms that
David sought God’s character more than his visage.
David changes from God’s dwelling to God’s work of lifting him
“high on a rock” (5d). To demonstrate he felt safe from the impending danger, David says that he knew God would place him out of
reach “above his enemies” (v 6a). In that safe place, he could even
raise his head high above them and raise his voice in worship in
“shouts of joy” (v 6b) and in “singing praises” (v 6c).
Verses 7–12. The earlier recollection of God’s past protections
and presence helped David to live in confidence, in spite of the
present threats he now experienced (v 3). But now, David abruptly
26
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changes tone as he laments his condition but still prays for God’s
continuing fellowship (vv 9c, 9d).
Hear My Voice. First, David asks to be heard (v 7a) and then
asks for the Lord to be gracious and then to answer (v 7b), a threefold pattern echoed in Psalm 4:1 in reverse order. All three terms
are common to prayer but the fact that David said that he cries to
be heard reflects how demonstrative and urgent was his despair
and petition.
I seek Your Face. Three times in these two lines, David says he
wants to see God’s face (8–9). When Nathan rebuked him for sins
involving Bathsheba, David said, “Hide Thy face from my sins and
blot out my iniquities” (Psa 51:9). Here David said “Do not hide Thy
face from me” (27:9). In the first, David is the penitent, ashamed
of his sin, who cannot bear God’s presence until he is forgiven. Yet
in this psalm, David is the petitioner who pleads in confidence for
God’s presence so he can endure the day of trouble. This means
his lament is about personal trials, not personal sins. He can live if
God will show Himself (v 9a), be patient (v 9b), be present (v 9d),
and take him up (v 10).
In verse eight, the ESV’s “You have said, ‘Seek My face.’ Your
face, Lord, do I seek,” is the best translation. David continues his
petition by acknowledging he had received the Lord’s answer and
that he had obeyed. That is why David can plead again confidently
for His face in fellowship because God has always been his salvation (v 9e with salvation in v 1a) and help (v 9d with light in v 1a).
Do Not… Forsake Me. In reality it is unlikely that David’s parents abandoned or left him because no Scripture records it.31 As
noted above, a comparison of translations will show that David is
expressing the possibility of “even if ” or “though” rather than an
event in his immediate or long distant past. However, the mention of its possibility in the context of present troubles (v 5) suggests how intensely personal the attacks (vv 1–2) and wars (v 3)
felt to David. It was as personal as being abandoned by your family which is very consistent with the events surrounding Absalom’s rebellion. Whatever it was, it evidently marred him. David
31
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knew if the Lord remained with him—even if his parents were to
abandon him—he would be lifted up.
Teach Me Your Way. Introducing a new thought, David asks for
guidance (“Lead me”) through instruction (“Teach me”) to navigate his escape from his foes. This “level path” would be the Lord’s
protected way from his adversaries whose plan and desire (v 12a)
was a violent (v 12c) uprising v (12b) against him.
Verses 13–14. In spite of all of these crises, David said he was
still confident. David believed the Lord’s goodness (i.e. the Lord’s
salvation, v 1) would come to him in this present life (v 13). “Land
of the Living” occurs three other times in Psalms (52:5; 116:9;
142:5), twice in Isaiah (38:11; 53:8), once each in Job and Jeremiah
(28:43; 11:19) and seven times in Ezekiel (26:20; 32:23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 32). Since land of the living is our present life in each of these
verses, David believes in our psalm that God’s deliverance would
come here and now—not in heaven. So when the prayer ends with
a firm resolve to “wait for the Lord,” David is expecting the Lord to
come to his rescue—even as he waits.
The first two of David’s closing three imperatives, “be strong,”
“take courage” are positive equivalents to be strong rather than to
be fearful and to be courageous rather than be afraid (27:1). They
are also reminiscent of what Joshua had spoken to Israel long ago
as they journeyed to conquer the land (Josh 1:6, 7, 9, 18; 10:25).
David calls himself and his generation to march forward with
trusting hearts that God would deliver him and them from their
enemies. In the third imperative, bracketed in both the beginning
and the end of the verse, David said “Wait for the Lord.” Strength
and courage could be needed for what lies ahead, but the strength
and courage to endure the dangers in David’s way would only come
by demonstrating his trust in God through waiting for the Lord.
There are plenty of reasons we need to read this psalm over and
over again. It is God’s revelation. It is David’s praise and prayer of
God’s nature. And it shows thanksgiving for God’s continued protection and fellowship. But today, we need the heart David had in
his present danger and believed, “I will be confident.”
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Trust And Faith Are For Real Life
David’s faith in this psalm was for the land of the living. Sometimes, we miss that the acts of valor and faith of many Old Testament heroes, like David, happen in life and not merely in the
hallowed walls of the structures where they worshipped. If we are
to have this same confidence that David had, we must find confidence—not in “church” life as we often compartmentalize it—but
faith in God Himself as we live out our lives from the moment we
wake to the moment we sleep and everything in between. “For by
his faith will the righteous man live” (Rom 1:17).
Real Life Can Be Hard
Psalm 27 does not deny the hardships of life that can create fear.
The vivid sketches of war, enemies, violence, betrayal and abandonment that David used are powerful testimonies to the challenges we will face because of our faith; and challenges we need
to meet with our faith. We can look them straight in the eye—not
with anger, revolt or revenge—but with the same confidence David
had because of what the Lord is and because of what He has done.
Confidence Comes From Faith, Not Mastering Fear
When Jesus overheard people tell Jairus that his daughter was
dead, He said, “Do not fear, only believe” (Mark 5:36). Our fears are
not overcome by our orderly systems of managing fear. They can
only be overcome ultimately if we will believe. In the face of what
caused fear in him (vv 2–3, 12), David dared to live, to move on, to
rise above despondency and say, “Still, I am confident.”
When first century Christians faced violent oppression from
Palestinian zealots or Roman oppressors, they suffered greatly.
Yet, when persecuted, “they went on their way from the presence
of the Council, rejoicing that they had been considered worthy to
suffer for His name” (Acts 5:41). They did not wallow in self-pity or
pretend they enjoyed it. They lived on in faith. They trusted only in
God. For they believed that He was indeed a rewarder of those who
diligently seek Him (cf. Heb 11:6). And in spite of their fears, their
faith became confidence.
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In our own rapidly changing modern landscape, both cultural
and religious, where we would think today we have every reason to
be afraid, we need this same confidence—now. Our Yahweh is the
same as David’s. In spite of every hardship—no matter from where
it comes—we must still be confident.
Build Real Confidence The Way The Psalmist Did:
On What The Lord Has Done
If we are “left to depend on ourselves instead of on God, we
fail to experience joy (Psa 27:6) and live in all its fullness (27:13).”32
Sometimes, we live as if we are the reason things happen; that we
are making things happen. And we wonder why our souls do not
soar as David did in this psalm. It is because we end up, pragmatically, living like a religious atheist. If we really believe as David that
the Lord has done great things, why are we slow to believe that He
can still do great things?
In connection to our salvation in the gospel, Paul argues the
same point: “God demonstrates His Own love toward us, in that
while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Much more then,
having been justified by His blood, we shall be saved…” (Rom 5:8–
9). This much more then shows what Paul believed should empower Christians and it is the same truth that galvanized David’s resolve. We can because God has. If God has done this before, what
shall we fear? If God has made the world; if God has divided the
Red Sea; if God has brought a son to a virgin; if God died for us; in
spite of everything, we still can be confident. For “a fear that soars
is faith; but a faith that sinks is fear.”33
Worship As The Psalmist Did
While I have said little specifically about worship, you should
notice how open and expressive David was in his psalm. He was
unafraid to share boldly his confidence and his vulnerability.
Today, we should avoid repetitive incantations and dispirited
singing that often plague us and leave us languishing in empty wor32
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ship. If we could be emboldened as David was, in both private and
public worship, to bring before God our every thought, our every
fear and our every adoration, our worship would be transformed.
“As you sing the Psalms, pray the Psalms, and ponder the Psalms,
you will find yourself drawn into a world in which certain things
make sense that would not otherwise do so.”34 David’s psalm—and
the whole Psalter—can hold our hands and raise our voices to real
worship—where God is adored and worthy of all praise—and finally bring us confidence because we have been in His presence.
Wait For The Lord
David’s final words in Psalm 27 are the hardest of all—“Wait
for the Lord.” In another place, David said, “Make me to know your
ways, O Lord; teach me your paths. Lead me in your truth and
teach me, for you are the God of my salvation; (and) for you I wait
all the day long” (Psalm 25:3–5). From this, we know that David
believed that “waiting for the Lord” compelled him to know His
ways, to be led by His truth and to walk in the paths He had taught.
Today, it cannot be said that we wait for the Lord if we will not
know the Lord’s ways, learn the teaching of His ways and follow in
the truth of His ways. Waiting and obedience are inherently connected.
Further, we cannot run around busying ourselves with activities
of spirituality, manipulating emotions of converts and tantalizing
audiences with worship entertainment and believe somehow we
are also yielding to this demand to wait. We must wait for the Lord
to give the increase. We must wait for the Lord to answer prayer
in His time. We must wait for the Lord in everything we do in His
name—until He comes to judge all the earth.
Waiting for the Lord is not a mere moment but an attitude for
life. David had his Goliath moment; one small stone toppled a giant. But David’s life was full of prolonged events of danger, suffering and pain that would stifle the breath in many of us. In spite of
all of this, he was still confident because he believed, “Indeed, none
who wait for you shall be put to shame” (Psa 25:1).
34
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He could wait. He could be confident. We can too because
together we can know that truly, truly—the Lord will always be
enough.

“Let Me Never Be Ashamed”
Psalm 31
Ed Harrell
The extraordinary life of David, with peaks and valleys beyond the
experience of most human beings, is an illustration of a mindset
shared by all of the children of God. In the opening verse of the 31st
Psalm, and in verse 17, David affirms his unqualified commitment
to follow the directions of God, followed by a plea that the Lord
would help him to never be ashamed to publically proclaim his
convictions in the midst of enemies: “In thee, O Lord, do I put my
trust; let me never be ashamed: deliver me in thy righteousness. .
. . Let me not be ashamed, O Lord; for I have called upon thee: let
the wicked be ashamed, and let them be silent in the grave” (Psa
31:1, 17 KJV). The appeal for guidance and pledge to be bold are a
repetitious theme in the book of Psalms.
It is my assignment to speak about our commitment as Christians to be bold and unequivocal defenders of truth. The prior
commitment made by David required him to have total confidence
in the God’s directions; on that foundation rested his confidence
and boldness. The Apostle Paul expressed the same commitment
to a life of faith and boldness in his first letter to Timothy: “For
the which cause I also suffer these things: nevertheless I am not
ashamed: for I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded that
he is able to keep that which I have committed unto him against
that day” (1 Tim 1:12 KJV).
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The Search For “Inner-Directed” Citizens And Christians
Sociologists tell us that all of our public behavior is determined
by the private values we embrace. The Lonely Crowd, a book written
in 1950 by a group of Harvard professors led by David Riesman,
has often been called the most influential book published in the
twentieth century.1 It is a study of the changes in American society
that were driven by the changing character of the people. The early
generations of Americans were inner-directed individuals whose
religious and political convictions performed like a gyroscope that
controlled their character and behavior. It was these beliefs, both
political and religious, that shaped the history of early America. By
the end of the nineteenth century Americans increasingly became
“other-directed,” obsessed with fitting into the lonely crowd. The
other-directed generations behaved as if they had radar antennas
constantly adjusting to the values of the surrounding society. They
were anxious never to offend those around them. The political results of this national character change have been sufficiently visible
to require no further discussion. More to the point of our topic today is the declining number of religiously-driven lives in America
during the twentieth century. A bold profession of religious faith
and a willingness to openly defend one’s beliefs was as American
as coonskin hats and wagon trains in the years when the American
restoration movement flourished. In the other-directed society of
the twentieth century, where one’s first concern is to conform to the
expectations of the broader society, boldness of faith is considered a
curiosity at best and an eminent threat to social harmony at worst.
A Personal Introduction to Being Bold
Before a Hostile Audience
My first recollection of an occasion when I felt called on to
not be ashamed in the midst of a hostile and somewhat intimidating audience came in 1965 when I was invited to be one of three
lecturers on the second annual prestigious Reed Lectures series
sponsored by the Disciples of Christ Historical Society. I was a
young newly-minted Ph.D. teaching history at the University of
1
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Oklahoma. Each of the three lecturers, ostensibly representing the
Disciples of Christ, Independent Christian Churches, and Churches of Christ, was asked to “examine the historic contribution of
his group to the Church Universal.” I opened with the assertion
that the church of which I was a part was the Church Universal.
My feisty lecture, entitled “Peculiar People: A Rational for Modern Conservative Disciples,” was filled with assertions that would
define me throughout my 55 year academic career as a historical
curiosity. My opening salvo read:
In his book, The Small Sects in America, Elmer T. Clark asserts that
it is “a peculiar type of mind which is convinced that God is interested in whether his worshipers sing with or without instrumental accompaniment.” I once wrote that I thought it was “a peculiar type of
mind” which thinks it is “a peculiar type of mind” which is convinced
that instrumental music is sinful. But I agree with Clark’s judgment.
It is a “peculiar type of mind” which believes that God cares whether
people sing with or without instrumental music. It is the mind of a
legalistic fanatic.2

That lecture, and particularly that statement, has followed me
for nearly half century and I have never been ashamed of it. In a
Festschrift edited by two of my Ph.D. students in 2012 a parade of
distinguished historians and friends struggled to understand my
combination of a relatively ambitions career as historian and author with my forthright and public expressions of faith.3 Among
the hundreds of book reviews I have read and written through the
years my current favorite, which reviewed the Festschrift, was written by Washington State University religious historian Matthew
Sutton for The Journal of Southern History. In it he explored the
professional enigma I presented. Of course, I confess that the review immediately caught my attention because of its brilliant first
sentence: “David Edwin Harrell, Jr. is a handsome, well-dressed
man who can play a good round of golf.” He generously wrote that
2
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“Harrell’s career has transformed our understanding of American
history in significant ways,” but added that my forthright professions of religious conviction made me “a fascinating and unusual
paradox in the academy.”4 So, young folks, do not worry if people
think you are “strange,” especially if they are sensitive enough to
recognize your good looks.
Or course, Christian history is littered with those who have
been unashamed to publically proclaim their trust in God. Time
forbids that we survey the long list of those who have boldly proclaimed their faith in the face of death. If time permitted I would
reflect with you on the long stream of martyrs in the early centuries of Christian history—from Ignatius to Polycarp to Justin
Martyr—to the brave heroes of the English Reformation such as
William Tyndale and John Hooper.
The Witness of Michael Faraday
One of my favorite historical heroes, whose struggles were more
akin to those familiar to most of us, I discovered while casually reading in the British Library. Michael Faraday is generally considered
one of the two or three most important scientists of modern times,
often ranked second only to Isaac Newton among English-speaking
intellectuals. His pioneering studies of electromagnetism are often
credited with opening the age of computerization and artificial intelligence and he made many other heralded scientific discoveries. The
son of a blacksmith, Faraday received almost no formal education
but through a process of self-education of which he often spoke he
won respect from the highest intellectual circles of his time. He was
awarded two honorary doctorates by Oxford University and was offered (and declined) the presidency of the Royal Society, the most
prestigious academic society in the world (both then and now).5
Michael Faraday was a lifelong member of the Church of Christ
in London and served for many years as an elder in the congre4
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gation. Sometimes called Sandemanians, the British churches of
Christ were classic English-speaking primitivists, and most of
those who immigrated to America became a part of the American
restoration movement. In reply to an inquiry about the beliefs of
these churches in 1767 one of the members wrote:
1. We think ourselves bound to regard all the Words of Christ and his
Apostles in the plain, obvious, and original Meaning; looking upon
every Precept in the New Testament (except such as may relate to
what is properly miraculous) to be binding on us now, as much as on
the first Churches.
2. We think ourselves bound to follow the Practices of the primitive
Disciples and Churches, as far as we can learn from the New Testament how they walked, while the Apostles were with them, beholding their Order and Steadfastness in the Faith.6

Faraday’s religious belief, writes his biographer, “complicated”
his social life because it “required him to behave in ways significantly different from the norm of the scientific community and
indeed the broader world.” He rejected politely any honor that
required him to miss an assembly on the Lord’s Day and, most
famously, declined the honor of being entombed in Westminster
Cathedral near his scientific hero Isaac Newton because he did
not want to be buried in an Anglican church—albeit the most famous one in the world—insisting on burial in a cemetery reserved
for such “non-conformists” as the churches of Christ. Faraday’s
shameless witness of his faith provoked both ridicule and respect
but was never delivered with a lack of clarity. After he had lectured
at the Royal Society on the grand but limited nobility of scientific
knowledge, which was surpassed by the divine wisdom that came
from God, Faraday received a letter from one of his most loyal supporters, Lady Lovelace, the daughter of Lord Byron and fellow scientist, with a simple truth she had learned about him: “I think I see
in you a man who never seeks to serve two masters.”7
6
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Of course, the scriptures are filled with the stories of those who,
like David, were unashamed in the face opposition and danger—an
honor roll reported in Hebrews chapter 11. And there are many
more, unknown and uncelebrated. Jesus gave warning about the
boldness that would be required when Christians of his lifetime
passed through the horrors before and during the destruction of
Jerusalem. “But before all these things, they shall lay their hands
on you, and shall persecute you, delivering you up to the synagogues and prisons, bringing you before kings and governors for
my name’s sake. It shall turn out unto you for a testimony. Settle it therefore in your hearts, not to meditate beforehand how to
answer” (Luke 12–14 ASV). Those brave Christians who faced the
anger of Jewish leaders and wrath of Roman legions were told by
Jesus to be prepared to take the consequences of being unashamed
in the face of the enemies of the Son of God—and to think before
the crisis how they would answer.
The exhortation of Jesus to the Jews who were about to feel
the wrath of Jewish leaders and experience the wrath of Roman
legions was to be prepared beforehand. All Christians sometimes
find themselves in circumstances that challenge our boldness—
thus David’s appeal for help in never being ashamed. The advice
of the Lord is to prepare before the crisis comes—to “meditate
beforehand how to answer.” Never let life take you by surprise.
Our responses to the unexpected in life should not require panicky searches for replies, we should have meditated beforehand
on our answer.
Personal Encounters that Called for
Answers Without Reflexion
In conclusion, bear with me while I tell you two personal stories which illustrate my prior commitment to not be ashamed of
the commitment I have made to truth and submission. The first
grows out of a paper read at the meeting of the American Academy of Religion about my writing by my longtime friend Samuel S.
Hill, who was at the time chairman of the Religion Department at
the University of Florida. In his address Sam related an exchange
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which had taken place between the two of us at a meeting of the
Southern Historical Association several years earlier.
I pulled out the old chestnut; let’s compress our respective philosophies of life to one word. I said “meaning”; he said, “obedience.” You
have just learned something about the speaker and the one whose
work is being spoken about. Harrell, the self-characteristic religious legalist, and the eminent scholar are the same person. That’s
a compliment in the first instance, and in the second, it assists our
understanding of his regarding “objectivity” as something attaining
near-fetish proportions.8

Sam was a pretty perceptive friend and we frequently conversed
about our religious views. His father was president of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary for many years and Sam’s exodus in search of “meaning” has taken him thus far through several
stops on his way to the Episcopalian church. “Meaning,” whatever
the Sam Hill that means, is a pretty unstable platform on which to
build a life of faith. “Obedience” is much steadier ground. When
asked by my academic friends how I had written so much while
maintaining my work in churches, I responded that I did not have
to spend my time pondering esoteric theological questions, as
most of them did, because I had “meditated beforehand” to obey
the instructions of God and to receive his simple answers, as Michael Faraday did, to embrace the divine wisdom that eludes those
are wise in their own wisdom.
A more public incident in 1985 tested my willingness to speak
boldly to a prestigious and skeptical audience. Richard T. Hughes,
a talented writer as well as a gifted fund raiser, put together a conference at Abilene Christian University that was later published
by the University of Illinois Press under the title The American
Quest for the Primitive Church. The conference consisted of paper
presentations by eighteen of the leading historians of American
religion.9 One reviewer wrote in the Journal of the American Acad8
S. Hill, “David Edwin Harrell, Jr,” in Waldrep and Billingsley, Recovering the Margins 7.
9
R. Hughes, ed, The American Quest for the Primitive Church (University of Illinois
P 1988) back cover.
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emy of Religion: “The list of contributors to this volume reads like a
Who’s Who of American religious historiography.”
Hughes asked me to do an extemporaneous closing address
summarizing the papers delivered at the conference following
a banquet that hosted around a hundred academics and another
hundred members of the Abilene Christian faculty and supporters.
The more I had listened the more it seemed a hopeless task to try
to summarize the seventeen papers describing the powerful impact
of the concept of primitive Christianity on religious bodies from
Amish and Quakers to Presbyterians and Episcopalians. In my early
remarks I pointed out one theme that was apparent: “One indelible
impression I take away from this conference is that the restoration
ideal has been a powerful motif. In fact, it may be the most vital
single assumption underlying the development of American Protestantism. Equally important, the restoration ideal continues as one
of the most compelling ideas in modern Christianity.”10
I digress here for a brief message to the younger generation in
our midst. It is important for you to know that the commitment
to seek to conform to the scriptural pattern of the New Testament
church is not an idea invented by Puritans (who certainly embraced
it) or Alexander Campbell or Barton Stone, or any other individual
in the nineteenth century, nor is it the bigoted legacy of “Church
of Christers” in the twentieth century. For most of modern history
virtually all Christians paid at least lip service to the responsibility to
follow the patterns of first century Christians. Before the appearance
of higher criticism, a system of thought originating in Germany in
the nineteenth century which questioned the authenticity of biblical texts, religious discussion focused not on whether scripture was
binding, or whether primitive patterns were to be followed, but on
how that commitment was to be carried out. If these beliefs did not
result in the kind of unity of practice that the hopeful nineteenth
century Americans hoped for and predicted, it provided a rational
basis for discussion and debate dependent on common sources. It
was a far more rational time than a world filled with pretentious
theological speculations and rampant subjectivism that followed.
10

Ibid. 239.
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Now, back to the conference. Almost everything that had been
said about primitivism by the convened scholars (most of whom
were my personal friends) had reported accurately the history of
the primitivist idea in the religious tradition, but the remarks were
offered in a negative and apologetic tone. To be sure it was there,
most reasoned, but only until scholars had learned better. So, in
the six hours I had to jot down a few notes, I pondered what my
personal response should be. I said a prayer asking for “boldness.”
The closing two paragraphs of my remarks read:
I am a restorer—unbowed, undaunted, extremist, and eccentric—a
period piece in a Disciples of Christ movement grown increasingly
uncomfortable with the intellectual, social, and psychological pitfalls
of restoring New Testament Christianity. The centerpiece of my intellectual universe is biblical primitivism, a search for the first pure
intellectual truths and ordinances. I am seeking that illusive, pristine
image of Christianity as it came from the mind of God. You say it is
not there; it is an illusion. I have decided to seek it anyway. We live
in a world of illusions. You say I will not find it because I carry on my
back the baggage on my own past, of the culture in which I live, of
the language with which I think. Self-consciously and with as much
self-awareness as possible, I have decided to try. You say I shall fail
and be disillusioned. So far, I have not.
In a sense all restorers are seekers, though sometimes we may
think otherwise. Yet I shall not become cynical or despairing because
all truths are not readily apparent, but rather I am joyous and thankful that we have come this far by faith. To be a restorer has always
meant to be an explorer in search of Zion, bound to grope in our own
human and cultural maze, never finishing our task, but ever learning through struggle and commitment to the truth. But I have never
been alone. God has provided others of like mind to be my fellow
travelers. It has been a rigorous journey, but I know existentially no
other way. The search has served me well, and should you come to
look for me, you will find me a bit further down the same road.11

Such small and passing public confessions which occur in the
lives of all Christians seem trivial when we think of the sufferings
of the great heroes of the Bible and of the martyrs who though the
centuries have who have, through faith, flaunted death. These bold
11

Ibid. 244–45.
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examples serve as models and offer encouragement to the faithful. The result of his imprisonment, reported the Apostle Paul, was
that most of the “brethren in the Lord, being confident through my
bonds, are more abundantly bold to speak the word of God without fear.” And so it is an honor to have occasion to be unashamed
in our profession of faith in the midst of skeptics in the hope that
others may be “more abundantly bold” (Phil 1:14 ASV). The Primitivism Conference in Abilene was probably my most memorial reminder that our boldness has the ability to get the attention, and
sometimes the respect of others. In a letter to me Bill Humble, the
academic dean at Abilene Christian and a former member of the
Bible faculty at Florida College from 1949 to 1953, noted that faculty members from 41 universities were in the audience along with
a large contingent of people from the community. To my surprise
the audience rose to applaud for at least a minute before Richard
Hughes dismissed the crowd beating back tears. Humble copied
to me to me a message that he had sent to “top administrators” in
Christian schools. He wrote:
The conference was a great success… . I venture the opinion that it
marked a really important milestone in the academic growth and
maturity of our university.
Ed Harrell, who closed the conference, ventured the idea that the
restoration theme has been the single most powerful religious ideal
in America, if not in the whole history of Christianity. Ed unashamedly affirmed his commitment to the restoration ideal, and I found it
one of the most powerful and moving speeches I have heard in a long
time. Ed was frank in confessing the intellectual problems that restorationists face in dealing with modern thought, but he made clear
where his loyalties lie. Sydney Mead was later asked what he thought
of Harrell’s address… . [at the time the dean of American historians
of religion and a faculty member at Harvard] He replied, ‘I thought it
was great because it was so genuine.’
I recommend that you administrators listen to the tape of Harrell’s speech. But if you do, be sure to hear it all. The final ten minutes
were the powerful moving part.12

12
Letter from B. J. Humble to David Edwin Harrell, Jr., September 4, 1988, in possession of the author.
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I tell you with personal confidence this morning that your boldness can be an encouragement to those who have become spiritually timid. And it will not make you less able to cope with the rigors
of being a successful and competent worker in your trade. And if
all does not go well, you can proclaim with the Apostle Paul: “For
the which cause I also suffer these things: nevertheless I am not
ashamed: for I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded that
he is able to keep that which I have committed unto him against
that day” (1 Tim1:12 KJV).

“Do Not Fret Because of Evildoers”
Psalm 37

David Posey
One can hardly imagine a more timely, and welcome, word from
God than the opening line of Psalm 37: “Fret not because of evildoers, be not envious of wrongdoers.” There is ample evidence
that the world is being run by evildoers and we desperately need
to know how to deal with it. Terrorist attacks and war never end,
same-sex marriage is validated by the highest court in the land,
abortions continue unabated, Planned Parenthood allegedly selling body parts of aborted babies. And although that last atrocity
was widely known, there was a greater outcry over the death of a
lion named Cecil. What a world we live in! It is vexing.
So many of these evils are advanced by pop culture icons, people who have the greatest visibility, so it is hard to avoid. Hollywood celebrities lead the verbal promotion of abortion and same
sex marriage while liberal politicians, backed by the major television networks and most large newspapers and magazines, turn
evil activities into political capital. And a gullible public, caught up
in extreme political correctness, swallows the lie that “choice” and
universal tolerance is a virtue. Whoever said “tolerance is the last
virtue of a decadent society” must have seen this coming.
There is plenty to fret about. Yet, the Holy Spirit says, through
this psalm, “do not fret.” The Hebrew word translated “fret” means
to “get heated up.” We might say, “don’t get all ‘hot and bothered’
about all the evildoing and wrongdoing in the world.” Do not fret,
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do not get worked up, do not become bitter. That is a challenge but,
as we will see, there is a good reason for it.
Psalm 37 is a wisdom Psalm and, as such, this psalm is similar to
the Proverbs. There are short, pithy statements of truth, designed to
contrast the worldview and life choices of the wise man versus those
of the foolish man. This psalm speaks to us about moral conditions
and tells us where we can find the richest blessings from God.
Another interesting feature of this psalm is that it is an acrostic, with a new Hebrew letter beginning every set of two verses
(with the exception of one letter). There is no consensus among
scholars that explains the purpose of this literary structure. Some
suggest that it was used to aid in memorization, but others lean
toward a more practical reason: “it leaves the poet free to muse on
a few themes, returning to them at will, without losing all sense of
form and progress.”1
That explanation fits well because the Psalm is, primarily, a series of proverbial sayings. Craigie organizes his commentary section
along those lines, following the alphabetic units of the psalm.2 Verse
1 is repeated, almost verbatim, in Proverbs 24:19 and several of the
verse pairs are compared with verses in Proverbs. The effect of this is
that, as Brueggemann notes, the psalm tends to be “relatively amorphous in shape”3 This lack of definite form makes the psalm difficult
to outline so it is best to view it in its acrostic structure. Each pair of
verses contain either commands (e.g., “fret not,”), facts (e.g., “for they
will soon fade like the grass” v 2), or promises (e.g., “and he will give
you the desire of your heart,” v 4), or some combination of the three.
The psalm shows us that a strong relationship with God will
calm our nerves and give us peace, even when it seems that evildoers are having their way—“the meek shall inherit the land and
delight in abundant peace” (v 11). The words of this psalm remind
us of several other psalms, including Psalm 73: “For I was envious of the arrogant when I saw the prosperity of the wicked” (v 3
ESV). And, as noted above, many of the Proverbs also address the
1

D. Kidner, Psalms 1–72: An Introduction and Commentary (IVP 1973) 148.

2

P. Craigie, Psalms 1–50. Word Biblical Commentary 19 (Word 1983) 297–99.

3

The Message of the Psalms, A Theological Commentary (Augsburg 1984) 42.
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problem of envy of the wicked (Prov 23:17; 24:1). It is a problem
the godly of all generations have faced. In the words of Psalm 73,
“Behold, these are the wicked, always at ease, they increase in riches. All in vain have I kept my heart clean and washed my hands in
innocence” (vv 12–13).
This problem is exacerbated by thoughtless statements from
the “health and wealth” crowd (and even some Christians) who
equate faith in God with good fortune in one’s physical life. The
Psalms teach that trust in the Lord, a commitment to His ways, a
patient endurance and a control of emotions, in spite of difficult
circumstances, leads to blessings of “abundant peace” (v 11).
It is true that the psalm puts many of the blessings in physical
terms like “land” and “earth,” and a lack of want (v 25). It also seems
to suggest that the wicked will get their due sooner rather than later (“for they will soon fade like the grass and wither like the green
herb,” v 2 ESV) and that our vindication will come in our lifetime.
But, as with all the Psalms (and the Old Testament in general),
Christians must read Psalm 37 in light of the New Testament. Jesus
alluded to this Psalm in Matthew 5:5, as he sets the table for his instruction in the Sermon on the Mount with the Beatitudes. He says,
“Blessed are the meek for they shall inherit the earth.” “Earth” is surprising. We expect, like some of the other Beatitudes, “inherit the
kingdom of God” or “they shall see God.” “Inherit the earth” sounds
like there is some physical blessing to be gained by being “meek.”
What did Jesus mean? Reading the third Beatitude in light of
Psalm 37 helps. One possible view is that, for the wicked man—
that is, the aggressive, assertive, greedy, overly ambitious man who
steps on the little people to get “the earth,” the earth becomes his
enemy. While on the earth, he gets older and faces all of the ravages
of aging, just like the poor man. And eventually, he is faced with
leaving the earth and when he leaves, he takes nothing with him,
but nobody cares. How does the rich man die? Like the poor man!
(cf. Eccl 2:16). He is like the rich, evil king who, knowing he is about
to die, orders his cronies to hire people to mourn for him. Psalm
49:16–20 says it well:
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“Be not afraid when a man becomes rich,
when the glory of his house increases.
For when he dies he will carry nothing away;
his glory will not go down after him.
For though, while he lives, he counts himself blessed
—and though you get praise when you do well for yourself—
his soul will go to the generation of his fathers,
who will never again see light.
Man in his pomp yet without understanding is like the beasts
    that perish.” (ESV)

There are other possible explanations of Matthew 5:5. McGarvey says, simply, that the meek will “enjoy [the earth] more fully
while in it.”4 There is no doubt that the psalmist’s view of the world
is that those who seem to have the upper hand now will perish, in
due time, and those who rely on the Lord—the meek—will “inherit
the land and delight themselves in abundant peace” (v 11).
These themes are repeated several times in the psalm. The evil
man ruthlessly pursues riches and power, regardless of the effect
on others. He “plots against the righteous and gnashes his teeth at
them” (v 12), he “draws the sword and bends his bow” to bring down
the poor (v 14), seeking to put them to death (v 32), he borrows but
never pays back (v 21a). (See an echo of this psalm in James 5:1–6.)
The psalmist acknowledges that, by all appearances, the rich,
wicked man is prospering—he seems to be the one who is “blessed.” This attitude persists today, and even some Christians fall prey
to it. The term “blessed”—at least on Monday through Saturday—
is used most often to describe physical benefits, the good things
that happen to us. While few would come out and say it, in the
back of their minds, there is this sense that if things are going well,
they must be OK with God. If things are not going so well, they can
fall into the trap of being envious of the wicked and their riches,
thinking they are the “blessed” ones.
The wise man knows better, however. Jesus said, “He makes His
sun rise on the evil and the good and sends rain on the just and
on the unjust” (Matt 5:45b ESV). While we should thank God for
4
J. McGarvey, The New Testament Commentary, Vol. 1: Matthew and Mark (Gospel
Light 1968) 49.
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all His physical provisions we should never be so foolish as to assume that wealth is evidence that we are in God’s good graces. The
experience of God’s people does not teach us anything of the sort.
The latter part of Hebrews 11, describing the extreme trials of the
faithful, and the experience of the disciples recorded in the book of
Acts tell us that there is no promise that the life of the God-fearing
man will be easy. Just the opposite. Jesus told his disciples not to be
surprised if the world hates them (John 15:18) and Paul told Timothy that he should expect to be persecuted (2 Tim 3:12). That, not
ease and comfort, is the lot of God’s men and women.
Yet, we are not to “fret” about what evildoers have (Psa 37:7) or
because of what they do (v 1). The wise man will put everything
on God’s landscape and realize that the ways of the wicked are, in
reality, a path to destruction. That is another recurring theme in
the psalm. The wicked will fade away (v 2), be “cut off ” (vv 9, 22, 28,
34), be “no more” (vv 10, 36, “he passed away”), will perish and, like
smoke, vanish away (v 20), and be destroyed (v 38). All the while,
the Lord is laughing at the wicked—in the words of Psalm 2, “he
holds them in derision” (v 12; cf. Psa 2:4).
God, through this psalm, commands us not to fret—not to worry about what evildoers are up to, not to allow them to annoy us
and create discontent in our hearts. When we do that, we are giving these wicked men permission to control our emotions instead
of controlling them ourselves. We are handing control of our lives
over to them, instead of allowing God’s will to control us. And our
constant fretting about what the world is coming to exposes a lack
of faith in God.
When it comes down to it, that is the most significant application of this psalm. As a wisdom psalm, it is providing perspective—a way to look at the world. It is urging us to make God’s view
of people and circumstances our our view of people and circumstances, to filter everything we see and hear through the word of
God. We might think of it as putting on “God’s glasses” as we observe what is happening in our world, whether good or bad.
That is what wise people do. “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge (or wisdom)” (Prov 1:7). We all know that God
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defines good and evil; we get that. But the wise person also allows
God to come into his heart, to reorient his thinking and his attitude toward circumstances and events. That is one way of looking
at Christian maturity: more and more, we are seeing things from
God’s perspective and rejecting all other views of the world.
Christians know, for example, that trials, regardless of how difficult and disheartening they are, can makes us stronger. How do
we know this? Where did this wisdom come from? We know because God has told us (Jam 1:2ff; Rom 5:3–5). When Paul begged
God to remove his thorn in the flesh, God’s response was simply,
“No. My power is made perfect in weakness” (2 Cor 12:9). In our
world, that is counterintuitive. Earthly wisdom says, “I can do
much better—even be more effective for God—without a ‘thorn
in the flesh.’” But God knows better and when we accept that, then
our heart is changed and we see things differently.
So, the psalmist’s message is simply “be wise.” Fools say in their
heart, “there is no God” (Psa 14:1), but the wise say, “I put all my
trust in My God” (cf. v 3). Fools say, “I will go my own way,” but the
wise say, “I will commit my way to the Lord” (v 5) because I know
“the steps of a man are established by the Lord” (v 23). Fools delight
in the pleasures the earth has to offer, but the wise man delights in
the Lord (vv 4, 23).
The wise man, having gained the perspective of the Lord, is patient and calm. He does not fret, he is not “heated up” and does not
become despondent when the evildoers have their way. Instead,
his faith in God causes him to “wait on the Lord” and be still before him (v 7; cf. Psa 46:10). He can look forward in faith because
he knows the Lord “has his back,” as we like to say (vv 18–19). The
psalmist, older now, with fresh perspective, looks back and realizes
that God has always taken care of His people and there is no reason
to believe He will stop now (v 25).
The wise man is the meek man, the poor in spirit man (Matt
5:3, 5), the humble man. He offers the sacrifice of a “broken and
contrite heart” (Psa 51:17). A little girl, listening to her mother
read Deuteronomy 6:6, “And these words that I command you today shall be on your heart,” asked her why it says “on your heart”
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instead of “in your heart”? The wise mother said, “because God
sets His law on your heart, and when your heart breaks, the law
will fall into it.”
There is some truth in that answer. As someone said, the distance from head to heart is always the furthest. We often hear God
speak, but do not “get it”; our cultural filters have been in place
too long. God says “do not fret because of evildoers” and we hear
it and even believe it, but then when evildoers do what evildoers
do, we fret! We are really good at “fretting.” We get “hot under the
collar” when some high profile liberal strikes, and we strike back.
Just watch Facebook or Twitter light up with “sky-is-falling” quotes
and predictions of dire consequences to come. One would think
our preeminent relationship is with the world, instead of with God.
If our relationship with God does not change our perspective
on the world and our attitude toward evil in the world, then one
must question whether we have a relationship with Him at all. Evildoers have flourished since the beginning and they thrive in a perverted world. The apostle Paul said that we would have to leave the
world to get away from them (1 Cor 5:10) and asked, rhetorically,
“what have I to do with judging outsiders?” (1 Cor 5:12). There is
a hard reality that we all have to face: until Christ comes back in
Judgment, evil is here to stay.
So, what do those of us who have a dual citizenship do? How
should a heavenly citizen (Phil 3:20) react to events that affect our
earthly citizenship? I suspect that if we canvassed the world, we
would get multiple answers. Practically speaking, our response to
evil may be different if we lived in Russia or the Congo instead of
living in America.
But is it? Beyond our privilege to vote and to exercise free
speech, what do the “losers” (that would be us) of the world do
when evil seems to be winning? The psalmist says—three times in
this psalm—“do not fret,” and, by all means, do not be envious!
There is more to that last warning than meets the eye. Over
the last fifty years, I have seen many young people leave the Lord.
These young people grew up in what appeared to be solid Christian
homes. Of course, there is not one reason that can explain all the
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departures. However, it is probable that many, if not most, looked
at the gains and apparent “happiness” of the ungodly and, like the
psalmist in Psalm 73, began to wonder if they had kept their heart
clean in vain (73:15). Prosperity in all its forms—money, power,
pleasure—can attract us, like a moth to a a flame, if our relationship with God is weak.
So the message of this psalm is crucial. It is hard to imagine a
more timely song for us to sing than the lyrics found in this wisdom psalm and those that echo its message (such as Psa 46, 49, 54,
73). We look around us and see evil everywhere; we are tempted to
fret. God says, “don’t.”
We should remember that evil is not a 21st century invention.
A short history lesson might be helpful. Prior to the 20th century, this nation was booming, but much of that prosperity was the
result of rich men who were motivated by greed and power and
who built their empires on the backs of men and women who were
anything but rich. Some were dirt poor and oppressed, some were
slaves, brought to this nation against their will. Put yourself in the
worn-out shoes of a slave in 1850 and try to read Psalm 37 from
his perspective. Fret not? Many of the beautiful spirituals that were
sung by black slaves working on plantations seem to reflect an odd
contentment, even in the face of constant evil and abuse. Paul said
to slaves in his day, “Slaves, obey your human masters with fear and
trembling, in the sincerity of your heart, as to Christ” (Eph 6:5).
Peter said, “slaves, submit with all fear to your masters, not only
to the good and gentle but also to the cruel” (1 Pet 2:18). Fret not.
Keep your eyes on the Lord.
No, evil is not a modern invention, by any means. Some who
are reading this have seen the horrors of war, up close. Evil men,
grasping for power and a perverted “glory,” carry out unspeakable
atrocities to achieve their ends. In some cases, even on our side,
men get caught up in the horror of it all and repay evil with evil.
The words of the psalm ring true: “Refrain from anger and forsake
wrath! Fret not yourself; it tends only to evil.” (v 8).
I am a child of the 60s. If current events signal the end of time,
then the end would have come during that decade. Events oc-
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curred during 1960s that younger people today could not possibly
relate to. We lived under the constant threat of nuclear annihilation. In the late 1950s bomb shelter commercials on TV were
common. The Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962 brought us
to the brink of war with the only other superpower, the USSR. I
was living in Vallejo, California at the time. Many of the residents
of Vallejo, and several members of the church, worked at Mare
Island. Mare Island was a naval base where most of the nuclear
submarines were being built. I was in 6th grade when I was told
that Vallejo was number two on the USSR’s missile hit list—Washington, D.C. was number one. Instead of fire drills, we had nuclear
attack drills. When the sirens rang out, we were told to get under
our desks, as if that would save us.
Why were 6th graders terrified that we were going to be “nuked”
at any moment? Why were were we “fretting”? Instead of fretting, my mother, quoting Matthew 24:6 out of context, calmed my
nerves. That texts says, “You are going to hear of wars and rumors
of wars. See that you are not alarmed, because these things must
take place, but the end is not yet.” The evil of war hung over us like
a dark cloud and many turned to fretting.
But that was not all. On November 22, 1963, the President of
the United States was shot dead while riding in a car in Dallas,
Texas. An evildoer got the best of us. The assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald, was himself shot and killed by another evildoer, Jack Ruby,
so we never learned what motivated the shooting. Ask anyone
who remembers those days; it seemed that the world was spinning
out of control.
In 1965, there were race riots in Los Angeles, of all places. Life
was tough in the Watts District of L.A. and in the heat of the summer the people began to fret, and when a young black man was
arrested (he was not killed or assaulted; he was arrested for DWI),
the people in that area ignited the largest urban riot of the Civil Rights era. Their fretting led to the destruction of most of the
businesses in the area, to looting and destruction and the death
of 34 people in six days. Did the anger help? No. Today, Watts is
still a center of gang violence and crime. Fretting and anger rarely
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achieves enduring peace. “The anger of man does not produce the
righteousness of God” (Jam 1:20).
Things did not get any better. A little later in the 60s, the Vietnam war dominated the news cycle every week. But, unlike Desert
Storm, this war did not bring out the best of Americans. There
were no signs saying “these colors don’t run” and very few that
said “support our troops.” Instead, there were riots in the streets
and young people, who were going to San Francisco “with some
flowers in their hair” (there was actually a song with that line as
the chorus), preached “peace” while burning flags and overturning
buses in the streets. There was very little respect for those who
were in the military. It was ironic: people were protesting because
soldiers were dying for a cause they did not agree with. But the vitriol was directed not only toward those in power, but also toward
those who were in the military at the time. Whenever I traveled, I
changed out of my uniform as soon as I got off the plane to avoid
the condescending stares of those who seemed to think that we
were the enemy. It was a twisted, evil era.
In 1968, there were two more assassinations. In April, JFK’s
brother, running for President, was walking through a corridor after a speech at the Ambassador Hotel and was shot at point blank
range by Sirhan Sirhan. Later in the year, while on a balcony in
Memphis, Martin Luther King, Jr. was gunned down in cold blood.
The source of all this rage was, at least in part, fueled by unrelenting “fretting.” In the late fifties and into the 60s, young people
began to rebel against authority. “Question Authority” signs were
common. Symbols of authority were ridiculed. Police officers were
routinely referred to as “pigs” and worse. The Hippie generation engaged in “sit-ins” (to protest the war) and “love-in’s” (as pretense for
unrestrained sex). You could not go to a park, a ballgame or concert
without sniffing the pungent aroma of marijuana. It was everywhere.
Evil had gone to seed. If one was inclined to think that things
could not get worse and that it was time for God to bring judgment
on a nation, that would have been an appropriate time.
But things got better, at least until early 1973 when the Supreme Court decided, in Roe v Wade that women have a right to
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get an abortion. From the Christian’s perspective, those justices
did the unthinkable: they made violation of the sixth commandment a law, but not the killing of any human, only the most defenseless humans, babies in the womb. Unbelievable. More than
57 million babies have been murdered since that fateful decision
in January, 1973. Lately, Planned Parenthood, after claiming for
forty-two years that what they abort are not yet human beings,
are now selling the organs of these “non-humans.” They have
been caught in their lies and deceptions and the hypocrisy and
intellectual dishonesty is vexing. It is hard not to fret when exposed to this kind of evil.
So, in Roe v Wade, evildoers had their day in court and won.
Yet the psalmist says, “fret not.” He is right, it is not a time to
fret. It is a time to try to overturn Roe, and it is a time to cry.
But we know that God will have the last say. And when we get to
heaven, we will meet 57 million or 65 million or 80 million babies
there—whatever the number becomes—because God has delivered them, of that we can be sure. We can take a little comfort
in that, while weeping and wondering how anyone can become
so hardened in evil that he or she conspires to takes the life of a
baby because it is not “convenient” to have the child “right now.”
By a large margin, most abortions are are for convenience, not to
preserve the health of the mother.
“Fret not…” says the psalmist. Fret not when planes crash into
skyscrapers and kill over 3,000 fellow citizens. Weep, but do not
fret. Fretting gets you nowhere and vengeance belongs to God and
He will repay (Rom 12:19). What a rude awakening for those suicide jihadists, expecting to be welcomed by seventy virgins and instead staring into the face of God, the consuming fire! (Heb 12:29).
Fret not when a gunman enters a school and shoots twenty
innocent first graders and six school officials. Weep, but do not
fret. Those children are safe in the arms of Jesus; the killer will get
justice. My grandson was a first grader, in one of the classrooms
that Adam Lanza attacked. He escaped while Lanza was reloading his weapon. Is it easy for me to agree with the psalmist when
he says “fret not…”? No. We knew our grandson’s teacher and the
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aide who were murdered in cold blood, and our grandson’s best
friend, whose birthday party he attended days before, was shot several times. Our grandson has suffered terribly because of what his
young eyes saw that day and has been in professional counseling
ever since. But God is wiser than I am and the inspired psalmist is
right: fretting and anger lead to more evil. It leads to a bitterness
that does no harm to the perpetrators of the evil, but rips the life
out of us if we seek revenge. Justice, yes; evil for evil, never.
Paul says, in Ephesians 4:26–27, that when we allow the sun to
go down on our fretting and anger, we abandon our relationship
with God and form a strange alliance with the devil, who seeks
every opportunity to take our fretting to the next level. He wants to
turn us into a bitter, resentful people, seeking desperately for “justice” in this world, a justice we are highly unlikely to experience.
Fretting can lead to an almost uncontrollable desire for revenge
but, as someone said, “he who would get revenge must dig two
graves.” If you go down that road, it only ends in regret and guilt,
never in satisfaction (regardless of what Hollywood plot lines are
telling us).
“Fret not yourself because of evildoers; be not envious of wrongdoers! For they will soon fade like the grass” (vv 1–2). After the recent Supreme Court decision on same-sex marriage, fretting over
the decision reached epic proportions. I received a few messages,
all asking the same question: “what do we do now?!” I had but one
answer, the only one that seemed to make any sense: do what Peter
and John and James and Paul did in the midst of a twisted, perverted culture in which they lived, where abortions, slavery and
homosexuality were common. What did they do? They preached
the gospel—they preached it in the marketplace, in the cities and
the countryside, in homes and through their letters to far-off places. They believed, with all their hearts, that the gospel of Christ is
“the power of God unto salvation” (Rom 1:16). They believed that
Christ is the answer to all of our fretting and worry and anger.
So, instead of focusing on what the world is coming to, focus on
who has come into the world. Preach the gospel. Preach Jesus and
him crucified (1 Cor 2:2). If the gospel is truly the power to save
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then our mission is clear: preach the power! Be salt and light and
a city on a hill (Mt 5:13–16), and let the gospel do its work. Not
everyone will respond, but do not fret. You never know. Nineveh
responded to the preaching of Jonah, and many in the Gentile
world, caught up as they were in paganism and idolatry and immorality, responded to the preaching of he gospel. Trust God, trust
His word and teach it to everyone who will listen. As God says in
Isaiah 55:11: “So shall my word be that goes out from my mouth; it
shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I
purpose, and shall succeed in the thing for which I sent it.”
As the old saying goes, it is better to light a candle than to curse
the darkness. Fretting makes us look like victims, that all we do is
focus on the problems in our culture. But that is not true, is it? Is
it not true that we know and trust the Problem-solver? If so, then
why should we fret?

“Hear, O My People”
Psalm 50

Edwin Crozier
“Judgment”: what a frightening word. Hebrews 9:27 tells us “it is
appointed for man to die once, and after that comes judgment.”1
Even though we as Christians have an advocate with the Father in
Jesus Christ the righteous (cf. 1 John 2:1–2), the thought of standing before God to be judged by Him fills us with anxiety. If only we
could have a dry run. Then, perhaps, we could either rest easy or
make the needed changes. If only.
In Psalm 50, that is exactly what God provided Israel. They were
turning away, so He gave them a glimpse into the courtroom of
their coming judgment. God gave them a preview in hopes that
a judgment day surprise could be averted. In the long run, Israel
ignored Him.
We may be tempted to do the same. After all, we are under a
New Covenant of grace, not law. Jesus Christ the righteous is our
advocate. He died for our sins to stand by our side in judgment.
He shed His blood, sacrificing Himself so we might confidently enter God’s presence cleansed and sanctified. What have we to fear?
There is, after all, no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus (Rom 8:1). Can’t we just live how we want and not worry about
judgment? Jesus did not go to the cross so we might ignore the message of judgment, but so we could be prepared for it. He did not
1
Unless otherwise indicated, all Scripture quotations are from the ESV Bible (Crossway 2001). Used by permission. All rights reserved.
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shed His blood so we might ignore our relationship with God, but
so we might grow in it. His death sets us free to pursue God, not our
physical passions (cf. Rom 6:1–4; Gal 5:13; Jud 4). God spoke to Israel saying, “Hear, O my people” (Psa 50:7). He says the same thing
to us His covenant people through Christ. If we ignore the warnings
He offered our predecessors, we will lose our Advocate.
Let us catch our glimpse of that judgment. Let us see how we
compare. Let us prepare.
Breaking Down the Psalm
The heading declares this is a psalm of Asaph. Asaph was a
Levite commissioned by David to lead in thanksgiving and praise
before the Ark of the Covenant (1 Chr 16:4–7). Further, Asaph
and his sons were set apart among the Levites as those who would
prophesy with lyres, harps, and cymbals (1 Chr 25:1). That being
said, declaring this a psalm of Asaph could mean either Asaph
himself wrote the song, someone from among the sons of Asaph as
part of his order of service wrote the psalm, or it was in accord with
the work of Asaph’s order of prophesy. Simply declaring it a psalm
of Asaph does not nail down exactly when the psalm was written.
Some of the psalm sounds very similar to what Isaiah and Jeremiah say about the Jews. They trusted in externals and checklists,
but did not really serve the Lord (cf. Isa 66:3–4; Jer 7:1–15). However, the psalm only refers to Israel (v 7), not to Judah; though, to
be certain, the Psalms never certainly speak of Judah as the southern nation in contrast with the northern kingdom Israel. There are
only two passages that might possibly be taken that way: 76:1 (another psalm of Asaph) and 114:1–2. It seems that in the Psalms, Israel was the main term for God’s people of both or either kingdom.
However, one omission seems to point to an earlier date rather
than placing it in the same time as the divided kingdom prophets.
Though this psalm accuses Israel of breaking several of the 10 commandments (vv 18–20), it does not mention idolatry. Additionally,
God claims their sacrifices were continually before Him (v 8). This
psalm is obviously not written during a time when the temple lay
in neglect and disrepair. It was being used continually. No matter
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when we might determine this psalm was actually written, it seems
it is written to an Israel that is continuing the outward forms of
worship and has not yet sold out to idols, but whose heart is still
far from God.
The Psalm is presented in three sections. The introduction,
verses 1–6, presents the courtroom of God the righteous judge.
The latter two sections present God’s charges against Israel, which
counter the assertion of verse 5. The assertion was that Israel was
God’s faithful servant who 1) made a covenant with God and 2) did
so by sacrifice. The psalmist repudiates these two claims in reverse
order, demonstrating Israel’s sorry sacrifices in verses 7–15 and Israel was contaminating the covenant in verses 16–23.
The Courtroom of God the Righteous Judge
This first section of the psalm (vv 1–6) seems to contrast greatly
with the last two sections. It establishes a scene that Israel would
have greatly appreciated (consider a comparison with Psalms 83
and 97). However, verses 7–23 force us to come back and rethink
what the first section must mean.
“The Mighty One, God the Lord…” opens the psalm with power and grandeur. It is a threefold declaration of God that builds
to a crescendo: El, Elohim, YHWH. “El” is God, the generic term
for God and any that might try to classify themselves as divinely mighty. “Elohim” is also God, by itself, another generic term.
However, within the context of Jewish Scripture, it often denotes
the Creator God of heaven and earth (Gen 1:1). “YHWH,” Lord, is
the special covenant name between God and His people whom He
delivered from Egypt (Exod 3:14–15). Because of this deliverance,
the God of heaven and earth can say to Israel, “I am God, your
God” (v 7) as He did in Exodus 20:2; Deuteronomy 5:6; Leviticus
11:44; 18:2, 4, 30; 19:2, 3, 4, 10, 25, 31, 34, 36 (I think you get the
point). The psalmist begins with this unique naming of God that is
only used one other time in Scripture: Joshua 22:22. In that case,
the two and a half tribes on the east of the Jordan were rightly justifying their Altar of Witness. This, perhaps, gives us some insight
into the “My people” who are about to be judged. They believe they
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can, as their more ancient counterparts did, call on God as their
defender and justifier. They believe they are righteous and faithful.
They are in for a rude awakening.
This great God of Israel speaks (v 1). In fact, Israel celebrates
that He does not keep silence (v 3). According to the footnote in
the ESV, verse 3 could be translated, “May our God come, and not
keep silence.” This calls to mind Psalm 83, another psalm of Asaph.
“O God, do not keep silence; do not hold your peace or be still, O
God!” (Psa 83:1). The nations were against Israel, so Israel begged
for God to break His silence and bring judgment on the nations
who made a covenant against Him (Psa 83:5). In Psalm 50, the
same request is being made, but here it comes with shocking results for Israel. Instead of judging the nations, God is judging His
people (v 4). At this point, the people are likely sure this judgment
will go in their favor. However, in verse 7 God makes it clear: “Hear,
O my people, and I will speak; O Israel, I will testify against you.”
In fact, verse 21 significantly references God’s silence. Because He
had been silent, Israel had thought God was pleased with them.
However, when He breaks His silence it is not to judge other nations, but to warn Israel of coming judgment.
Before God is a devouring fire and a mighty tempest. This calls
Mt. Sinai to mind (Exod 19:18–19). Consider how Psalm 97 makes
use of this same imagery. There this covenant establishment imagery presents a God who comes down in judgment on idolaters.
Zion is glad at this judgment and the daughters of Judah rejoice
at this judgment. If this is the picture Israel has of God coming in
judgment and breaking His silence, perhaps that is why in Psalm
50:3 they beg Him to break His silence. But perhaps they should
remember how Israel felt when it actually witnessed that cloud
and fire. In Exodus 20:18–21, when Israel saw that manifestation
of God, they pushed Moses forward: “You speak to us, and we
will listen; but do not let God speak to us, lest we die.” It seems
by Psalm 50, they have forgotten what it is really like to come
into the presence of the God of storm and fire. They want Him to
speak, but they have not considered what a righteous God must
surely say to them.
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God calls the heaven and the earth into the courtroom (vv 1,
4). However, this is not so the heavens and earth can be judged.
Rather, it is so they can stand witness against Israel. In Deuteronomy 4:26; 30:19 God made heaven and earth the witnesses to His
covenant with Israel. They are now being called into the courtroom
as witnesses.
“The heavens declare his righteousness, for God himself is
judge!” (v 6). Psalm 97:6 is the only other passage making this same
claim. Once again, this is the psalm that speaks of God’s righteous
judgment on the idolaters. However, when we read through God’s
accusations against Israel in Psalm 50, we see they had lost sight
of what it means to serve a Righteous Judge. For some reason, despite their sorry sacrifices and contamination of the covenant, they
seemed to think they were going to be delivered through the judgment. They were about to discover righteous means impartial, if
they were going to use mere ritualism and the grace of God’s covenant as a cloak for sin, they were going to have a rude awakening.
“Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God shines forth” (v 2).
In other psalms, we learn what Israel hoped for out of Zion: salvation (14:7; 53:6). Of course, salvation and deliverance could come
for them. But not if they were going to trample the covenant of the
Righteous Judge. Like the deluded servant who hid his mina in Luke
19:20–23, Israel will be judged by their own words. They knew God
was a righteous judge. They should not think the finger of judgment
only points at idolaters. Being in covenant with God does not exempt them from judgment, it moves them to the front of the line.
Judgment begins with the household of God (cf. 1 Pet 4:17).
Of course, considering the remainder of the Psalm, we wonder why verse 5 says, “Gather to me my faithful ones, who made a
covenant with me by sacrifice!” Since the remainder of this psalm
repudiates this claim, we are left with one of two options. Perhaps
the psalmist is presenting God actually speaking, however, He is
speaking with irony and sarcasm. God knows this is what His people think of themselves, therefore He uses this to call them into
their judgment day surprise. On the other hand, the psalmist may
be presenting Israel as putting words into God’s mouth. This is
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what they believe God will say when He calls them into judgment.
In either case, they believed they were prepared for judgment, perhaps because they had not sold out to idols. However, they were
completely unprepared.
Charge #1: Sorry Sacrifices
God’s problem with the sacrifices of Israel was not with the pattern of their worship. Their sacrifices were continually before Him.
That was as prescribed in Numbers 28–29. They offered sacrifices morning and evening, extra on the Sabbaths, New Moons, and
feast days. Over 1,200 sacrifices a year were offered, and this does
not count any of the sacrifices individuals offered of their own free
will. They came to the temple of the Lord to offer their sacrifices.
They could check off their list that they had worshiped because
they went through the proper rituals. Surely they were God’s faithful. They had offered sacrifice as God prescribed.
The problem was not with the ritual pattern. God’s problem
with their sacrifices was with their attitude. They saw themselves as
providing a need for God. Read the apocryphal Bel and the Dragon
to learn the pagan concept that sacrifice was given in order to feed
the gods. Though surely these Jews knew better than to think they
were literally feeding YHWH, they apparently approached their
sacrifices with much that same mindset. They saw themselves filling a need for God. Like the moderns who claim we need to pray
because God is lonely and looking for fellowship, these Israelites
had lost perspective of the true relationship with God.
“Do I eat the flesh of bulls or drink the blood of goats?” The
answer, of course, is No. “God is spirit, and those who worship him
must worship in spirit and truth” (John 4:24). He does not need
food to survive as we do. How could humans possibly think they
are needed for God’s survival?
Even more fundamentally, “If I were hungry, I would not tell you,
for the world and its fullness are mine.” If God did have physical
needs of hunger, He would not turn to Israel to fill them. The beasts
of the forests and the cattle of the thousand hills are His. If He were
hungry, He would take care of it Himself. He did not need Israel.
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There are many passages that address misuse of sacrifice, but
most of them fit more with the second charge of this psalm (see
Isaiah 1:12–17; 66:3–4; Hosea 6:6; Micah 6:6–8). However, Psalm
69:30–33 mirrors the point found in God’s first charge. It even prescribes the same remedy, “I will praise the name of God with a song;
I will magnify him with thanksgiving. This will please the Lord
more than an ox or a bull with horns and hoofs,” just as Psalm 50:14
says, “Offer to God a sacrifice of thanksgiving.” Psalm 69:33 goes
on to say, “For the Lord hears the needy,” which explains Israel’s
failure. Israel failed, as did their sacrifices, because they thought
they were providing God’s needs. They misunderstood that they
were the needy ones.
They had turned their religion into a barter system. In a barter system, I have something you need, and you have something I
need. We trade these needs to our mutual benefit. Israel pictured
their sacrifices in that way. They needed deliverance; God needed sacrifice. If they would give God the right sacrifices, He would
trade salvation and deliverance to them. It was as if they believed
God now owed them deliverance because they had provided the
right sacrifices. They were wrong. The sacrifices gave God nothing,
they had no trade-in value.
By contrast, what Israel needed to offer was thanksgiving. That
is, they should not offer a sacrifice thinking somehow they were
involved in a trade. Rather, they should realize how amazing it was
that God allowed them to offer sacrifices at all. They should realize
how amazing it was that God let them be His people. They should
realize how amazing His deliverance for them was already. With
these realizations in mind, every sacrifice should have been, in a
sense, a thanksgiving sacrifice. The sacrifice was not a trade to purchase what they needed, it was thanksgiving to God for offering
them what they needed even though they could not afford it.
Charge #2: Contaminating the Covenant
While it is tempting to think the wicked of verse 16 refers to
a different group of people from the previous charge, since the
psalmist connects both charges to the statement of verse 5, it seems
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more likely God is telling His deluded people they are wicked. They
are not faithful as they pretend. Though they do not appear to have
pursued idolatry, they are so wicked they have no right to take His
covenant on their lips.
They want to remind God of His covenant with them, but they
do not want to live by the covenant themselves. They hate discipline and cast God’s words behind them. The stipulations of their
covenant claimed they must not steal, commit adultery, or bear
false witness (Exod 20:1–17; Deut 5:6–21). However, rather than
growing in their relationship with God by keeping these covenant
stipulations, they would rather grow in their relationship with
those who break each of these commands. They are pleased with
thieves and keep company with adulterers.
They had the idea that being in covenant with God gave them
permission to disobey God’s stipulations. Surely, their God would
not abandon them. Surely, He had blessed them with the temple,
the sacrifices, and the oracles of God. He would not remove that
from them. They used the grace of their covenant as a license to sin.
Like their later counterparts in Jeremiah 7:1–15 says, they trusted
in deceptive words like, “This is the temple of the Lord, the temple
of the Lord, the temple of the Lord,” while pursuing their own physical passions. As in Isaiah 66:3–5, a passage which ties the themes
of this psalm’s two charges together, they thought their covenant
sacrifices allowed them to pursue their own abominations. Not so.
God sums up His charge in verse 21. “You thought that I was
one like yourself.” In Exodus 24, Israel had made a covenant with
God by sacrifice. Moses had “told the people all the words of the
Lord and all the rules.” All the people responded, “All the words
that the Lord has spoken we will do” (Exod 24:3). They repeated
their commitment saying, “All that the Lord has spoken we will
do, and we will be obedient.” After conquering the Promised Land,
before Joshua’s death, the people renewed their covenant with God
at Shechem saying, “Far be it from us that we should forsake the
Lord to serve other gods…Therefore we also will serve the Lord,
for he is our God” (Josh 24: 19, 20). Again they committed themselves saying, “The Lord our God we will serve, and his voice we
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will obey” (Josh 24:24). They had said they would keep their end of
the covenant, but they did not.
When God says Israel thought He was like them, He is saying they thought He would do the exact same thing. That is, they
thought He had promised one thing, but was going to do something completely different. He may have promised curses for disobedience to the covenant, but Israel was certain that like them,
He was not going to keep His word.
However, God is not man that He should lie or recant. God
does not go back on His word. Perhaps He had been silent. That
was not because He would not do what He said, but because He
is patient, not willing for any to perish (cf. 2 Pet 3:9). He was silent because He was giving them opportunity to remember their
covenant and repent. But they had not. Now, He would lay out the
charge before them.
However, even here, God did not break His silence with the
immediate judgment they deserved. He gave them this preview of
judgment as a warning. He stated the warning fully in Psalm 50:22:
“Mark this, then, you who forget God, lest I tear you apart, and
there be none to deliver.” In the song of Moses, God had foretold
this is exactly what would happen. “You were unmindful of the
Rock that bore you, and you forgot the God who gave you birth”
(Deut 32:18). He had made another promise here that Israel clearly
thought He did not plan to keep: “And I will heap disasters upon
them; I will spend my arrows on them; they shall be wasted with
hunger, and devoured by plague and poisonous pestilence; I will
send the teeth of beasts against them, with the venom of things
that crawl in the dust” (Deut 32:23–24). In Psalm 50:22, God is the
beast with sharp teeth that tears them apart. In Hosea 5:14, God
promised He would be a lion that tears Judah and Israel. He will
carry them off and leave them there until they acknowledge their
guilt and in their distress seek Him earnestly.
Repentance
Again, God did not break His silence with immediate judgment, though Israel deserved it. Rather, He broke His silence with
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a warning. In this warning, He gave Israel the remedy. At the end
of each accusation, He spells out parallel remedies; verses 14–15
parallel verse 23.
First, they needed to offer thanksgiving as a sacrifice. Rather
than offering sacrifices in barter for something from God, they
needed to offer sacrifices as thanksgiving for what God was offering them. We already discussed this above; there is no need to say
more here.
Second, they needed to order their way aright. This, from verse
23, is parallel to verse 14’s “perform your vows to the Most High.”
Psalm 116:12–14 explains that performing these vows was not a
means of barter with God. “God, I’ll keep my vows if you grant me
salvation.” Rather, it was a response to the salvation offered by God.
Because of all God’s benefits, Israel should keep their vows. This
could apply individually and corporately. As Ecclesiastes 5:4–6 explains, individual Jews were to pay the vows they had made. They
were not to claim it was a mistake. However, in the context of the
psalm, it is much more likely the psalmist is referring to the vows Israel made when they agreed to the covenant: “All the words that the
Lord has spoken we will do” (Exod 24:3). Israel would order its way
rightly by simply doing what it had promised: obey God. This goes
along with passages such as Jeremiah 7:21–23 and Proverbs 21:3.
Third, they needed to call on God in the day of trouble. I admit
this seems out of place. In the midst of all this rebuke, we expect
God to say, “Call on Me in the day of trouble, but I will not answer.”
However, God is highlighting the proper perspective Israel needed
to gain. In fact, it was the perspective God was trying to give Israel every time He allowed them to endure the day of trouble. The
day of trouble came to remind Israel they were the needy ones,
to provoke them to turn to the only one who could provide the
deliverance they needed. God did not need their sacrifices, they
needed God’s deliverance. God allowed Israel to enter the day of
trouble in Egypt because they had followed Egypt into its idolatry
(cf. Ezek 23:8, 19, 27). Then they called out to Him (Exod 2:23–25).
Over and over again this pattern was repeated as seen in the book
of Judges (3:9, 15; 4:3; 6:6; 10:10). Calling on God in the day of trou-
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ble, in this context, is an admission of need and dependence. It is
setting aright the perspective their sorry sacrifices had turned on
its head. Sadly, despite their early history of calling on God in the
day of trouble Israel would enter idolatry, and the day of trouble
would not turn them back to their God. Consider Amos 4:6–11.
Five times God explains the calamities and days of trouble He allowed Israel to endure. Five times He declares, “Yet you did not
return to me.”
Fourth, glorify God. Worship, sacrifice, obedience was to be
about God, not Israel. Their sacrifices were not intended to accomplish anything for them, but rather to bring glory to the saving God.
Obedience was not a barter tool, it was the means to explain that
God deserves submission and surrender. Even delivering Israel was
done not because of Israel, but in order to bring glory to God. As
seen when God would deliver Israel from their later captivities according to Ezekiel 36:22–23, God would deliver Israel not because
of their sacrifices or their great covenant keeping, but in order to
vindicate His name which had been profaned among the nations
because of God’s judgment on His people. However, Israel could
avoid the awful judgment if they would simply focus on God’s glory
before having to be judged. If they would simply give God the glory
by their obedience and devotion, they would not force God to take
it by His judgment.
So What?
That was then; this is now. That was them; this is us. Why
should we become overly concerned about a judgment on Israel?
What does this have to do with us? We are in Christ and have nothing to fear from judgment scenes. On the one hand, this is true. On
the other, if we are not careful, we will run headlong into the exact
same failures as Israel and will have the exact same outcome. Let
us consider five principles we need to grasp from this psalm to be
prepared for our judgment.
Fear God. If I have presented the psalm as God and the psalmist
intended, the Israelites had allowed one singularly awful shift in
their approach to God. The contrast we highlighted between Ex-
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odus 20:18–21 and Psalm 50:3 is telling. As God foretold in the
song of Moses, Israel grew fat and thick (Deut 32:15). They grew
complacent in their relationship with Him. Because of the positive
promises of the covenant, they lost their reverence, their awe, their
fear. They thought the presence of God was something to conjure
up lightly. It is almost as if they envisioned being able to walk into
God’s presence and high-five their way through the judgment.
Can we commit this same error? I know we can. In fact, I fear
in the present climate of modern spirituality, many of us do. Perhaps you have heard the beautiful song “I Can Only Imagine.” I
have loved that song. The singer asks a series of questions in the
chorus: “Surrounded by your glory, what will my heart feel? Will I
dance for You Jesus or in awe of You be still? Will I stand in Your
presence or to my knees will I fall? Will I sing hallelujah, will I be
able to speak at all?” I think this song causes us to ask some tough
questions, but I am certain the answers are not as mysterious as
this song suggests, and I fear the fact that we ambivalently vacillate between the options presented in this song demonstrates we
may have lost some understanding of our God. I can only imagine
when we are surrounded by the true glory of God, we will respond
exactly the way everyone else has responded when they have come
into the presence of God’s glory or even into the presence of those
who might be carrying even a representation of the glory of God.
Have you ever noticed what people do when they come into God’s
presence? They do not dance, shout, and sing. They do not run up
to God, giving Him a hug, a handshake, or a high five. Their bodies become weak and fall to the ground as if to involuntarily force
them into the worshipful position the presence of God demands.
Consider a few examples of this. Daniel merely met an angel
of the Lord (or perhaps the pre-incarnate Christ), but notice his
reaction in Daniel 10:8–9. He was so afraid, he passed out. According to Ezekiel 1:28, Ezekiel was only shown “the appearance
of the likeness of the glory of the Lord” (ESV). But what was his
response? “And when I saw it, I fell on my face…” (ESV). And what
about the apostle John? If the common tradition is correct, John
was the disciple whom Jesus loved. He was part of Jesus’ inner cir-
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cle. He had walked and talked with Jesus for three years. But in
Revelation 1:12–17, when he came face to face with Jesus in even
just a modicum of His glory, we see a shocking response. John did
not run up to Jesus, give Him a bear hug, pat Him on the back, and
start reminiscing about old times. He fell at Jesus’ feet as if dead.
He was unable to get up until Jesus touched him.
Yes, we have a friend in Jesus. Yes, God loves us tenderly as our
father. Yes, we can confidently come into God’s presence through
the blood of the covenant, the blood of Jesus Christ (Heb 10:19).
But let us never forget that before our God is a devouring fire and a
mighty tempest. We may enter His presence with boldness, but not
brazenness; with confidence, but not carelessness; with reverence,
but not recklessness.
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom (Psa 111:10;
Prov 9:10). Let us not forget it.
Look in the Mirror, not the Microscope. Israel appeared to believe
they would be vindicated when God finally spoke. They expected to
hear they were faithful because they had made a covenant with God
by sacrifice. They must have thought this whole judgment scene
was for the rest of the world, not them. Why were they excited to
declare “our God does not keep silence”? Because they were looking
around at all those nations who did not offer the proper sacrifices
in the proper place and in the proper ways. After all, they were not
offering their sacrifices to idols, but to God. Surely they were the
righteous and faithful. They had the nations in their microscopes,
but did not spend enough time looking in the mirror.
Can we be guilty of the same sin? No doubt, we need to correct
error when we hear it. No doubt, we need to warn those trapped
in falsehood. However, we need to begin by looking in the mirror.
We need to examine ourselves (cf. 2 Cor 13:5). We need to make
every effort to increase our faith, virtue, knowledge, self-control,
steadfastness, godliness, brotherly affection, and love (2 Pet 1:5–8).
Before our sermons turn to criticize all those folks out there, we
need to look in here. Before we spend our time explaining why that
other faction of our brethren is so wrong, we need to make sure we
are pursuing what is right. We must not simply assume we are, we
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must check and recheck. With any study, we need to begin not with
the desire to correct others, but with the desire to grow ourselves.
Start with the Heart, not the Rituals. In Psalm 50, God would not
rebuke the sacrifices themselves. They were continually before Him
(Psa 50:8). The Jews were keeping the outward forms of their ritual
worship, but their heart was far from God. Further, they assumed
because the outward form was correct, they were okay no matter
what else was going on. In Jeremiah 7:4, the Jews were trusting in
deceptive words, “This is the temple of the Lord, the temple of the
Lord, the temple of the Lord.” They were conducting their worship
in the right place; they felt that made up for everything else.
Can we be guilty of the same sin? I worry because so often
when I hear Christians talk about proper worship, they are arguing about the external rituals. How many have heard the sermons
on the “Five Acts of Worship”? We know those actions, but does
that necessarily mean we know worship? In John 4:24, Jesus explains worship is to be conducted in spirit and truth. For all the
confusion and debate we may have about exactly what that means,
I think we all recognize it starts with the heart, not the external
rituals. Why is it so easy to start with the rituals? Because the
rituals are easier to judge. It is easy to determine if someone worshiped with mechanical instruments. It is not easy to determine if
they worshiped in spirit and truth.
If we are not careful, we will develop a religion of external rituals as we overlook internal contamination. As Jesus said in Matthew 15:11–19, we need to guard our hearts. What goes into our
heart and what comes out of our heart is what matters. We must
not be like the Pharisees who were white-washed tombs, clean on
the outside, but inside full of dead men’s bones (Matt 23:27–28). If
we are not careful, we will believe our judgment will go well as we
shout “We performed the five acts of worship, the five acts of worship, the five acts of worship.” But those words will be deceptive
if our hearts are not right. If we are not careful, we can allow our
properly patterned worship, properly organized congregations,
properly ordered plan of salvation to justify cherishing iniquity in
our hearts. If we overlook our own lust, gluttony, pride, gossip be-
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cause we are worshiping in buildings with the right name on them,
going through the right acts of worship, among a congregation that
meticulously appropriates its treasury properly, we are committing
the same sin as the Jews of Psalm 50.
Please do not misunderstand. The Jews did have to worship
at the temple (cf. John 4:21–24). Certainly, when we worship, we
must worship in accord with God’s will and Word. The point is
not if we have the right heart we can do whatever we want and call
it worship. The point is if our heart is not right, it does not matter what we do, it is not worship. Starting with the rituals will not
make the heart right, but starting with the heart will make sure the
rituals are right.
Make the Covenant Your Life, not Your Hobby. When it was time
to offer their sacrifices, Israel was getting it done. But when it was
time to live for the Lord, they were busy with other things. As far as
they were concerned, the covenant could be compartmentalized.
At the temple, keep the covenant. At home, who cares? They were
offering the right sacrifices at the temple, but hanging out at home
with adulterers and thieves as they slandered their brethren. Of
course, looking outside this psalm, we know this mindset eventually led to disregarding the covenant even at the temple.
Can we be guilty of this same sin? Can we let discipleship be
what we do on Sundays and perhaps Wednesday nights? Can we
let Christianity be what we do when we come to the Lectures? Can
we treat Christianity the way many of us do golf? Of course, some
of us do not play golf at all. We would not treat our Christianity
like that. But very few have made golf their lives. Very few pursue
golf as anything more than a hobby. They make sure to hit the
links on the weekend, maybe the odd round throughout the week
here and there. But golf does not dictate their daily exercise, their
daily diet, their daily schedule. They may take a vacation here and
there that allows them to play a little more golf, but when they get
back home, it is back to the normal grindstone and golf goes back
to being just a hobby.
Ephesians 2:8–10 explains we are saved by grace and not by our
working, “for we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for
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good works.” However, Paul’s response to that gracious salvation was
not “going to church” on the weekends and then spending the rest
of the week pursuing his personal goals. His response was, “I therefore, a prisoner for the Lord, urge you to walk in a manner worthy of
the calling to which you have been called” (Eph 4:1). “…put off your
old self, which belongs to your former manner of life and is corrupt
through deceitful desires, and…put on the new self, created after the
likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness” (Eph 4:22, 24).
“Look carefully then how you walk, not as unwise but as wise, making the best use of the time, because the days are evil” (Eph 4:15–16).
Being in a covenant relationship with God is not about checking off some minimum set of obligatory requirements on Sunday
and then spending your week focused on you. Being in a covenant
relationship with God means pursuing that relationship daily. If
the covenant does not impact us where we live, it is not helping
us. No wonder when Paul and Peter both want to bring their theology down to practical brass tacks, they share household codes
(cf. Eph 5:22–6:9; Col 3:18–4:1; 1 Pet 2:18–3:7). Seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness does not mean make sure you
check God’s stuff off your daily to do list first and then pursue your
own stuff, it means make sure everything you do is grounded in
and founded on God’s kingdom and righteousness (Matt 6:33). If
Christ’s covenant is not changing you, it will not deliver you.
Offer Thanksgiving, not Sacrifice. Twice God’s remedy in Psalm
50 is about thanksgiving: “Offer to God a sacrifice of thanksgiving”
(v 14) and “The one who offers thanksgiving as his sacrifice glorifies me…” (v 23). No doubt, under that Old Covenant, sacrifices
were required. Nowhere under that covenant was God saying the
Jews could ignore the prescribed sacrifices. He was, as explained
earlier, describing the motive behind all sacrifices the Jews should
offer. The Jews were offering their sacrifices in barter, trying to
supply God’s needs in order to have their needs filled. They needed to understand their sacrifices should be offered from a place of
thanksgiving instead of a place of barter or payment.
As we filter the application of this principle into the New Covenant based on the all-sufficient sacrifice of Jesus Christ, we see
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a shift. Hebrews 10:18 explains, “Where there is forgiveness of
these, there is no longer any offering for sin.” Just a few verses earlier the Hebrew writer explained, “For by a single offering he has
perfected for all time those who are being sanctified” (Heb 10:14).
Jesus has offered the sacrifice by which our sins are forgiven. No
other sacrifice is needed. We have been forgiven; we do not need
to offer sacrifices.
Of course, none of us are offering animal sacrifices. However,
can we be guilty of the exact same misunderstanding today when it
comes to our worship and service? Do we offer our service to God
as if it is a sacrifice to barter with God for salvation? Are we trying
to barter good lives for a good eternity as if God needs our good
lives in payment? Do we ever find ourselves wondering or arguing
over how much is enough to get heaven? If so, we’ve got the wrong
perspective. The Jews thought they had it made in their judgment
because they had paid their dues. They had offered the right sacrifices in the right place. Are we busy trying to pay our dues so we
can make it through our judgment?
If we are not careful, we will find ourselves like the Prodigal
hoping to make our way into the Father’s house as a hired servant
instead of a son (Luke 15:17–24). Have you considered the Unforgiving Servant of Matthew 18:23–35? He owed about 200,000
years of wages to his master.2 Have you ever noticed he did not actually ask the king for forgiveness? He asked the king for patience
that he might pay the debt off. How silly. Can we mistakenly seek
patience instead of forgiveness? When we ask God to forgive us, do
we ever really mean, “Lord, please be patient with me, I’ll prove I’m
really better than my sins. I’ll show You that You really ought to let
me into heaven”?
Of course, as our previous point demonstrated, our covenant
with Jesus should be our life, but not because we are trying to barter a temporary life of service for an eternal life of heaven. Rather,
we must demonstrate the same need as God informed Israel. Rather than sacrificing to gain the forgiveness already granted through
2
The footnote in the ESV for Matthew 18:24 claims a talent was roughly equivalent
to about 20 years’ worth of wages for the common laborer.
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Jesus, we offer the sacrifice of thanksgiving and praise to God for
the forgiveness we have already received in Him.
As Hebrews 13:15 goes on to say, “Through him then let us continually offer up a sacrifice of praise to God, that is, the fruit of lips
that acknowledge his name.” Why are we attending these Lectures?
Why do we attend the church’s assemblies? Why do we spend time
studying God’s Word and praying to Him? Why do we try to avoid
sin? Is it because we hope to barter all of that sacrifice for heaven
one day? Or is it because we ca not help but surrender to the God
who sent His Son to die for us. Are we like Simon the Pharisee,
trying to impress everyone, including Jesus, with his righteousness
and lack of need? Or are we like the sinful woman who because
she was overjoyed at the forgiveness Jesus offered her could not
help but get down on her hands and knees and wash His feet (Luke
7:36–50)?
Are you here to offer a sacrifice? Or are you here to rejoice in
thanksgiving?
Conclusion
Judgment! What a frightening word. Through Jesus, it does not
have to be. Let us accept the forgiveness He has purchased, devoting our lives to the covenant He has secured by His blood, starting
with the heart, and growing as we constantly look in the mirror of
God’s Word. When we do that, we can spend our days in thanksgiving, rejoicing that He has and will deliver us, showing us the
salvation of God.

“Be Gracious to Me”
Psalm 51

Tim Norman
David trusted in God and killed Goliath with a slingshot (1
Sam 17:45–50), refused to kill the Lord’s anointed (even though
Saul was desperately trying to kill him, 1 Sam 24:1–12; 26:6–16),
mourned that he lived in a house of cedar when the ark of God
dwelt in a tent of curtains (2 Sam 7:2), and was described by God
as a man after His own heart (1 Sam 13:14). Yet, this very same
David committed adultery with Bathsheba (2 Sam 11:4), fathered a
child with her (2 Sam 11:5), attempted to hide his sin by murdering
her husband, Uriah the Hittite (2 Sam 12:9; Psa 51:14), married
her (2 Sam 11:27), was responsible for the death of the child they
conceived (2 Sam 12:14), and did not confess his iniquity until Nathan the prophet confronted him months later saying, “You are the
man!” (2 Sam 12:7).
How could David, of all people, do such things? If David was
capable of such things, what are we capable of doing? What does
this incident and Psalm 51 teach us about what we must do to stay
in a Savior/saved relationship with God? Much indeed, and I pray
what follows glorifies God and blesses you.1

1
I freely admit I have drawn a few inferences about David that are more in the
category of reasonable than necessary. I have tried to preface them with phrases like
“I think,” “I believe,” or the like. I think my assumptions are valid, but I assure you the
applications are necessary even if the inferences are not.
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An Exposition Of Psalm 51
According to its ancient but uninspired title, David wrote Psalm
51, “when Nathan the prophet came to him, after he had gone into
Bathsheba.” Psalm 51 certainly fits that context. Since I have no
reason to think otherwise, I will operate on this premise.
Though written later, I believe Psalm 51 is an inspired record
of the thoughts that raced through David’s mind after he confessed, “I have sinned against the Lord” (2 Sam 12:13) and before
Nathan declared, “The Lord also has taken away your sin; you
shall not die” (2 Sam 12:13). There is no compelling reason to
conclude that the latter statement immediately followed the former. Before responding to David’s confession, Nathan could have
excused himself to seek God’s counsel or he could have given David a few moments to consider the consequences of his actions.
Psalm 51 strongly implies a brief time gap. Since David was seeking forgiveness, he had already confessed. Since he was still anticipating God’s judgment, he had not heard Nathan’s revelation
of God’s forgiveness.
It seems clear that David had been living in denial. There was
no hint of sorrow in David until Nathan confronted him with his
sins. The fact that the Lord had to send Nathan to David, and that
David so totally and self-righteously missed the point of Nathan’s
parable, strongly suggests that David had rationalized his actions.
We can only speculate about what led such an otherwise devout
servant of God to so fully immerse himself in sin and how he could
have even attempted to justify his behavior.
Like broken bones, David was shattered when he finally acknowledged what he had done (Psa 51:3, 8). He could think of
nothing else. His sin was ever before him (Psa 51:3). While he had
certainly sinned against Uriah, Bathsheba, and countless others,
what overwhelmed his thoughts was how he had sinned against
God and how God had seen every evil thing he had done (Psa 51:4).
David knew that he, like the rich man of Nathan’s parable (2
Sam 12:5), fully deserved to die. He had been walking in darkness
and was no longer in a saved relationship with God. “David did
what was right in the sight of the Lord, and had not turned aside
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from anything that He commanded him all the days of his life, except in the case of Uriah the Hittite” (1 Kng 15:5).
David was not looking for excuses when he thought of his birth
and conception saying, “Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity
and in sin my mother conceived me” (Psa 51:5). No, he took full
responsibility for his actions. They were his transgressions, his
iniquities, and his sins (Psa 51:1–2). David knew God had made
him upright (Eccl 7:29). As he had resisted Goliath’s mockery, he
could and should have resisted Bathsheba’s beauty. Yet, knowing
full well God wanted truth and wisdom in every fiber of his being (Psa 51:8), David had freely chosen to satiate himself in utter
depravity. He had become wretched, bad to the bone, an utterly
despicable person. That is what David was saying about himself
when he referenced his conception and birth (Psa 51:5). He was
using hyperbole. Some people still describe themselves this way,
just more succinctly and crudely. They do not mean it literally now
any more than David meant it literally then.
David knew God was justified in what He said through Nathan
and that He would be blameless if He required David’s life for Uriah’s life (Deut 19:21; Psa 51:4). He therefore pled for his life on the
only possible basis. He cried, “Be gracious to me, O God” (Psa 51:1).
David knew his only hope that God would blot out his transgressions, thoroughly wash away his iniquities, and cleanse him from
his sin, rested not in what he deserved, but in who God was–abundant in lovingkindness and great in compassion (Psa 51:1–2; 79:9).
David also understood that if God purified and washed him he
would be completely clean, whiter than snow (Psa 51:7). Though
David was shattered by what he had done, if God forgave him he
would once again hear joy and gladness and rejoice in what he
heard (Psa 51:8). If God could put this sad episode behind Him, so
could he (Psa 51:9).
David knew he had to fully repent of his sins or he would have
no hope of forgiveness. Therefore, he asked God to create in him
a clean heart (Psa 51:10), to renew a steadfast spirit within him,
(Psa 51:10), and to sustain these changes with a willing spirit (Psa
51:12).
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David desperately wanted God to restore to him the joy of His
salvation (Psa 51:12). He did not want to put God in a position
where He would ever again have to cast David away from His presence and take His Holy Spirit from him (Psa 51:11; 1 Kng 15:5).
David was not merely thinking about himself in all this. If God
saw fit to forgive him, he intended to teach transgressors the ways
of God that sinners might be converted to Him (Psa 51:13). David
did not want God to just be gracious to him. He wanted God to be
gracious to everyone!
As Psalm 51 closes, David contemplates what he would do if
God graciously chose to forgive him of murder (Psa 51:14). His
first thought was that he would joyfully sing of God’s righteousness and declare His praise (Psa 51:14–15). But he quickly checked
himself. Yes, God wanted David’s worship, but He first wanted David (Psa 51:16). David was bloodguilty because, in pride, he had
breached the walls of the city of peace (spiritual Jerusalem) and
walked off into darkness. Lest history repeat itself, David now understood that before anything else he must always offer God his
broken spirit and contrite heart (Psa 51:17). Then and only then
would God graciously rebuild the walls of Zion that David had so
arrogantly breached (Psa 51:18) and keep him in the city whose
inhabitants offer righteous sacrifices delightful to God (Psa 51:19).
Lessons From Psalm 51 on Our Relationship2 with God
Religion or relationship? I recently came across the following
quotation. It well expresses an increasingly common way of think2
We hear much today about relationships. Interestingly, the word does not appear
in the King James, New King James, American Standard, or English Standard versions.
In the New American Standard Bible it only appears in Matthew 19:10, “If the relationship of the man with his wife is like this, it is better not to marry.”
So what are relationships? Relationships are what exist when people and/or things
are somehow connected to one another. For example, a brother and sister have a relationship because they have the same parents. Sometimes the word is used of the
connections themselves. For example, someone might ask, “What was the relationship
between Zebulun and Dinah?” The answer would be, “They were brother and sister”
(Gen 30:20–21).
Why did God not use the word “relationship” in scripture? God assumes the existence of relationships and focuses instead on the nature of relationships–husband/
wife, master/servant, teacher/disciple; the condition of relationships–peace/war; the
motivations of those in the relationships–love/hate; etc.
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ing, especially among younger people–some of whom are members of the church. “I’m not a part of any religion … Christianity
isn’t religion. It is a relationship with Jesus Christ.”
According to James 1:27, pure and undefiled religion in the sight
of our God and Father is two things. First, it is visiting orphans and
widows in their distress, i.e. doing what God commands. Second, it
is keeping oneself unstained by the world, i.e. not doing what God
forbids. Clearly, religion has a place in Christianity.
What is religion? According to the New American Oxford Dictionary, the first definition is “the belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power, esp. a personal God or gods.”3 The
second definition is “a particular system of faith and worship.”4
Does God want us to believe in and worship Him? Read Hebrews 11:6 and Luke 4:8. Does God have and want us to embrace
a particular system of faith and worship? Read Ephesians 4:4–6;
Jude 3; and John 4:23–24. If the answer to both questions is “yes,”
and it is, then religion not only has a place in Christianity, Christianity is religion.
People who denounce the very idea of religion offer as proof
the failings of religious people, i.e. how they are so often self-righteous, hypocritical, heartless, and neglectful of the weightier matters of the law. Without question, many people who count themselves religious need to read Matthew 9:10–13 and go and learn
what “I desire compassion, and not sacrifice” means. However,
these problems result from the neglect of pure and undefiled religion, not its practice.
Those who want relationship without religion usually want to
do as they please and still be pleasing to God. Psalm 51 vividly
teaches us what happens when we do as we please and quit abiding
in God’s truth. David’s problem was not pure and undefiled religion. In fact, it was quite the opposite. Instead of visiting widows in
their distress, David made Bathsheba a distressed widow.
It is not religion or relationship. It is religion and relationship.
It is not law or love. It is law and love combining. Pure and unde3

(Oxford University Press 2013).

4

Ibid.
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filed religion is nothing more or less than agape, divine love that
chooses to want and do what is truly best. It blesses relationships
in the highest possible way and that is certainly true of our relationship with God.
Anyone who wants a saved relationship with God can have it.
David was an adulterer and a murderer. Yet, when David met God’s
gracious terms of pardon, God graciously forgave his horrible sins.
Some people believe they are so bad that even God cannot save
them. That is just not true. If we submit to God’s gracious terms
of pardon, then no matter what we have done God will forgive us
just like he forgave David! “Come to Me, all who are weary and
heavy-laden, and I will give you rest” (Matt 11:28); “Whoever believes in Him shall not perish, but have eternal life” (John 3:16);
“The Lord is … not wishing for any to perish but for all to come to
repentance” (2 Pet 3:9); “The blood of Jesus … cleanses us from all
sin” (1 John 1:7).
If you think you have done worse than David, consider Manasseh.
He shed so much innocent blood that he filled Jerusalem from one
end to another (2 Kng 21:16). Yet when he later “humbled himself
greatly before the God of his fathers” and prayed, God “was moved
by his entreaty and heard his supplication” (2 Chr 33:12–13).
While anyone wanting salvation can have it, people can become so hardened by sin that they will never want it. Jesus had
performed a great many signs before the crowd referred to in John
12:34, “yet they were not believing in Him” (John 12:37). How
could people see numerous manifest miracles and still not listen
to Jesus? For some people, the more God tries to move them to
repentance the more determined they are to continue in sin. As
John 12:39–40 explains, “For this reason they could not believe,
for … He has blinded their eyes and He has hardened their heart,
so that they would not see with their eyes and perceive with their
heart, and be converted and I heal them.” If you are still willing to
repent, you have not reached the point of no return. But repent
immediately so you never do!
Anyone who has a saved relationship with God can lose it. It is
still hard to believe but David willfully sinned for a time, i.e. with-
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out repenting, and lost his salvation (1 Kng 15:5; Psa 51:12). His
son Solomon, the wisest man (besides Jesus) who has ever lived,
did the exact same thing (1 Kng 11:9–10). Thankfully, David repented and there is reason to believe Solomon did too.5 But here
is the lesson that screams to be heard—if David and Solomon can
lose their salvation, so can we!
If we are saved, we must never take for granted that we will always remain saved. After reviewing even more failures of the once
faithful, the Holy Spirit soberly warns, “Let him who thinks he
stands take heed that he does not fall” (1 Cor 10:12). We must study
men like David to not only learn from their successes, but also from
their failures. In fact, that is one of the very reasons God gave us the
Old Testament (1 Cor 9:24–10:11; Rom 15:4). It has often been said
and it is absolutely true: “If we fail to learn from the mistakes of the
past, we are doomed to repeat them.” Never say, “It cannot happen
to me.” It can, and with that attitude it almost certainly will.
We are always unprofitable servants. If God chose to forgive
him, David was going to teach transgressors (Psa 51:13), joyfully
sing of God’s righteousness (Psa 51:14), and offer righteous sacrifices (Psa 51:19). However, we must not think David was trying
to bargain with God, that he was in essence saying, “Forgive me
God and I will make it worth Your while.” David was not trying to
earn his salvation. He knew he could never do that. That is why
he sought forgiveness the only way possible–on the basis of God’s
goodness, not his own (Psa 51:1).
God has set conditions to forgiveness that require us to teach,
sing, and sacrifice. But He did not set these conditions because He
needed anything from us (Acts 17:24–25). With God it is never,
“I will do this for you, if you do this for Me.” Rather, it is always,
“I will do this for you, if you do this for you.” Does God need us
to teach transgressors? No, He could speak to them directly from
heaven. So why does He insist that we teach? We need to teach
transgressors! It is best for us! Does God need us to sing to Him?
No, He is not an egotist. So why does He insist that we sing? We
need to praise God! It is best for us! We must never forget that God
5

Some say Ecclesiastes proves that Solomon repented prior to his death.
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set conditions to forgiveness as a favor to us. Belief is a grace (Eph
2:8–9), repentance is a grace (Acts 11:18); baptism is a grace (Tit
3:5); teaching is a grace (Eph 3:8); etc.
If we are in a saved relationship with God, we must always remember that He is being amazingly gracious to sinners who fully
deserve damnation, that we must surrender completely to Him
with broken spirits and contrite hearts (Psa 51:17), and that He
does everything for us and we do nothing for Him.
Like the tax collector, let us never be willing to even lift up our
eyes to heaven, but always beat our breasts saying, “God, be merciful to me, the sinner!” (Luke 18:13). Like Paul let us always say, “By
the grace of God I am what I am, and His grace toward me did not
prove vain; but I labored even more … yet not I, but the grace of
God with me” (1 Cor 15:10).
Maintaining a saved relationship with God. Let us again consider 1 Kings 15:5, “David did what was right in the sight of the
Lord, and had not turned aside from anything that He commanded him all the days of his life, except in the case of Uriah the Hittite.” This passage is remarkable for telling us David lost his salvation for a time, but also for telling us this was the only time he lost
his salvation.
David had certainly sinned before he saw Bathsheba bathing.
David plainly refers to the sins of his youth in Psalm 25:7. Yet the
sins of his youth did not end his saved relationship with God as
did his sins in the case of Uriah the Hittite. Why not? Except in the
case of Uriah the Hittite, David was always repentant, i.e. always
turning from doing wrong and turning to doing right in the sight
of the Lord (Psa 119:129–133). David knew he did not know everything repentance demanded. But without ceasing, he confessed his
ignorance, asked God’s forgiveness, and proved his repentance by
constantly studying the word of God (Psa 19:7–12, 14; 119:9–16).
David also knew that he had not mastered everything demanded
by repentance. But without ceasing he confessed his weakness,
asked God’s forgiveness, and proved his repentance by constantly
striving for perfection (Psa 143:1–4, 6–8, 10–11). I believe this was
the basis upon which David maintained a saved relationship with
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God. It is all David could do and all God expected of Him. It is all
we can do and all God expects of us.
To be saved we must, among other things, repent (Acts 2:38)
and remain repentant. “If we say that we have fellowship with Him
and yet walk in the darkness, we lie and do not practice the truth…
I am writing these things to you so that you may not sin” (1 John
1:6; 2:1). If we remain repentant we necessarily grow spiritually
(Matt 3:8). This, however, does not mean we are sinless. “If we say
that we have no sin, we are deceiving ourselves and the truth is not
in us” (1 John 1:8). “Indeed, there is not a righteous man on earth
who continually does good and who never sins” (Eccl 7:20). Romans 3:23 is perhaps one of the most misquoted passages of scripture. It is not, “All have sinned, and have come short of the glory of
God” (or something to that effect). Rather it is, “All have sinned”
(past tense) “and fall short of the glory of God” (present tense).
To remain saved we must not only remain repentant, but also
confess our sins and ask God to forgive us. “If we confess our sins,
He is faithful and righteous to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness” (1 John 1:9).
I am concerned that some brethren do not confess their sins as
they ought. I think I have ample cause for concern when I hear people who are deeply embroiled in controversy refuse to admit any
fault, when people say they can go weeks without sinning, when
people say they do not apologize, and when people say, in essence,
“Since I did it that way, it must have been the right way to do it.”
The standard of righteousness is exceedingly high. It makes demands of our motives, thoughts, words, and deeds (Psa 51:6; Heb
4:12–13; Col 3:17). It both forbids doing wrong and requires doing
right. Not sinning by commission is the silver rule, the righteousness of the priest and Levite which we must exceed (Matt 5:20),
and relatively easy. Not sinning by omission is the golden rule, the
righteousness of the Good Samaritan, and where the hard work
really begins. The standard of righteousness is what Jesus would
do in our place.
As we mature in our relationship with God, the gap between
perfection and ourselves should widen, not because we are not nar-
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rowing the gap through repentance, but because we keep discovering that the gap between God and us is wider than we previously
imagined. Truly, “All of us have become like one who is unclean, and
all our righteous deeds are like a filthy garment” (Isa 64:6).
When David was in a saved relationship with God, he asked,
“Who can discern his errors?” (Psa 19:12). In other words, who has
such perfect knowledge that he fully recognizes everything he does
wrong? No one! David certainly did not and therefore asked God,
“Acquit me of hidden faults” (Psa 19:12). Brethren, we do not know
all the ways we fall short. We must confess these and all other sins
if we want God to forgive us.
Can we maintain our saved relationship with God? Certainly.
Can we lose our saved relationship with God? Definitely! When
David was in a saved relationship with God, he prayed, “Keep back
Your servant from presumptuous sins; let them not rule over me;
then I will be blameless, and I shall be acquitted of great transgression” (Psa 19:13). Sadly, in the matter of Uriah the Hittite, David
stopped repenting, stopped confessing, stopped asking God’s forgiveness, and by his own words stopped being saved. If we are in
a saved relationship with God and stop doing these things, we too
will stop being saved. “If we go on sinning willfully after receiving
the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for
sins, but a terrifying expectation of judgment and the fury of fire
which will consume the adversaries” (Heb 10:26–27).
Ignorance and weakness demand repentance. If we are repenting of ignorance, we are learning. If we are repenting of weakness,
we are gaining strength. Without repentance, ignorance and weakness are willful sins that separate us from God. The children of
Israel were “destroyed for lack of knowledge” (Hosea 4:6), not because they did not know everything, but because they refused to
grow in knowledge. The church at Ephesus was going to have its
lampstand removed, not because its members were imperfect, but
because they had stopped perfecting (Rev 2:4–5). If we are confronted with truth and choose to believe or do otherwise, we may
convince ourselves that we are right, but we are not sincere and
utterly without excuse (Matt 7:21–23).
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Shallow deception, deep down despair. While some may disagree, I find it exceedingly hard to believe that David could have
willfully sinned for months without having had some success in
stifling his conscience by rationalizing his sins. Scripture and experience prove that once people refuse to repent, justifications (Luke
14:18–20) and self-deception (1 Cor 3:18; Gal 6:3; 1 John 1:8) almost always follow. If you cannot imagine David doing that, can
you imagine him committing murder? Having done the latter, he
was fully capable of doing the former. David was clearly rationalizing Uriah’s death when he encouraged Joab saying, “Do not let this
thing displease you, for the sword devours one as well as another”
(2 Sam 11:25). I cannot help but wonder what use David may have
made of Uriah’s nationality and disobedience (2 Sam 11:3; Deut
20:17; 2 Sam 11:8, 10) in salving his guilty conscience.
While people can sometime deceive themselves into thinking
they are right when they are wrong, on a deeper level they still
know they are wrong. This inner conflict is a source of untold misery. I think this is what David was referring to in Psalm 32:3–4,
“When I kept silent about my sin, my body wasted away through
my groaning all day long. For day and night Your hand was heavy
upon me; my vitality was drained away as with the fever heat of
summer.” I have seen this all too often. It is exceedingly common.
Our Creator made us to innately know certain things are wrong
(Rom 1:16–32). He also made us with a spiritual hunger and thirst
that He alone can satisfy and that are just as real and vital to our
wellbeing as their physical counterparts. “The soul has its hunger
and thirst; these desires were built into man at creation. ‘Thou hast
set eternity in their heart’ (Ecclesiastes 3:11, ASV). Augustine said
it perfectly: ‘Thou hast made us for Thyself, and our hearts are restless until they rest in Thee.’ Just as it is normal for the deer to thirst
after the water brooks, so it is natural for man to thirst after God.
He may not know that his thirst is for God, and he will probably try
to satisfy that thirst with a substitute that will leave him with more
thirst. But a thirst for God is what it is, just the same. God has put
eternity in our hearts, and the temporal cannot satisfy.”6
6

W. Wiersbe, Live Like A King (Moody Press 1976) 82.
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We can deceive ourselves into thinking otherwise, but we will
never be complete (fulfilled, satisfied, content, blessed) until we act
consistent with the way God made us, with the way we know we
ought to behave. It is not surprising that people who have everything but God are often miserable and sometimes take their own
lives. Truly, to live in denial of truth is to forsake God, “the fountain
of living waters,” and to hew for ourselves “broken cisterns that can
hold no water” (Jer 2:13).
If we want “the peace of God which passes all comprehension”
(Phil 4:7), we must quit lying to ourselves, admit our sin, and say
with David, “Be gracious to me, O God” (Psa 51:1). We will be immeasurably blessed if instead of silencing our conscience we maintain it blameless. Confession is good for the soul. It is exactly what
the Great Physician ordered. “How blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered! How blessed is the man to
whom the Lord does not impute iniquity, and in whose spirit there
is no deceit!” (Psa 32:1–2).
If we will grieve over our sin and repent, instead of grieving
over our existence, we will find the true meaning of life and the joy,
gladness, and rejoicing we all so desperately seek.
Temporal consequences of forgiven sins. Even though God took
away David’s sin and spared his life, David and many others still
had to suffer temporally because he had sinned. Since David had
given occasion to the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme, the child
he conceived with Bathsheba died (2 Sam 12:13–14, 18). Since
David had despised God and had taken the wife of Uriah the Hittite to be his wife, the sword never departed from his house (2
Sam 12:10). Since David had lain with Uriah’s wife in secret, his
own son Absalom lay with David’s wives in broad daylight (2 Sam
12:11–12; 16:20–22).
Sin is sin because it curses eternally and temporally. God’s forgiveness frees us from all the consequences of the former, but not
necessarily all the consequences of the latter. I sometimes put it
this way, “We may be done with our sins, but that does not mean
our sins are done with us.” And we do not suffer alone. As David
vividly illustrates, our loved ones suffer with us when we sin. No
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matter how hard we try to hide our sins, there are no victimless
crimes. So for everyone we would hurt if we sinned (God, other
people, and ourselves), let us do our best not to sin. Enjoying the
forgiveness of sins is wonderful, but not sinning is even better.
Walk by faith. So where did the David of Goliath fame go
wrong? It seems clear that one lesson David learned from the
case of Uriah the Hittite was that he had to walk by complete
faith in everything. Perhaps David realized that, though he had
been dedicated to doing right, he was sometimes more dedicated
to doing it his way than God’s way. For example, instead of fleeing
when he first saw Bathsheba bathing, perhaps he convinced himself that he was strong enough to stay on the roof and not look,
or to look and not lust, etc.
Clearly God knew better, and it seems David learned better.
Psalm 51 is all about God’s will in everything and David’s will in
nothing. It is about God being the potter and David having as
much say as clay. “Make me to hear joy and gladness … create in
me a clean heart … renew a steadfast spirit within me … restore to
me the joy of Your salvation … sustain me with a willing heart … O
Lord, open my lips that my mouth may declare Your praise … build
the walls of Jerusalem then You will delight in righteous sacrifices,”
(Psa 51:8, 10, 12, 15, 18–19).
We sometimes get hung up around the “less of self, and more of
thee” stage. We are mostly in, but not all in. Brethren, we cannot
improve on God’s way of doing anything. It is the last five percent
that is the real litmus test of surrender. It is when we do not see the
point and want to do otherwise that God truly sees our faith (or
lack thereof ).
“I will instruct you and teach you in the way which you should
go; I will counsel you with My eye upon you. Do not be as the horse
or as the mule which have no understanding, whose trappings include bit and bridle to hold them in check, otherwise they will not
come near to you. Many are the sorrows of the wicked, but he who
trusts in the Lord, lovingkindness shall surround him” (Psa 32:8–
10). Like David let us once and for all hear God and say, “My stubborn will at last has yielded. I would be Thine, and Thine alone.”
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The last few miles of a road trip are especially dangerous because people tend to relax prematurely and fall asleep at the wheel.
It is the same with our spiritual journey. We must not relax until
“we have gone the last mile of the way,” until it is “none of self, and
all of Thee.”
Never lose the joy of being saved. We are so happy when God
initially saves us that we are willing to do anything He asks. This joy
fades if we start taking our salvation for granted. As our gladness
fades, so does our willingness to do anything God asks.
I believe there are two reasons David asked God to restore to
him the joy of salvation (Psa 51:12). First, he had lost the joy of
being saved because he had lost his salvation. Second, he lost his
salvation because, among other reasons, he had lost the joy of being saved.
The day before David saw Bathsheba I doubt he was teaching,
singing, praising, and sacrificing with the same spirit and joy he
once had. God made it clear that a more thankful David would not
have committed adultery and murder. “It is I who anointed you
king over Israel and it is I who delivered you from the hand of Saul.
I also gave you your master’s house and your master’s wives into
your care, and I gave you the house of Israel and Judah; and if that
had been too little, I would have added to you many more things
like these!” (2 Sam 12:7–8).
Brethren, forgiveness is amazing! We have committed despicable deeds deserving damnation (Psa 51:5) yet God has blotted
them out and thoroughly washed us (Psa 51:1–2). Time in no way
diminishes the wonder of God’s grace, lovingkindness, and compassion (Psa 51:1). We should be as humble and thankful every day
as the first day we were saved. “How blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered! How blessed is the man to
whom the Lord does not impute iniquity” (Psa 32:1–2).
The best defense is a good offense. If we want to maintain a Savior/saved relationship with God, we must be so busy doing good
we do not have time to do evil. God commands us to apply all
diligence to supplying our faith with moral excellence, our moral
excellence with knowledge, our knowledge with self-control, our
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self-control with perseverance, our perseverance with godliness,
our godliness with brotherly kindness, and our brotherly kindness
with love (2 Pet 1:5–7). He assures us that as long as we practice
these things, we will never stumble (2 Pet 1:10).
Why did David stumble? Instead of going out to battle with his
army, David stayed at Jerusalem (2 Sam 11:1). One evening, therefore, instead of walking around camp checking on his troops, he
was walking around a roof checking out a beautiful woman who
was taking a bath (2 Sam 11:2). If David had been occupied with
what he should have been doing, he would not have stumbled! This
is a faithful statement and worthy of all acceptance–idle hands are
the devil’s workshop! Nature abhors a vacuum. If we are not filling
our lives with good, we will fill them with evil.
There’s an all seeing eye watching you. When David came to
himself, he realized that he had done evil in God’s sight (Psa 51:4).
Not only had he done evil things, he had done them in full view of
God. God literally saw David as he committed adultery, conspired
to murder, rationalized his actions, etc.
David had fooled himself into thinking he had covered up his
sins. He thought he had done them in secret (2 Sam 12:12). But
David forgot what we all sometimes forget. God sees everything!
“There is no creature hidden from His sight, but all things are open
and laid bare to the eyes of Him with whom we have to do” (Heb
4:13). As everyone came to know David’s deeds, so all will come
to know our deeds. “There is nothing covered up that will not be
revealed, and hidden that will not be known … whatever you have
said in the dark will be heard in the light, and what you have whispered in the inner rooms will be proclaimed upon the housetops”
(Luke 12:2–3). Not only will everyone know what we have done,
they will know why we have done it. “The Lord … will both bring
to light the things hidden in the darkness and disclose the motives
of men’s hearts” (1 Cor 4:5).
Whether we like it or not, we are in a Judge/judged relationship
with God. As we sometimes temper ourselves when other people
are watching, we must always temper ourselves because God is always watching. Like David, we need to be asking God to be gra-
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cious to us and to blot out our iniquities (Psa 51:1). Then, on judgment day, when our all-seeing God opens our book of life, He will
see nothing but the blood of the Lamb and take us home to glory.
Fear God, not men. David expressed profound truth when he
recognized, “O God … against You, You only, I have sinned “ (Psa
51:1, 4). Yes, David sinned against Bathsheba, Uriah, and others.
But, sins against people are first and foremost sins against God.
First, any kind of sin is a violation of God’s law. He is the One
who made the rules on how to treat people (Jam 4:11–12). Second,
God made these rules because He made people, loves them, and
wants what is best for them. If we sin against people we sin against
their Creator (Matt 25:41–45). Third, the price people exact for
sinning against them is nothing compared to the price God will
exact if we do not repent. Even execution for murder is nothing
compared to an eternity in hell! As a momma bear’s wrath is our
real concern if we mistreat her cubs, so God’s wrath is our real
concern if we mistreat people!
Appreciating that sins against people are first and foremost
sins against God will help us two ways. First, it will help us not sin
against people. Second, it will help us not hurt so deeply when people sin against us. I believe Jesus and Stephen were so gracious in
death (Luke 23:34; Acts 7:60) because, among other reasons, they
felt more sorrow for their murderers than they did for themselves.
They knew their enemies were hurting themselves far more than
they were hurting them.
Preaching so as to be heard. Before we conclude, I think we
would be remiss if we did not say a few words about God’s message
to David (2 Sam 12:1–15). First, it was true. Second, it was love.
Third, it was relevant. David definitely needed to hear it. Fourth,
God expected Nathan to preach it. Fifth, by considering His audience and packaging it accordingly, God gave it the best chance of
being heard. Sixth, it was easy to understand. Seventh, it touched
the mind and the emotions. Eighth, God practically applied it.
Brethren, if we want to be in a Savior/saved relationship with God
and want the same for everyone else, this is the kind of preaching
we should be doing, expecting, supporting, and hearing.
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Conclusion
If David can commit murder and lose his salvation, we are all
capable of great evil. The main application of Psalm 51 and its context is clear: “Therefore let him who thinks he stands take heed
that he does not fall” (1 Cor 10:12). David did not have to fall from
grace and neither do we. “God is faithful, who will not allow you to
be tempted beyond what you are able, but with the temptation will
provide the way of escape also, so that you will be able to endure it”
(1 Cor 10:13). To maintain our Savior/saved relationship with God
we must learn from David’s mistakes. For example, unlike Joseph
(Gen 39:12), David did not turn and run. We must. “Therefore, my
beloved, flee from idolatry” (1 Cor 10:14). And when God says flee,
He means run like the wind! “Do you not know that those who
run in a race all run, but only one receives the prize? Run in such
a way that you may win. Everyone who competes in the games exercises self-control in all things. They then do it to receive a perishable wreath, but we an imperishable. Therefore I run in such
a way, as not without aim; I box in such a way, as not beating the
air; but I discipline my body and make it my slave, so that, after I
have preached to others, I myself will not be disqualified” (1 Cor
9:24–27).
Psalm 51 is such a treasure. It helps us vividly see what is really
involved in creating and maintaining a Savior/saved relationship
with God. We have not explored all its riches, but I hope those
we have discussed are a blessing and motivation for even further
discovery.

“My Heart Is Steadfast”
Psalm 57

Melvin Curry
David managed to remain calm during a critical crisis in his life,
as King Saul relentlessly chased him from place to place through
the rugged terrain of Palestine like a hunter who stalks his prey for
the kill. In Psalm 57 the young poet reveals to us an inner strength
like that of Job. Under the worst imaginable circumstances, he
refused to give up. The structure of this psalm is quite simple. The
poem is divided into two quite evenly balanced parts: Part I (vv
1–5) and Part II (vv 6–11). There are 41 Hebrew words in the first
part and 38 in the second. Each division ends with an identical
refrain (vv 5, 11).1
Part I: David’s Request
Instead of retaliating, David invoked God’s gracious protection
in a brief and beautiful prayer. His petition begins with a concise
request, consisting of three powerfully-packed Hebrew words that
are expanded to ten in English translations:2 ”Be merciful to me,
O God, be merciful to me!” (v 1a).3 God extends mercy especially
during the physical and spiritual crises of His people. A similar
petition has appeared in several psalms attributed to David (Psa
1

A. Clifford, Psalms 1—72. AOTC. (Abingdon 2002) 269.

2

Unless otherwise specified, the quotations from Psalm 57 are taken from the NKJV

The Hebrew verb (used two times in Psa 57:1) occurs about seventy-eight times in
the OT and about twenty-eight times in Psalms. Its corresponding noun appears about
sixty-eight times in the OT, but only two times in Psalms.
3
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56:1; see 4:1; 6:2; 9:13; 25:16, etc.). In Psalm 37:21, 26 the term is
used of action by one person to another: a righteous person displays mercy or kindness toward others (see Job 19:21), but usually
the verb describes the action of a superior to an inferior, especially
God to man. After he became king, David begged for God’s favor
when his son by Bathsheba was grievously ill (2 Sam 12:22); however, deliverance from death did not result. The repetition in Psalm
57:1 heightens the urgency of the request. David was in dire straits,
from which there appeared to be no possible way of escape, but his
confidence rested in God, whom he believed was able to deliver
him. And he mentions God either by name or by a personal pronoun twenty-two times in the eleven verses of this psalm.
1 Samuel records two occasions when the young poet-warrior
hid in a cave to escape capture and death at the hands of Saul and
his men (see 1 Sam 22:1–2; 24:1–22). The second incident took
place in the Wilderness of En Gedi and is more likely the one referred to in the heading this Psalm. David was a skilled warrior,
but he and his men were trapped, when unexpectedly Saul entered
alone into the cave. In the narrative that follows, the king himself
suddenly became the one who was in grave danger of being killed;
however, his adversary refused to harm “the Lord’s anointed” (1
Sam 24:6, 10), although his men urged him to do so. Instead, he cut
off a piece of Saul’s robe, but even this action deeply troubled him
(v 5). Afterwards, David confronted the king, who “wept” and confessed that David was the “more righteous” person (vv 16–17). The
two parted in good faith, but David knew he could not trust Saul,
and subsequent events proved him right (for example, 1 Sam 26:1–
25). Nevertheless, God had “worked” in David’s favor; the present
peril had passed without deadly consequences (see Psa 57:1d, 2b).
The psalmist stated the basis for his supplication that God be
merciful to him: “my soul takes refuge in You” (v 1b).4 The tense
of the verb points to David’s past dependence on the Lord as his
Protector, and he will continue to make Him his shelter until this
4
The translation “takes refuge” reflects the same Hebrew verb that is repeated in the
next line. The translation trusts hides the double occurrence of the verb in this verse.
Such repetition for emphasis is common throughout the entire psalm.
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destructive crisis has passed by (v 1c, d). The psalmist envisioned
a hiding place far more secure than the recesses of a cave, namely,
“in the shadow of [God’s] wings” (v 1c), a vivid figure for divine
protection and security.5
Many scholars find in the reference to “wings” the imagery of
the cherubim in the Jerusalem temple; therefore, they argue either
for a later redaction of the poem or deny completely that David
himself had anything to do with its composition. They argue the
metaphor describes one who lays hold of the horns of the great
altar when seeking asylum at the temple (see the example of Adonijah in 1 Kng 1:49–53). But Clifford points out two weaknesses of
their argument: first, “the wings of cherubim are not the wings of
Yahweh”;6 second, the cherubim carry the throne of Yahweh; they
do not represent either His person7 or His protection of the people. One might add that the practice of asylum was also associated
with the tabernacle, as in the case of Joab (1 Kng 2:28). Exod 21:14
seems to imply that the individual under discussion had sought
protection at the Lord’s altar. M. Dahood’s suggestion8 that Yahweh
“rode upon a cherub, and flew” (Psa 18:10 ǁ 2 Sam 22:11) is interesting but not applicable. Even riding on “eagles’ wings” to safety
(Deut 19:4; 32:11; Isa. 40:31) is not the same as hiding safely “in
the shadow of [God’s] wings” (Psa 57:1c). Rather, the image pictures a mother bird that either spreads her wing over her young to
protect them from harm or furiously flaps her wings while sitting
in the nest in order to frighten predators away. What a marvelous
description of the tender care the Lord provided for David, and, we
might, add, for all his children.
Nevertheless, the psalmist was painfully aware that his “destruction” continued to be his enemy’s desire; the danger had not
yet “passed over” (v 1d). A righteous person’s mindset is to “pray
without ceasing.” And David revealed this about himself, saying, “I
5
A. Motyer. “Psalms” in G. Wenham, et al., eds. New Bible Commentary. (4th ed.
Eerdmans, 1994) 522.
6
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7
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8
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will call to God Most High; to God who performs all things for me”
(v 2 a, b) or “accomplishes all things for me,” (NASB). He knew he
could not appeal to a higher power. He also knew “God’s exaltation
as ‘Most High’ [did] not make him remote: only unhampered in
sending help.”9 The NIV translates the second part of this parallelism as “To God who fulfils his purpose to me” (or “for me,” RSV,
NRSV, ESV). But this seems to read too much into the verb. The
context is about God rescuing David from the current crisis; therefore, better alternatives would seem to be “who vindicates me”
(New English Translation).10 Furthermore, David believed God not
only had the power to help but would “send forth from heaven and
save” him (v 2b). He does not refer to liberation from the power of
sin, as in many of the psalms, but to a heavenly deliverance from
danger (cf. Dan 6:22–23).
The next line adds, “[God] reproaches the one who would swallow me up” (v 3d).11 I believe David felt that Saul would make a
mistake, and the king made a big mistake when he entered the cave
alone. God providentially used the king’s blunder to accomplish
David’s rescue. In reality, He humiliated him and disgraced him
before his fighting men. The original idea behind “him who would
swallow me up” is difficult to ascertain. The translations vary significantly: “him who tramples upon me” (NASB; RSV; NRSV), and
“those who hotly pursue me” (NIV). One might even add the possibility, “those who pant for me,” which fits the image of lion-like
men in the following verse. The entire episode in 1 Samuel 24:1–22
illustrates why God intended to replace this proud and dishonorable monarch with a humble and honorable successor to the
throne. It also shows us how He did it.
9

D. Kidner, Psalms 1—72. TCOT. (Inter-Varsity 1973) 206.

David often speaks of future events as it they have already been accomplished.
The NJB reads, “. . . who has done everything for me.”
10

11
Selah occurs seventy-one times in thirty-one of the psalms and elsewhere only
three times in Habakkuk. Its location in the middle of a verse is unusual (only in Psa
55:19; 57:3; and Hab 3:3, 9, 13). The meaning of selah is uncertain. One suggestion is
“to pause,” as “Pause and think about that” (The Amplified Bible). It has also be taken to
means “lift up,” in the sense of increasing the volume of voices or instruments. If so, it
might refer to the loud sound of cymbals or trumpets.
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“God shall send forth His mercy and His truth,” i.e., His lovingkindness and His faithfulness’ (v. 3c).12 The Lord’s mercy is closely
linked with His covenant; it results from a close relation between
God and His people: “Therefore know that the Lord your God, He
is God, the faithful God who keeps covenant and mercy for a thousand generations with those who love Him and keep His commandments” (Deut 7:9). David believed God would react kindly and dependably toward him, as God’s people had always been expected to
act toward each other (see Gen 24:49). No matter what may have
happened at the moment in the psalmist’s life, even death itself,
he remained hopeful through the coming Messiah, and rightfully
so. God later revealed what He intended to accomplish through
David’s offspring, “I will make an everlasting covenant with you,
according to the faithful mercies shown to David” (Isa 55:3 NASB).
Furthermore, the Messiah would rise from the dead (Psa 16; Isa
53:10; Acts 2:24–32; 13:33–37).
David paints two vivid pictures of his pursuers, one in each of
the two divisions of Psalm 57. The first attributes lion-like qualities
to his hunters. The second describes the methods of entrapment
used by the hunters as the attempt to capture him.
The first picture begins, “My soul is among the lions” (v 4a). The
parallel line, “I lie among the sons of men who are set on fire” (v
4b) clarifies the psalmist’s meaning. “Lions” is a metaphor for men
who display lion-like characteristics. David had told Saul about his
personal encounter with lions and bears as a shepherd, when he
was explaining to him why he could defeat Goliath (1 Sam 17:34,
35). If a lion “took a lamb out of the flock,” he had related, “I went
out after it and struck it, and delivered the lamb out of its mouth;
and when it rose against me, I caught it by the beard, and struck
and killed it” (v 35). And Benaiah, one of David’s valiant men, accomplished a remarkable feat by killing a lion “in the midst of a pit
on a snowy day” (1 Chr 11:22–25).

12
These are two of the most important terms in the OT. “Mercy” translates ḥesed,
a noun that occurs about 247 times in the Hebrew Bible. “Truth” represents emeth, a
corresponding noun that appears about 127 times.
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Lions are majestic, courageous, and fearsome animals (Psa 7:2;
10:9; 17:12; cf. Dan 6:10–23; 1 Pet 5:8). They sometimes grow to be
more than six or seven feet in length, over four feet in height, and
weigh up to 550 pounds. Their bite can crush a human skull. Large
numbers of them form live in groups called prides.
David describes his dire plight as if he had lain down with lions all around him, perhaps, referring to a night-time experience.
His enemies were closing in for the kill, and he describes them in
highly figurative language. First, they “are set on fire” (v 4b, KJV,
ASV; cf. NASB, ESV). Some other translations reflect a figurative
meaning or derive the meaning from cognate languages: “ravenous beasts” (NIV) or “greedily devour” (RSV, NRSV). At any rate,
they burned with desire to destroy David. The second and third
descriptions picture the teeth and tongue(s) of lions that are exposed as they roar for their prey (v 4c, d). In addition, however,
the psalmist intensifies the dramatic impression of the poetic imagery by the addition of hunting or military metaphors: “spears,”
“arrows,” and “a sharp sword.” No doubt, those who desired to kill
David literally were armed with these kinds of weapons. At the
least, they were unleashing a vicious verbal attack against him
(Psa 56:5; 59:7, 13).
First Refrain
The refrain of Psalm 57:5 is a brief burst of pure praise: “Be exalted, O God, above the heavens. Let your glory be above all the
earth.” It is a fitting climax to the Part I, as it will be to the entire
poem (v 11). Dahood observes that “Yahweh’s stature . . . towers
above the heavens, and his glory extends over the breadth of the
earth.”13 And Motyer offers one of the best explanations for the
presence of these words of veneration in the poem. He writes,
“What is important to David is not that he should be delivered
or his enemies trapped but that God should be exalted in glory.14
Whatever happened would glorify God. This refrain foreshadowed
the words of the model prayer, “Your kingdom come. Your will be
13

Psalms II. AB. (Doubleday 1968) 53.

14

“Psalms” 522.
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done on earth as it is in heaven” (Matt. 6:10). The psalmist envisioned the light of God’s glory dispelling the darkness of the cave.
Part II: David’s Resolve
A description of David’s lion-like enemies immediately preceded the first refrain and a picture of their plan to entrap him immediately follows it. The poet writes, “They have prepared [concealed]
a net for my steps” (v 6a). The use of a net to ensnare animal was
a common hunting technique (cf. Psa 9:15; 25:15; 140:5; Mic 7:2;
Lam 1:13). Psalm 10:9 portrays the wicked man who “lies in wait
secretly, as a lion in his den; he lies in wait to catch the poor; he
catches the poor when he draws him into his net.” And, indeed,
Saul had become obsessed with the evil desire to capture his assumed rival and kill him.
The relentless movement from place to place had deeply affected the young fugitive, who confessed that his soul was “bowed
down” (v 4b). He had become frustrated and somewhat depressed,
but not despondent. Heavy-heartedness is not the same as complete despair. David’s faith made him confident that “the Lord raises up those who are bowed down” (Psa 145:8; cf. 144:14). Thus, he
was not willing to surrender to the forces of evil.15
Next, the psalmist describes a second method of entrapment
used by his enemies. “They have dug a pit before me” (v 6c; cf. Psa
119:85; Jer 18:22). And they would have concealed it. If they desired his sudden death, they would have placed sharp stakes in the
bottom of the pit on which the victim would have been instantly impaled. David had said, “There is but a step between me and
death” (1 Sam 20:3). The situation reminds one of a modern day
mine field. One wrong step and suddenly a person will be maimed
or killed. Unsuspectingly, however, “Into the midst of [the pit] they
themselves have fallen. Selah”16 (see Psa 7:15; 9:15; 141:10). The action is conceived of as already having taken place, because from
the divine perspective, the wicked always set a trap for themselves
(see Deut 32:35).
15

See A. Cohen, The Psalms. Soncino Books of the Bible. (Soncino 1945) 181.

16

See fn. 11.
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The title of this lecture is taken from Psalm 57:7a. “My heart is
steadfast, O God, my heart is steadfast.” Again, the repetition focuses our attention on the statement. David might have been hurt,
but he was not flustered. This statement shows him to be a man
of unwavering faith in God, a faith that enables him to be firm in
the face of unfair treatment. He was confident the current crisis
would pass by, but he was set to endure until it did (see v 1). He set
a marvelous example for us. We all experience dark, cave-like moments in our lives, times when we are treated unjustly. We may be
envied, maligned, threatened, even persecuted, although we have
done nothing to deserve mistreatment. Sometimes even familiar
friends turn on us. But our trust is in the Lord, who has said, “I will
never leave you nor forsake you” (Heb 13:5; Deut 13:5). He loves
us and we love Him. “There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts
out fear” (1 John 4:18). So, David would counsel us, “Be steadfast!”
And Paul would enlarge the exhortation, “My beloved brethren, be
steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord,
knowing that your labor is not in vain in the Lord” (1 Cor 15:58).
The suffering that led David to pray during the night now turned
into joy as the morning approached (cf. Jam 5:13). He resolved to
“sing and give praise” (Psa 57:7b) in anticipation of the rising sun.
Thus, he cried out, “Awake, my glory! Awake, lute and harp! I will
awaken the dawn” (v 8). He summoned his tongue (“glory” 17),
which God had created, and musical instruments, which he himself had made (“lute and lyre”18). As the hours of darkness waned,
he planned to summons the light. What a wonderful way to start a
day. Furthermore, he addressed his worship directly to God: “I will
“praise [or “give thanks to] You, O Lord,19 among the peoples; I will
make music to You among the nations” (v 9). 20
Although “my glory” could be the equivalent of “myself,” I believe David is using a
figure of speech to describe his “tongue.” See Psalm 16:8 and Peter’s quotation of it the
passage in Acts 2:26).
17

18
Amos speaks of the people who are “at ease in Zion” that they “chant to the sound
of stringed instruments, and invent for yourselves musical instruments like David” (6:5).
19

The word here is Adonay, not Yahweh.

The word translated “praise” (<ydh) also means “confess,” “give thanks,” and the
word translated “sing” (<zmr) would better be rendered “make music.” Although the
20
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Here we begin to realize that this psalm was composed at some
period of David’s life after the confinement in the cave. It could
have been written during the time after the ark was brought to Jerusalem when he organized the Levites as singers and musicians in
anticipation of the temple that would be built by Solomon. Nothing demands, however, that the psalm be dated to a time after the
Jerusalem temple was built.
The psalmist next stated his reason for waking up the dawn
with music, “For Your mercy reaches unto the heavens, and Your
truth unto the clouds” (v 10). Here David affirmed that the “mercy”
and “truth” he believed God would “send forth” are unimaginably
great, covering the earth to the depth of the clouds above him. This
marvelous thought lead him to sing out the final refrain. “Be exalted, O God, above the heavens; let Your glory be above all the earth”
(v 11; cf. v 5). Finally, the movement of the poem had come to rest
in the infinite glory of God.
Appendix
Psalm 57 stands at the precise mid-point of Book II (Psa 42–
72), in which the name Elohim is primarily used (207 times) and
Yahweh about two-thirds less frequently (74 times). It seems legitimate to infer from this fact that the deity on whom one relies in
times of great stress is supremely powerful.
The heading of the psalm indicates that it is “for the chief musician” (KJV, NKJV, ERV, ASV), who is otherwise identified as “choir director” (NASB), “director of music: (NIV), “choirmaster” (ESV, RSV),
“the leader” (NRSV), “music director” (New English Translation),
or “the director” (New American Bible). Interestingly, the infinitive
of this term occurs in the same intensive Piel form in 1 Chronicles
15:21, where it denotes several Levites who were appointed by David “to direct with lyres tuned to the Sheminith” (emphasis mine).
This was part of the pattern that David followed in anticipation of
worship associated with sacrifice at the future Jerusalem temple to
be built by his son Solomon.
text does not say “make music on,” instruments are specified in verse 8.
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Psalm 57 is set to the tune “Do Not Destroy” (NKJV, NIV, ESV,

RSV, NRSV), which frequently is not translated (Al-tashheth, ERV,

ASV, NASB; cf. KJV). This term is repeated in Psa 58 and 59 and
elsewhere only in Psa 75 (attributed to Asaph). Possible implications may be that David would not allow Saul to be destroyed (see
1 Sam 24:4, 6), or that God would not let David and his people be
destroyed (cf. Deut 9:26).
“Michtam of David” occurs only in the headings of Psalms 16,
56, 57, 58, 59, and 60. The precise meaning of the term is shrouded in mystery, but several suggestions have been offered. The KJV
renders michtam to mean “a golden psalm.” Another translation is
“an atonement psalm,” from an Akkadian verb “to cover.” However,
nothing in Psalm 57 has to do with covering sins, neither individual nor national. Another suggestion is “a silent prayer,” from the
idea of covering the lips in secrecy. Finally, it has been designated
“an inscriptional poem.”21 The michtam psalms describe “events of
sufficient moment to warrant recording them in an inscription,”22
i.e., they are memorable poems.
David is identified in the heading as the author of Psalm 57. A
total of thirty-nine psalms out of the fifty-five in Book II are attributed to him, nine to Kohath, five to Asaph, and two are anonymous.23 In the prepositional phrase “of [David],” of translates the
Hebrew preposition le. Traditionally, it has been interpreted to
mean that David is the author. However, because the preposition’s
range of meaning includes “of, by, for, to, concerning, about,” many
scholars doubt or outright deny that it identifies authorship. Rather, they suggest that it means a particular psalm was dedicated “to
David,” or written “for David” to sing, or composed “in the style of
David,” or even composed “by the authority of David.”
The denial that David composed the psalms that bear his name
is far from convincing. First, the heading of Psalm 18 identifies
21
See the summary of these views and others in P. Craige, Psalms 1–50. WBC 19.
(Word 1983) 154.
22

Ibid.

The postscript of Psalm 72 reads, “The prayers of David the son of Jesse are ended.” This statement both concludes Book II and marks the end of the first collection of
the psalms.
23
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it as “a psalm of David, the servant of the Lord, who spoke to
the Lord the words of this song on the day that the Lord delivered him from the hand of all his enemies and from the hand of
Saul.” This same information stands in the historical narrative of
2 Samuel 22:1, both introducing with slight variation the words
of the psalm itself and affirming Davidic authorship. Second, the
attempt to distance David from the psalms which bear his name
in the heading because of references to the temple (cf. Psa 5:7)
represents shallow reasoning. Psalm 28 includes the synonymous
terms “the house of the Lord” and “His temple” (both in v 4); they
are followed by the mention of “His tabernacle” (vv 5, 6). Before
David was born, the tabernacle was designated as “the house of
the Lord,” “the temple of the Lord,” “the house of God” (see 1 Sam
1:7, 9; Jdg 18:31). Terms like “booth” and “tent” could not refer to
Solomon’s temple (see Psa 27). Besides, David himself organized
the Levitical musicians (1 Chr 16:4, 5), especially for the functions they would perform in the worship of the Jerusalem temple
during the time of sacrifice (2 Chr 7:6; 29:25).
David was called “the sweet psalmist of Israel” (2 Sam 23:1), and
he invented a variety of musical instruments (Amos 6:6). His songs
are mainly found in the book of Psalms; however, two other poems
by him are recorded in 2 Samuel 1:17–27 and 23:1–7.
In light of the apparent historical nature of the heading of Psalm
18, we should take seriously the similar reference in Psalm 57.24 The
setting of the latter poem was “when David fled from Saul into the
cave.” One such incident in the life of David occurred when he “escaped to the cave of Adullam” with his fighting men and family” (1
Sam 22:1). Another one took place in “a cave” among “the strongholds of En Gedi” where David and his men were hiding from Saul
(1 Sam 24:1–22). R. Clifford suggests a possible verbal similarity
between David’s cutting off “a corner (kanap) of Saul’s cloak” in the
cave at En Gedi (1 Sam 24:4) and the word for “wings” (Psa 57:1);
however, it is a weak link.25 Both incidents in the caves involved
24
The historical above Psalm 18 is incorporated into the narrative of the text immediately preceding the psalm itself.
25

Clifford 269–70.
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tense “calamities” that threatened David’s destruction (Psa 57:1).
Most recent commentaries, however, date Psalm 57 sometime after the building of the Jerusalem temple and interpret the reference
to the cave illustratively rather than historically.26

26

C. McCann, Psalms. NIB. (Abingdon 1996) 4:905.

“We Have Been Consumed”
Psalm 90
John Trigg
Introduction
My mother lived with our family for twelve years. She was a Type
1 diabetic for almost forty years and she suffered from Parkinson’s
disease. She was afraid of many things. She was afraid of the many
possible consequences of her maladies. She was afraid of falling.
She was afraid of failing. She was afraid of my parenting skills. She
was afraid of having to live out her days in a nursing home. She
was afraid of being a burden to us. But at age eighty-one, when she
knew her end was coming, she was not afraid of dying. She looked
the last enemy in the eye and smiled, because she knew that the enemy is under the boot of the King of Kings and Lord of Lords. She
knew there was a dwelling place for her. She knew she was leaving
the land of the dying for the land of the living. Her courage in death
was remarkable. In the 90th Psalm, the author teaches us how to
live in and respond to the land of the dying: to face our frailty and
weakness by looking to God as our help and home.
Perhaps the most profound lesson we learn from the Psalms can
be briefly stated as life is hard but God is good. For the most part,
we create that hardship ourselves through our own weakness and
sin, yet God reaches out to save sinners. He is good. He hears His
people and answers their prayer. He provides hope in the face of
death. He teaches us wisdom. He, and He alone, provides the satisfaction that we need. He clears away judgment and gives us joy. In
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Psalm 90, Moses’ description of human life can be summed up in
this way: we get up from our cradles, stumble a few feet across the
floor, and then tumble over into our coffins. He is not cynical, just
realistic. Yet despite that rather dismal outlook, Moses teaches us
that there is hope in our God. He is good. We need to look to Him.
Author
This is the surprise Psalm. It is a surprise that Moses is the author. As far as we know, it is the only Psalm written by Moses and,
therefore, the most ancient Psalm. It is titled, “A Prayer of Moses,
the Man of God.” This Psalm is not merely a song but a prayer—a
petition brought before God. The last section of the Psalm (90:12–
17), where Moses presents his petitions to God in a series of imperatives, is therefore the central focus.
As we all know, Moses was not much of a singer (Exod 4:10),
but he was an excellent songwriter. Moses is the author of songs
recorded in both Exodus and Deuteronomy. The song in Exodus
15 is a song of triumph and praise for God’s victory over Pharaoh
and the army of Egypt. Moses praises God for His uniqueness, His
great power, and His defense of his people. Moses concludes by declaring that “The Lord will reign forever and ever” (Exod 15:18), an
important theme in Psalm 90 and several of the Psalms that follow.
Another song of Moses is recorded in Deuteronomy 32. In
Deuteronomy 31, the Lord declares that His people will depart
from Him, warning that “they will forsake me and break my covenant that I have made with them” (31:16). As God, He is very much
aware of what the future holds and He knows that this has always
been the pattern of human behavior. He instructs Moses to write
a song as a warning and a witness against the Israelites. He was to
teach this song to the Israelites (Deut 31:19, 22). The purpose of
this song was a hope that it would prevent them from going astray,
remind them of their covenant commitment, and serve as a witness when they did go after other gods.
The content of the song is found in Deuteronomy 32. Like the
song in Exodus 15, Moses begins this song by ascribing greatness
to God. Then he warns of God’s judgment against those who be-
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come His enemy, even if they are His own people. After Moses
teaches the Israelites the song, he declares in Deuteronomy 32:46–
47: “Take to heart all the words by which I am warning you today,
that you may command them to your children, that they may be
careful to do all the words of this law. For it is no empty word for
you, but your very life, and by this word you shall live long in the
land that you are going over the Jordan to possess.”
These words are “your very life.” That is powerful language. The
words of God are always the words of life (see John 6:63, 68). Following the wisdom of God would preserve them. In Psalm 90, Moses encourages God’s people to remember the greatness of God, to
remember their own weakness and frailty, to remember the wrath
of God, and to remember the grace and favor of God. This Psalm is
no empty word. It is our very life.
Setting
The historical setting of the Psalm is probably best understood
as following the events described in Numbers 20, though some
have suggested Exodus 32 as a possibility as well. I think the internal evidence suggests the Numbers setting.
Numbers 13–14 describes Israel’s failure of faith at Kadesh-barnea. Despite the fact that God “made known his ways to Moses,
his acts to the people of Israel (Psa 103:7), the people refused to
trust Him. The nation was condemned to a funeral march through
the wilderness for forty years until that faithless generation was no
more. Think of how many graves were dug along the way! There
must have been at least one funeral every day, perhaps more. The
wilderness was a cemetery—a reminder of human faithlessness,
futility, and fatality. The Israelites learned the reality of God’s judgment, but they also experienced His great care and provision.
This great tragedy was followed by both the death of Moses’
sister Miriam (Num 20:1) and his brother Aaron (Num 20:28). The
lesson of human mortality was brought home to Moses in a very
personal way. In between these bookends of death, Moses disobeys
the word of the Lord and strikes the rock (Num 20:6–12). He is
prevented from entering the Promised Land. God declares to Mo-
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ses, “Because you did not believe in me, to uphold me as holy in the
eyes of the people of Israel, therefore you shall not bring this assembly into the land that I have given them” (Num 20:12). Despite
his role before God, Moses discovered that God takes sin seriously,
a message Moses shares in this Psalm.
In Psalm 90, Moses does uphold God as holy and expresses great faith in a great God who is the aid of His people. He has
humbly accepted his sentence and seeks to prevent others from
following a similar path. This Psalm fits perfectly into this setting.
The Greatness of God (Psalm 90:1–2)
The first part of the Psalm is a recognition that human beings
are frail and sinful and that we need an eternal God, our only possible hope, help, and home. These verses are directly addressed to
God in the language of prayer.
Moses begins his prayer by magnifying God. He hallows the
name of God. To magnify is to make something great, to appear
larger, or to increase in significance. Moses attempts to use human
language and finite metaphor to make the infinite God larger in the
eyes of His people. We need a God who is big and powerful.
I want you to think of this from the perspective one of who
shared an intimacy with God that no one else ever had. He spoke
with God “face to face” (Exod 33:11) and beheld “the form of the
Lord” (Num 12:8). As a result, his face shone with the reflected
glory of God (Exod 34:29). He heard God define Himself on two
awesome occasions: once as he stared into the unfathomable flame
of an unburning bush and heard God define Himself as the self-existent, eternal God (Exod 3:13–15); and then again as he witnessed
the trailing parts of God’s magnificent glory and heard God proclaim His name as the covenant God of steadfast love (Exod 34:5–
7). For Moses, God was great. He was a big God. We need the faith
of Moses who “endured as seeing him who is invisible” (Heb 11:27).
Moses presents the comforting thought that God is the eternal
home of His people. He is our “dwelling place,” a place of safety and
refuge. The Israelites spent forty years wandering in the wilderness
without a permanent place, but they had a permanent God. He was
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present in their midst, in the very middle of the camp. His glorious presence shone forth from the Tabernacle, this amazing place
where Heaven intersected Earth! The Israelites had a God who was
their next-door neighbor, who dwelt among them yet transcended
time and space. That God made His home with His people, and
thus became their home, foreshadows the glorious one who would
tabernacle among us (John 1:14) so we can make our home with
Him (John 14:1–4, 23).
By faith, we, too, must admit that we are “strangers and exiles
on this earth” (Heb 11:13; 1 Pet 2:11). This world is not our dwelling place, our home. Our true home is with the Father.
In the blessing recorded in Deuteronomy 33, Moses reflects
upon this same truth:
“There is none like God, O Jeshurun, who rides through the heavens
to your help, through the skies in his majesty. The eternal God is your
dwelling place, and underneath are the everlasting arms. And he
thrust out the enemy before you and said, Destroy. So Israel lived in
safety, Jacob lived alone, in a land of grain and wine, whose heavens
drop down dew. Happy are you, O Israel! Who is like you, a people
saved by the Lord, the shield of your help, and the sword of your triumph! Your enemies shall come fawning to you, and you shall tread
upon their backs.”

What an incredible picture of a God who flies to the aid of His
people. He is our dwelling place, a place supported by the everlasting arms of the Almighty. The point of God being a dwelling place
is not mere familiarity, coziness, or security, but dramatic victory!
Notice how Moses emphasizes that God provides safety and salvation as a “shield of help” and “sword of triumph!” Because God is
our home, we have a kingdom that cannot be shaken (Heb 12:28).
We are more than conquerors (Rom 8:37–39) and not even death
can separate us from His great love. He always leads us in triumph
(2 Cor 2:14; 1 Cor 15:57). We will overcome and, in the end, see His
face (Rev 22:4). See His face—there is no greater thought!
The vast difference between the Creator and His creation is
brought into view in verse 2. Here Moses settles his awestruck gaze
on God’s eternal being. He is the eternal, all-powerful Creator. Be-
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fore anything was created, God was. He always was. God is more
permanent than the most permanent parts of His creation. All things
were brought forth by the Lord who spoke everything into existence.
We are temporal creatures bound to time and place while God
is bound to neither. He is wholly other. He is eternal. It is the very
concept God uses to define Himself, to define His Deity, when He
first appeared to Moses (Exod 3:14–15). It is impossible for us to
truly comprehend the eternal, the absence of time, no beginning
and no end. Because we are trapped within time and space, we cannot think in anything but temporal terms. Our finite understanding forces us to use temporal terms to describe eternity and the
eternal being of God. God must accommodate to us by speaking of
“everlasting” or “forever,” which fail to truly communicate eternity.
I believe the word eternal is qualitative not quantitative. It describes a certain kind or quality of life—the life of God. This is an
infinite word. It has nothing to do with time, which is a finite concept. Amazingly, we are promised a share in this eternal life, the
life of God. In John 17:3, Jesus prays, “And this is eternal life, that
they know you the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom you have
sent.” Jesus identifies eternal life as knowing God. The emphasis is
on relationship, not merely immortality.
Paul praises the uniqueness of the eternal God in I Timothy
6:15–16: “he who is the blessed and only Sovereign, the King of
kings and Lord of lords, who alone has immortality, who dwells in
unapproachable light, whom no one has ever seen or can see. To
him be honor and eternal dominion.” Notice how Paul ties God’s
eternity with dominion. Because He is eternal, He reigns! It is the
singular characteristic of God that can be said of no other. God is
the God who reigns (Isa 52:7). He makes the rules. He determines
the future. He is the ultimate judge over human affairs. We will be
held accountable to Him. This is why it is important that we gain
a heart of wisdom.
Moses tells us that, first, we need to know Whose we are and
then, in the next verses, we need to understand who we are. If our
thoughts dwell more upon our God and less upon our struggles
and problems, our struggles and problems would be less.
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Weakness of Human Beings (Psalm 90:3–11)
The focus of the Psalm dramatically shifts from the greatness
of God to the frailty and sinfulness of humanity. We are brief. We
are uncertain. The older I get, the more I realize this truth. With
the death of his siblings, Moses has been dramatically reminded of
the brevity of life. This brevity is expressed in a series of images: a
watch in the night, a flood, a dream, and fading grass. The greatest
problem is not just our frailty or brevity but our sinfulness which is
the ultimate cause of this death and misery.
Compared to the lifespans recorded in Genesis 5, even to his
own lifespan, Moses’ assessment of human longevity is puny indeed: “The years of our life are seventy, or even by reason of
strength eighty; yet their span is but toil and trouble; they are soon
gone, and we fly away” (v 10).
In verse 3, Moses reminds us of God’s sentence of mortality on
Adam and Eve. “You return man to dust and say, “Return, O children of man!” This was the initial penalty for sin. Here it is God’s
rebuke of His faithless people. Death is inexorably tied to sinfulness. Our lives are soon gone, the brevity characterized by toil and
trouble, and then we fly away. Most of the toil and trouble is the
result of sin, either our own or that of others. Moses reminds us
that, by God’s decree, death is inescapable (Heb 9:27).
Pay close attention to how Moses speaks of what God does.
“You return…” (v 3), “You sweep them away…” (v 5), “You have set
our iniquities before you…” (v 8). The topic is human weakness but
the emphasis remains upon the greatness of God and His sovereign rule. How we need a humble heart of submission to the eternal God who reigns over all!
Moses says this of God, “For a thousand years in your sight are
but as yesterday when it is past, or as a watch in the night” (Psa
90:4). While we are so very conscious of time, it is irrelevant to
God. He is not limited by time. A few of the individuals listed in
Genesis 5 came close to living a thousand years. For us, that seems
like a long, long time. We celebrate those whose strength brings
them to a hundred years. For the eternal God, a millennium is
meaningless. This is a God so “other” we cannot know or understand Him without Divine revelation.
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We are fascinated by Moses’ words in Genesis 5. We are enthralled as we read how very long these ancient people lived.
Methuselah lived for nine hundred and sixty-nine years—that is
almost a millennium! But that is not the point of the list. After
each name, there are three little but weighty words: and he died. It
matters little how long they lived, they all suffered the same fate,
the same fate we all will experience. Each of them surely died, despite the Devil’s denial of such inevitability. The only note of hope
struck in the chapter is this: Enoch walked with God. He is the one
exception to the repetitive funeral dirge. He was not consumed or
brought to an end because he walked with God. Why? He found
in God a dwelling place. He humbly submitted Himself to God’s
eternal reign. This is the very thing Moses is directing us toward in
Psalm 90: a walk with God.
Our lives are like the grass that greens briefly in the morning
due to evening moisture or morning dew and then fades away by
evening in the hot, arid weather of the wilderness (Psalm 90:5).
James echoes this same idea in James 4:13–16: “Come now, you
who say, “Today or tomorrow we will go into such and such a town
and spend a year there and trade and make a profit”—yet you do
not know what tomorrow will bring. What is your life? For you are
a mist that appears for a little time and then vanishes. Instead you
ought to say, “If the Lord wills, we will live and do this or that.” As
it is, you boast in your arrogance. All such boasting is evil.”
Why are we often so proud? Why do we boast of tomorrow?
There are those who imagine themselves powerful, even permanent. Their power is a phantasm. God sits in the heavens and laughs
(Psalm 2:4). They are as grasshoppers in His sight (Isa 40:22–25).
God’s kingdom is not about human power of any kind, either having it or using it. It is about knowing and fearing His power.
The Result of Human Failure: Judgment (Psalm 90:7–11)
The result of the encounter between a holy, eternal God and
frail, sinful humanity is judgment. Judgment is the display of God’s
wrath. Moses writes “for we are consumed” (NKJV) or “for we are
brought to an end by your anger; by your wrath we are dismayed
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(ESV).” No better words could be used to describe the Israelites in
their wilderness wanderings. God’s judgment had brought many
of them to an end. A whole generation was consumed in the wilderness and returned to the dust. Moses and the Israelites had
firsthand experience with God’s glorious greatness, His gracious
salvation, and His just judgment.
The first truth about God that was ever denied was the truth of
God’s judgment. The serpent boldly declared “You shall not surely die.” The truth of God’s judgment is so fundamental to understanding and knowing the true God that Satan saw the need the
renounce it first.
Our omniscient God is very aware of our failures. “You have
set our iniquities before you, our secret sins in the light of your
presence” (Psa 90:8). Sin has broken the world. You can see it in the
news reports that you read or watched this morning. You can see
it in the Genesis 3–11, a dark catalog of the human condition and
the destructive, persistent power of sin. Moses’ narrative in Genesis 3–11 also assures us that sin has consequences. God’s wrath is
God’s movement against the destructive power of sin. Judgment
is God’s means of preserving, purifying, and changing the world.
Judgment brings evil to an end so that good may endure.
Many have tried to deny, ignore, or lessen the truth and impact
of God’s wrath and judgment (Psa 10:2–6, 10–13), even trying to
defend the notion that there is a dichotomy between the wrathful
God of the Old Testament and the loving God of the New Testament. God is a God of judgment. Wrath is an expression of His
great care and concern for human beings. In Psalm 75:7–10, the
Psalmist praises God as the one who “executes judgment” upon
the wicked. The wicked will be “cut off ” by God’s wrath, but the
righteous will be “lifted up.”
The truth is this: judgment is essential to salvation. Years ago, I
heard Phil Roberts speak on the subject of salvation and judgment.
He argued that the Bible consistently reveals this principle: the salvation of God’s people is always accomplished through the judgment of God’s enemies. This principle begins in Genesis 3 with the
promise of the crushing of the serpent’s head and finds its culmina-
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tion in the undefeatable heel-wounding defeat of the cross. God’s
judgment, then, is always the working of salvation. God saved His
people from captivity in Egypt by destroying His enemies. Jesus’
saving death was a triumphant judgment upon the enemy (John
12:31). The book of Revelation teaches that God’s people would be
vindicated, saved, through the destruction of God’s enemies. He
is always victorious. He is the destroyer of those who destroy the
earth (Rev 11:18).
In the midst of speaking of God’s wrath against His enemies,
Psalm 74:12 declares “Yet God my King is from of old, working
salvation in the midst of the earth.” The Psalmist assures us that
God’s wrath ultimately serves the purpose of working salvation.
This is the awesome God’s ultimate purpose: to save. He saves His
people by judging His enemies. In Psalm 76:7–9, we read: “But
you, you are to be feared! Who can stand before you when once
your anger is roused? From the heavens you uttered judgment; the
earth feared and was still, when God arose to establish judgment,
to save all the humble of the earth.” Again, the end of God’s judgment was to save all the humble of the earth. His judgment works
salvation. Judgment eliminates and preserves. God’s judgment on
Israel eliminated an entire generation due to their rebellion and
preserved the next to conquer Canaan with confidence in a God
powerful enough to both judge and provide.
Judgment is one of the primary ways in which God makes Himself known. Psalm 9:16 states “The Lord has made himself known;
he has executed judgment; the wicked are snared in the work of
their own hands.” This verse also reveals the truth that the wrath of
God upon sinners is a self-inflicted wound. It certainly was for the
wandering Hebrews under Moses’ care.
We learn from God’s judgment and exercise of His wrath what
He values, what He loves, and what He hates. The Biblical reason
given most often for God’s wrath is human pride. The Prophets are
full of this declaration (e.g., Isa 13:11; 23:9; Jer 13:9; Ezek 7:4; Hos
5:5; Amos 6:8; Zeph 2:10). Conversely, what saves us from judgment is humility and meekness—the humility that comes from realizing our dependence on the Almighty.
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According to Psalm 10:10–16, judgment demonstrates that “the
Lord is king forever and ever.” Judgment establishes the Lord’s rule
over all the earth. Think of what the world would be like without
judgment. Judgment is intended to bring evil to an end, to stop destruction and decay, and to bring sinners to repentance. If God had
not judged the earth in the days of Noah, what condition would we
be in now? If God had not judged Israel for their departure, would
the time ever have been right for the Messiah’s arrival? If God had
not brought down the enemies of His kingdom, would the church
have survived persecution? All judgment is essential to God’s purpose of salvation.
Moses mentions God’s wrath five times in verses 7–11. How
foolish is our behavior when we prefer to ignore this aspect of
God’s character! We cannot ignore the reality of God’s wrath. He
will not let us. Moses laments over human delusion and our failure
to truly comprehend His anger in verse 11: “Who considers the
power of your anger, and your wrath according to the fear of you?”
The end result should be a great reverence or “fear” of God that
turns to Him in hope for help.
Judgment is God’s way of saying “don’t ignore me, my words are
your life … don’t think you can sin with impunity, sin has consequences … don’t confuse longsuffering and compassion with complacency.”
Pleading for His People (Psalm 90:12–17)
In response to the reality of God’s judgment, Moses presents a
series of petitions before God. Here is the focus of the Psalm: on the
God who hears and answers prayers, in spite of our failures and frailty. Each of these petitions is an imperative, but Moses is not ordering
God. He is boldly pleading the covenant promises of God. This is
the essence of prayer: approaching the throne of God with boldness,
pleading His promises, and finding help in time of need (Heb 4:16).
Thankfully, our God knows “knows our frame; he remembers that
we are dust (Psa 103:14), therefore He offers us forgiveness and mercy. Because He is from everlasting to everlasting, so is His steadfast
love (Psa 103:17). Moses prays four specific requests.
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So teach us to number our days that we may get a heart of wisdom (90:12)
God is a teacher. This is what He delights in. His revealed word
is the primary means of His teaching. We should go to that word,
not merely to prove or defend or find, but to be taught and, ultimately, transformed. Our constant prayer should be “make me to
know your ways, O Lord; teach me your paths. Lead me in your
truth and teach me, for you are the God of my salvation; for you I
wait all the day long” (Psa 25:4–5). Psalm 25 emphasizes the great
goodness of God in that “he instructs sinners in the way” (v 8),
He teaches “the humble” (v 9), and instructs those “who fear the
Lord” (v 12). As we read Psalm 90 or any other portion of Scripture, we should keep in mind that we are listening to the voice of
the Lord. We will never learn wisdom without humbly trembling
at His word.
Moses asks that God would teach us to “number our days.” Moses concludes that the essence of wisdom lies in recognizing the
transience of human life, in understanding that every day could be
our last day. The point is not a matter of counting time but making
our time count. When we use our time for God, we make our time
count. We are redeeming the time (Eph 5:16).
Jesus tells us that a disciple will be like his teacher (Luke 6:40).
Our teacher lived fully aware that his “hour” was coming, that his
death was approaching. While, unlike Jesus, we do know when or
in what manner, we do know the reality of our end. We must live
life with a full awareness that our hour is coming. Not with a sense
of morbidity, but reality. Not with cynicism, but with victory. Jesus’
knowledge of an approaching death did not prevent Him from living a vibrant life full of “doing good” (Acts 10:38) and “seeking and
saving the lost” (Luke 19:10).
A “heart of wisdom” is a realistic outlook on life. Because life
is far shorter than it should be, we should learn to seek a heart of
wisdom. God’s wisdom will help us to see the futility of this life, to
fear God’s wrath, and begin to grasp the magnitude and glory of
our eternal, compassionate King.
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Return, O Lord! How long? Have pity on your servants! (90:13)
In contrast to God’s command to return to dust, Moses pleads
that God’s favor will return to His people. They have suffered His
judgment and now need His mercy. This is the very essence of
God’s character. It is God who always takes the initiative to rescue
the lost.
This is always a part of the prophetic paradigm throughout
the Old Testament. Almost all of the prophets look forward to a
time when God’s favor would return to His people, when their fortunes would be restored. Ultimately, the prayer is answered with
the coming of the King, the Messiah, revealing the gracious God
whose desire is to save. The covenant God is a God of steadfast
love, the God of the second chance.
Satisfy us in the morning with your steadfast love, that we may
rejoice and be glad all our days. (90:14)
God defines His essential character as one who is “merciful
and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love and
faithfulness, keeping steadfast love for thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin (Exod 34:6–7). David describes his
God as the one “who forgives all your iniquity, who heals all your
diseases, who redeems your life from the pit, who crowns you with
steadfast love and mercy, who satisfies you with good so that your
youth is renewed like the eagle’s . . . .the Lord is merciful and gracious, slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love. He will not
always chide, nor will he keep his anger forever. He does not deal
with us according to our sins, nor repay us according to our iniquities. For as high as the heavens are above the earth, so great is his
steadfast love toward those who fear him; as far as the east is from
the west, so far does he remove our transgressions from us. As a
father shows compassion to his children, so the Lord shows compassion to those who fear him” (Psa 103:3–5; 8–13).
God’s steadfast love, His covenant love, gives us the assurance
that He will keep His word. It assures us that He will return with
favor upon His people. He does not keep his anger forever. It assures us of His merciful forgiveness which is the only remedy for
sin. Only in God, only in walking with God, can we find our true
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satisfaction. In Psalm 16:11, the writer says: “You make known to
me the path of life; in your presence there is fullness of joy; at your
right hand are pleasures forevermore.” True satisfaction is found
in His presence as we walk with Him. Jesus promises peace and
rest if we will take His yoke and allow Him to pull the weight (Matt
11:28–30). In Isaiah 52:2, God challenges us with this: “Why do
you spend your money for that which is not bread, and your labor
for that which does not satisfy? Listen diligently to me, and eat
what is good, and delight yourselves in rich food.” Unfortunately,
as C. S. Lewis pointed out, we are far too easily pleased. We are
pleased with so much less than we should be.
“It would seem that Our Lord finds our desires not too strong,
but too weak. We are half-hearted creatures, fooling about with
drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an
ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of a holiday at
the sea. We are far too easily pleased.”1 We are far too easily pleased
when we long for anything less than God or when we seek satisfaction in anything or anyone else.
Make us glad for as many days as you have afflicted us, and for
as many years as we have seen evil (90:15)
When God shows His steadfast love to His people, they will
rejoice and be glad. Here is the assurance that in spite of death,
decay, and loss, joy is possible. Moses saw people dying every day.
They were constantly digging graves. How could they rejoice in
such circumstances? God was there. He was their dwelling place.
He was in their midst. He was their provision. He would keep His
promises.
Paul commands Christians in Philippians 4:4 to “Rejoice in the
Lord, always.” How do you command someone to rejoice? Joy is
our choice! Paul wrote these words from a prison cell. A joyous
outlook is determined by knowing God is great and we are frail.
In Zephaniah 3:14–17, the prophet announces: “Sing aloud, O
daughter of Zion; shout, O Israel! Rejoice and exult with all your
heart, O daughter of Jerusalem! The Lord has taken away the judg1

C. S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory, and Other Addresses (Eerdmans 1962) 1–2.
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ments against you; he has cleared away your enemies. The King of
Israel, the Lord is in your midst; you shall never again fear evil. On
that day it shall be said to Jerusalem: “Fear not, O Zion; let not your
hands grow weak. The Lord your God is in your midst, a mighty
one who will save; he will rejoice over you with gladness; he will
quiet you by his love; he will exult over you with loud singing.”
In the first two chapters, Zephaniah has announced a devastating
destruction upon all the earth because of sin. The Day of the Lord
is coming. But in the end of his prophecy, a change occurs. Joy
results from God having “taken away the judgments against us” by
“clearing away our enemies.” Salvation from judgment arises from
judgment. Fear is replaced by joy because the mighty one is in our
midst, He who is greater than he that is in the world. Jesus bound
the strong man and took from him the spoils (Isa 53:12).
Zephaniah says that not only does our God bring us joy, He rejoices over us. Our God is a singer of joyful songs. When He sings,
He sings songs about you and me. He exults over His people. If you
want to bring God joy, walk with Him.
Let your work be shown to your servants, and your glorious power to their children (90:16–17)
In The Message, Eugene Peterson translates verse 16 “Let your
servants see what you’re best at—the ways you rule and bless
your children.” God is best at steadfast love and mercy. He rules
with compassion and understanding. He will bless those who fear
Him. Moses is asking for God to show the greatness that Moses
had magnified in verses 1–2, so that all may come to fear Him.
Ultimately, this petition is fulfilled in the person of Jesus who is
the best expression of God’s work and glorious power. He came to
“make him known” (John 1:18) and to “show us the Father” (John
14:9). By beholding His glory, we are transformed into His image
(2 Cor 3:18).
Rather than being “dismayed” by God’s wrath, Moses pleads
“Let the favor of the Lord our God be upon us, and establish the
work of our hands upon us; yes, establish the work of our hands!”
Moses doubles up on this request, asking God to establish the
work of our hands. Our work will be established if it is His work.
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We can share in what God is best at by sharing His love and mercy
with others. The best way to make time count is for the work of
God to be the work of our hands!
Conclusion
The reality and dread of death is the impetus behind many false
philosophies. For many, death is the great spoiler, rendering life
meaningless. William Shakespeare summed up this philosophy
well. His tragedy MacBeth is full of death, murder, and mayhem, of
the darkness of sin. MacBeth expresses a very cynical view on the
brevity of life:
Out, out, brief candle!
Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more; it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.

This is not the view of Moses. While he emphasizes the tragic
brevity of human life, he reminds us that God is our true home,
our eternal home. Because of Him, life has meaning. Our brief lives
can hold great significance when we walk with our God and invest
our time in His work.

“Today, If You Would Hear His Voice”
Psalm 95

Shannon Shaffer
How in tune are you as a listener? Let me ask your mate, your parents or your boss. Even when we do not have a very good reputation for our listening skills we always have plenty of “reasons”
why. What do you think would be the response if we asked Jehovah
about your listening skills?
God has spoken. Everything came into existence at God’s spoken word. To begin with the Almighty spoke to the heads of the
families of men. However, when His people exited Egypt they
could not stand to hear the voice of God and they sent Moses to
hear from God and said they would listen to the relayed message
(Exod 20:18–22). A great burden of the prophets was surely concern over whether those to whom they spoke would listen. At the
transfiguration of Jesus the admonition was “listen to Him” (Matt
17:5). The Lord has always desired for man to hear His voice and
listen with the intention to obey.
Psalm 95 does not read like a “typical” psalm. The first half (vv
1-7a), is an exhortation to praise the Lord. The second half (vv 7b11) is a warning against hardening one’s heart. The psalm ends on
a very sour note.
The second half of the psalm shifts so abruptly seeming to indicate the two halves are not really intended to be together. “The second part, 7–11, stands in stark contrast to the first. The difference
between both parts is so great, that one could well divide this psalm
into two poems that have come together only accidentally. But this
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observation fails when one takes notice that the same contrast is
evident in the very similar Psalm 81.”1 As a result many form critics
have argued that Psalm 95 is composed of two songs. This overall
approach divides into two general camps; (1) those who recognize
two distinct parts but say that this is original to the psalm, and (2)
those who say that this two-part structure is a sign that they were
originally two distinct songs with two distinct Sitz-im-Leben,2 life
settings or situations in life.
We are seeking to look carefully at the psalm so as to illustrate
that there is a distinct unity in the parts of the psalm. In doing so,
the writer of Hebrews will surely aid our understanding of Psalm
95. The Psalm does make sense and is unified. We shall even explore some of the thematic unity of the psalm as well.
This section of psalms, from 95 through 100, was used by the
Israelites as they gathered for worship on the Sabbath. As a liturgical or hymnal song in format we find a call to praise, the reasons
for such praise and a renewed call to praise with a warning from
the past.
The writer of Hebrews attributes the phrase in our title to David, “saying through David” (Heb 4:7). There is some discussion of
whether Psalm 95 is written by David or if it means that this psalm
is “in the Psalter.” In the Hebrew this psalm has no inscription or
author noted. However, the Septuagint (LXX) indicates David as
the author. In either case the phrase is of great force and import
both to those who heard it to gather for worship at the Temple and
even more for us “Today.”
Call to Praise (vv 1–2)
The most magnificent thing we may do with the voice given by
Jehovah is sing His praises. However, praise must be initiated. It
is with “joy to the Lord” which initiates our inner joy and is then
outwardly proclaimed in song. Psalm 95:1 begins by giving us the
response to the call, as praise to the Lord.
1
H. Gunkel, Introduction to Psalms: The Genres of the Religious Lyric of Israel (Mercer UP 1998) 418.
2

T. K. Cheyne, The Book of Psalms (Kegan, Paul, Trench, & Co. 1888) 265.
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David declares and praises the Lord as his rock more than once
(2 Sam 22:3, 47; Psa 18). “He only is my rock and my salvation,
My stronghold; I shall not be shaken. On God my salvation and
my glory rest; the rock of my strength, my refuge is in God” (Psa
62:6–7). The “rock of our salvation” is Christ, “and all drank the
same spiritual drink, for they were drinking from a spiritual rock
which followed them; and the rock was Christ” (1 Cor 10:4). Christ
is a glorious height for praise, strength for daily life, shelter in a time
of storm. “A Rock, on which the church and all believers are built,
and which endures forever; ‘the Rock of salvation,’ being the author
of spiritual and eternal salvation, and the strength and security of
it; not only is he strong to do it, but, being done by him, it is safe in
him; wherefore shouts of joy and songs of praise are due unto him.”3
As we step into the presence of Almighty God we bring continuous thanksgiving for more than we can remember or note. It was
so in the days of the Psalms and still remains, in the Gospel age.
An important aspect of worship is to come to the Lord “speaking
to one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing
and making melody with your heart to the Lord” (Eph 5:19). The
musical hymnody of psalms touches the heart and expresses overwhelming thanksgiving from the soul.
Reasons for Praise (vv 3–5)
“For the Lord is a great God and a great King above all gods”
(Psa 95:3). This is the overriding fact, the epic truth, which justifies a call to worship Him. He is the One and Only Deity, the First
Cause, the First and the Last, Jehovah, Rock, Refuge, High Tower,
Salvation, Most High, the Beginning and the Ending, the Creator
and Sustainer of everything in the universe.
Jehovah was most likely thought to be a mere local deity. Israel
was a roaming group coming out bondage in Egypt. This phrase regarding other gods does not give credence to the idea that there are
real and multiple gods. People with many “gods” themselves would
have acknowledged and given a portion of respect to any and all
3
J. Gill, Commentary on Psalms 95. The New John Gill Exposition of the Entire
Bible “http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/” (1999).
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gods of other peoples. Yet, the children of Israel were monotheistic, and would not accept or even acknowledge the possibility
of other gods. Jehovah is supreme. He dominated the gods of the
Egyptians and showed Himself to be “above all gods.”
These verses supply reasons for worship drawn from the greatness of the Lord, God and King who sits in sovereign dominion
over all. “Christ is truly and properly God, wherefore divine service is to be performed unto him; particularly singing psalms, setting forth therein his greatness and glory: and he is a great one;
great in power, wisdom, justice, truth, mercy, and grace; greatness
is to be ascribed unto him, and worship given him, because of his
greatness (Tit 2:13).”4
“When Jonah was confronted by his fellow ship-mates who
demanded to know who he was, he replied, ‘I am a Hebrew, and I
fear Jehovah the God of heaven and earth, who made the sea and
the dry land” (Jon 1:9). These words of God’s praise were often
used in Israel.”5
In the hands of the Lord are the authority, rule and dominion
of every aspect of His creation. He has created and knows all within the “depths of the earth” which may be mined and explored by
men, even to depths impenetrable by men. There is some question
regarding the word rendered “peaks.” Etymologically it should mean
“fatigue” but, such does not make sense in this context. The parallelism contrasts the depth with this rendering. Some have suggested
that the labor of getting to the top of the mountain is alluded to in
speaking of “peaks.” As the children of Israel exited Egypt they saw
their God call for the waters to stand in walls on each side as they
marched through on dry ground. Jehovah has created all the waters
and gathered them into their places, restraining the tides from the
land. The bounds and limits are appointed by God. “‘Do you not fear
Me?’ declares the Lord. ‘Do you not tremble in My presence? For I
have placed the sand as a boundary for the sea, an eternal decree, so
it cannot cross over it. Though the waves toss, yet they cannot pre4

Ibid.

J. Coffman, Commentaries on the Old and New Testament: Psalms “http://www.
studylight.org/commentaries/” (Abilene Christian UP 1983–1999).
5
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vail; though they roar, yet they cannot cross over it’” (Jer 5:22). “Who
has measured the waters in the hollow of His hand, and marked off
the heavens by the span, and calculated the dust of the earth by the
measure, and weighed the mountains in a balance and the hills in a
pair of scales?” (Isa 40:12). The waves have always been in His control and were so as Jesus spoke to his disciples and restrained the
raging wind and waves at His pleasure. “He said to them, ‘Why are
you afraid, you men of little faith?’ Then He got up and rebuked the
winds and the sea, and it became perfectly calm” (Matt 8:26).
“His hands formed the dry land.” Just as the potter forms the
clay, He has made the peaks, valleys and broad dry places so that
wherever man may dwell it is the created place of the Almighty.
Our Lord, the eternal Word, is the one through whom all things
were made (John 1:3), and he is the Creator of all (Col 1:16).
It may even be considered that the reference to the sea and the
dry land could even remind the Israelites of the crossing of the
Red Sea where the Almighty brought His people safely through the
water on dry land (Exod 14:21–22).
Call to Worship (vv 6–7)
The second call in Psalm 95 is more urgent, specific and personal. Not only is Jehovah a “great God” (v 3), but he is also “our
God”—our own God, who is in a close personal relationship with
His children. The singing and shouting joyfully must be accompanied with the lowliest reverence.
“‘Oh come’ (Psalms 95:6) in the Latin is Venite, adopted as the opening word of the chorus in the famed Latin hymn, Adeste Fideles, “Oh
Come All Ye Faithful,” in which hymn the line, Venite Adoremus,
is repeated three times. As we come with veneration we must come
joyfully but not presumptuously. This call or invitation signifies “to
stretch one’s self out full length upon the ground, the proper attitude of adoration; kara to curtsey, to totter; and barad, Arabic baraka, starting from the radical signification flectere, to kneel down, in
genua (Grk. prochnu, pronum = procnum) procumbere, 2 Chronnicles
6:13 (cf. Hölemann, Bibelstudien, i. 135f.).”6
6
K. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Commentary on Psalms “http://www.studylight.org/commentaries/.” (1854–1889).
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The motivation for men, no doubt, is because He is “the Lord
our Maker” with whom we have a personal relationship and before
whom we kneel down in humble reverence.
“We are the people of His pasture and the sheep of His hand”
(95:7). This mixed metaphor may make us wonder why we are not
the “sheep” of His pasture. We may think it is sheep who need pasture rather than people. Still, the thoughts are true which illustrate our God he has provided a good pasture; He leads us unto it,
and feeds us in it. We are led by him, tended by him, fed by him,
folded by him. We owe everything to his shepherding care (Psa
74:1; 79:13; 80:1). This brings to mind the “Good Shepherd” for us
to contemplate. There are a number of Psalms which speak of the
Lord as being a shepherd of His people (Psa 23, 28, 80), as well as
the New Testament references to our Savior.
In the midst of this call to worship the psalmist proclaims, “Today, if you would hear His voice…” (95:7c). These words, the writer
of Hebrews notes were spoken by the Holy Spirit, and they open
the line for this portion to be directly quoted in Hebrews 3:7–11.
The passage in Hebrews 3:7–4:13 expounds on the meaning of this
psalm and does not allow us to only apply it to Israel.
Those scholars, who like to dwell on the liturgical use of this
psalm, generally assign it to the great Jewish Festival of Tabernacles. At Psalm 95:7, a priest is supposed to have interrupted the
singing with the blunt warning of Psalm 95:7–11, recounting the
disaster that came to Israel in the wilderness, resulting in the loss
of an entire generation of the Jewish nation.
Warnings from the Past (vv 8–11)
History repeats itself. Some of this is due to the cyclical nature
of the rise and fall of cultures and governments. Often times it is
due to the nature and the relationship of men with God. Our closeness and then our rebellion that is so illustrated in the events of the
book of Judges. We should learn from the past but, first we have
to know it in order to learn anything. The Holy Spirit inspires the
author and speaks as God for people to listen obediently and hear
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His voice because there have been characteristic examples of when
the children of God had not done so.
Meribah and Massah (Psalm 95:8)
These two names are applied to only one place in Exodus 17:7;
and in the Psalm here, as in Deuteronomy 33:8, they are used as
parallel statements. They are referred to as “double names for the
same place.” They were places of testing God with their complaining against Him in many words, including, “Is the Lord among us,
or not?” (Exodus 17:7). The insolence of Israel brings the complaint
from God, “The Lord said to Moses, ‘How long will this people
spurn Me? And how long will they not believe in Me, despite all the
signs which I have performed in their midst?’” (Numbers 14:11).
Meribah and Massah were names given to commemorate the strife
and contention with Jehovah (Deut 33:8; Psa 78:18, 41).
How many of us have thought, “Oh how strong and continuous would my faith be if I were to see one true miracle at the
hand of God”? Over the centuries so many have seen God’s glorious and miraculous work however, they did not believe. They
hardened their hearts, determined not to acknowledge either the
source or the true impressiveness of the power and care of the
Lord. When we have hardened our heart we are without interest
we have refused to listen to God and think very little of all His
kindness, patience and miraculous power. We maintain a stubborn and unrepentant heart. “Or do you think lightly of the riches
of His kindness and tolerance and patience, not knowing that the
kindness of God leads you to repentance? But because of your
stubbornness and unrepentant heart you are storing up wrath for
yourself in the day of wrath and revelation of the righteous judgment of God” (Rom 2:4–5).
For all the time they were in the wilderness, forty years, they
tried the patience and forbearance of God. They brought the Almighty to the point of loathing. He became disgusted and nauseous, as He abhorred their sin and constant rejection. The entirety
of that generation, save for Joshua and Caleb, fell in the wilderness.
All was due to the fact that their heart was not in their service.
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They were serving God just for what He provided. The whole generation erred in their heart as they wandered from God. It was
not because they could not know His ways but, they were not impressed with His work, guidance, and care. They spent so much
time complaining and looking for problems they never learned
about and developed a relationship with He who was leading them
through that wilderness.
Were we to limit this Psalm to the history of the Israelites we
could simply note that generation died in the wilderness and conclude. However, there is more to the meaning of “they shall not
enter into My rest.”
As Psalm 95 ends we might ask, “Has the Lord rejected succeeding generations?” Psalm 100 comes along and profoundly answers, “No!”
Shout joyfully to the Lord, all the earth.
Serve the Lord with gladness;
Come before Him with joyful singing.
Know that the Lord Himself is God;
It is He who has made us, and not we ourselves;
We are His people and the sheep of His pasture.
Enter His gates with thanksgiving
and His courts with praise.
Give thanks to Him, bless His name,
For the Lord is good;
His lovingkindness is everlasting
and His faithfulness to all generations.” (NASB)

Hebrews 3:7–4:13 expounds on Psalm 95 and forbids us to confine its application to only that generation of Israelites. “Today” of
which it speaks is this very moment and the “you” is none other
than ourselves and the promised rest is not simply the land of Canaan, but salvation (Heb 4:7–11).
The Rest of God
As noted previously only two survived the death of that generation and these two symbolize the “few” that shall be saved among
the legions of alleged believers in Christ. Christians, in ordering
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their walk before God, should always remember, “For the gate is
small and the way is narrow that leads to life, and there are few
who find it” (Matt 7:14). The children of God in the wilderness did
not enter the eternal “rest” of God because they were “disobedient”
(Heb 3:18), and that disobedience was due to their “unbelief ” (Heb
3:19). The promise of such an eternal rest “remains” (Heb 4:1). We
have the opportunity to enter the rest as a result of having “the
good news preached to us” (Heb 4:2) if we are intent on obeying
through faith. God has entered that rest. It is the seventh day spoken of when “God rested on the seventh day from all His works.”
The “rest” remains available for some to enter it still. The danger
just as with Israel is all too real because many will not enter “because of disobedience” (Heb 4:6).
“Today”
“Today” and the personalized “you” calls upon those in days
of Israel, as well as we ourselves, to willingly “hear His voice.” Although it referred to a day in the time of the wilderness wandering,
and even the time in which it was written and proclaimed as a time
for calling to worship, scripture illustrates that “today” is the Messianic age in which we live (Psa 78, 81, 105, 106; 1 Cor 10; Heb 3, 4).
A personal application is always appropriate during the whole
time of a man’s life, which is called “today” (Heb 3:13). Yet, it chiefly
respects the whole day of the Gospel, the whole dispensation of the
Messiah when the gospel is proclaimed (2 Cor 6:2).
“‘Now’ is, and not yesterday was, the day of salvation; and ‘now,’ and
that forever, that is, as long as the Gospel dispensation continues; for
it will be always now till all the elect of God are gathered in. This day
of grace and salvation will never be over till that time comes; it is still
‘now is the day of salvation:’ though men may have long withstood
the ministration of the Gospel, and notwithstanding their manifold
sins and transgressions.” 7

Psalm 95 has beautiful and important words for Christians of
all ages, since it is “today.” The warning is vivid and plain. It is
intended that we note the historical events and not be “unaware”
7

Ibid.
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of those events and many others recorded in our Old Testament
(1 Cor 10:1–11).
The danger is personal for each one to not harden their heart.
Be impressed with the wondrous works of God (and the Lord) and
give Him all your attention to “hear His voice.” “For He is our God,”
we have a personal relationship with Jehovah who has shown us
all His care in provision by His gentle hand. So “come,” “worship,”
“bow down,” kneel” before our almighty creator. Everything has
been created by Him and is in His hand, under his authority, from
land to sea to the mountain peaks and the depths of the earth. “The
Lord is a great God and a great King.” He is “above all gods.” As we
“come” we do so with a shout of joy full of thanksgiving because we
come to worship the “rock of our salvation” who “followed them;
and the rock was Christ” (1 Cor 10:4).

“You Have Searched Me and Known Me”
Psalm 139
Stacy Crim
Whether tending his father’s sheep in the meadow, fighting another war on the battle field, or dwelling in his royal palace, David
diligently thought about the Lord. It is evident from the psalms
of David that he thought often of the Lord and meditated deeply
upon His word. You can just picture a young David pondering the
things of the Lord as his sheep graze peacefully nearby and knowing, “He makes me to lie down in green pastures; He leads me beside the still waters” (Psa 23:2). Or, an older David contemplating
the lessons He had learned in life, “I have been young, and now
am old; yet I have not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his descendants begging for bread” (Psa 37:25). Psalm 139 lends itself to one
of those occasions when David finds himself quietly thinking about
the Lord. It is through the divine revelation of this psalm of David
that we clearly see God knows everything there is to know about
His creation because His presence is everywhere.
You Know Me (vv 1–6)
It is evident in David’s writings that his relationship with the
Lord was a very personal one, one he cherished and sought to fully
understand. As the psalm begins, David is deep in thought about
the Lord’s intimate knowledge of him as a person: “O Lord, You
have searched me and known me” (Psa 139:1). The word “search”
means to penetrate or examine intimately.1 In a very intimate way
1

J. Strong, A Concise Dictionary of the Words in the Hebrew Bible (Abingdon 1890) 43.
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then, the Lord knew everything there was to know about David.
The Lord’s search was thorough, complete, and therefore a totally accurate assessment of David’s life. The Lord had searched his
heart: “For the Lord does not see as man sees; for man looks at the
outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart” (1 Sam 16:7).
The Lord knows your heart. Nothing is hidden from omniscient
God. He has searched you, and He knows you. This can be a comforting thought if you are doing what is right or a terrifying thought
if you are doing what is wrong. It is with great care, then, that you
must discern what you will and will not allow within your heart:
“Keep you heart with all diligence, for out of it spring the issues of
life” (Prov 4:23). Speaking of a righteous man, David said, “The law
of His God is in his heart; none of his steps shall slide” (Psa 37:31).
If the Lord searches me and knows me, then He must know where
I am at all times. David’s thoughts logically turn to God’s knowledge
of his daily activities, and he acknowledges “You know my sitting
down and my rising up” (Psa 139:2a). You might sit down and stand
up numerous times throughout the day and neither of these repetitive things goes unnoticed by the Lord. He knows where you are at
all times and He knows exactly what you are doing.
My wife and I have lived in five different states since our marriage. No matter if we were living among the palmetto bushes of
Florida, the snow banks of Wisconsin, the farmer’s fields of Michigan, the battlefields of Virginia, or upon a mountain overlooking
the Shoals of Alabama, the Lord has known exactly where we are
and what we have been doing. We would expect nothing less of our
all-knowing and all-seeing God. He knows exactly where we are at
all times: “For His eyes are on the ways of man, and He sees all his
steps” (Job 34:21).
Are you comforted or terrified by that thought? You know
where you go, and you know what you are doing, and so does the
Lord. Solomon said, “Rejoice, O young man, in your youth, and
let your heart cheer you in the days of your youth; walk in the
ways of your heart, and in the sight of your eyes; but know that for
all these God will bring you into judgment” (Eccl 11:9). The Lord
knows where you walk and what you see and He will hold you ac-
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countable. You are totally exposed before Him “For God will bring
every work into judgment, including every secret thing, whether
good or evil” (Eccl 12:14).
Since the Lord knew David, who he was, where he was, and
what he was doing, David concluded the Lord must also understand his thoughts. “You understand my thought afar off ” (Psa
139:2b). It did not matter if the Lord was inches, feet, miles, or
light years away from him, he knew the Lord knew what he was
thinking. How ashamed he was when he realized the Lord knew
his lustful thoughts when he sent for Uriah’s wife. How comforting
however, to know the Lord knew his penitent thoughts when he
was brought low with godly sorrow.
I would like to think my wife knows me well enough to know
what I am thinking, but truly she does not. How can she? My
thoughts are just that: mine. My thoughts consist of ideas, plans,
opinions, and pictures that are formed in my mind.2 No one else
knows them unless I choose to communicate them, that is, no one
except the Lord. He knows what I am thinking, and it does not
matter if He is near or far. That is incredible. No thought is unknown by God. This is both humbling and terrifying.
“You comprehend my path and my lying down, and are acquainted with all my ways” (Psa 139:3). The word “comprehend”
means “to toss about; by implication to diffuse, winnow.”3 In the
process of exposing the seed, the grain is milled, pounded or
threshed. This separates the seed from the chaff, but not entirely.
The finer process of separating the remaining chaff from the seed
is winnowing. The seed is tossed upward into the wind repeatedly,
and the much finer chaff, still remaining on the seed, is blown
away in the wind. In like fashion, omniscient God winnows the
finer details of my life. The path of my life lies in the open before
Him. He knows all of my ways: “Does He not see my ways, and
count all my steps” (Job 31:4)? “And there is no creature hidden
from His sight, but all things are naked and open to the eyes of
Him to Whom we must give account” (Heb 4:13).
2

“Thought.” www.merriam-webster.com 7/29/2015.

3
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What about my words, are they known to God? Yes, “For there
is not a word on my tongue but behold, O Lord, you know it altogether” (Psa 139:4). Not a single word David spoke went unheard.
From his courageous words before Goliath (2 Sam 17), to his orders of command to number the people (2 Sam 24), God was listening. Jesus confirms the serious nature of our words, saying, “But
I say to you that for every idle word men may speak, they will give
account of it in the day of judgment” (Matt 12:36).
Are you feeling lowly yet? Not only does the Lord know all of
your ways and thoughts, He also knows every word which rolls off
your tongue. Once a word has left your mouth, it is not coming
back. It is out there, and the Lord has heard it. Our words are not
like the old philosophical thought, “If a tree falls in a forest, and
no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound?” Omniscient
God always hears our words. In fact, we will give an account for all
of our words at judgment. As David ponders these great truths, a
sense of failure to comprehend such an Awesome God appears to
be growing within.
Not a single step, way, word, or thought in David’s life was unknown by the Lord. He was not going anywhere where the Lord’s
hand was not upon him, and he acknowledges this in verse 5: “You
have hedged me behind and before, and laid Your hand upon me”
(Psa 139:5). Under the constant watch of the Lord, David is hedged
in, as if to say he is surrounded by the Lord in all directions, like a
city besieged by its enemy. The Lord has a firm hand upon him; He
knows where David is because He has set his bounds. If David has
time in mind here, then certainly the Lord also knows of his past,
present and future. Verse 5 helps us transition from God’s omniscience to His omnipresence discussed in verses 7–12.
Before this transition, however, David pauses to consider the
totality of his thoughts thus far, and awed that “Such knowledge
is too wonderful for me; it is high, I cannot attain it” (Psa 139:6).
When we consider that the Lord knows us better than we even
know ourselves, we cannot help but be astounded. To borrow a
popular phase of our time, “that blows my mind.” How can it be
that such a One can know all things? Like David, we will spend our
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lifetime grappling with what it means to be God and struggling
with the deep and high thoughts of Deity.
I Cannot Hide From Your Presence (vv 7–12)
Is it possible to hide from the Lord? David considers the
thought, “Where can I go from Your Spirit? Or where can I flee
from Your presence” (Psa 139:7)? I do not believe David is considering taking flight from the Lord but merely reflecting on the absurdity of trying to do so when the Lord has created all things that
exist. Certainly where God’s presence is so is His Spirit for “God is
a Spirit” (John 4:24).
Could David ascend up in to the heavens to get away from the
Lord? No. “If I ascend into heaven, You are there;” (Psalm 139:8a).
If he ascended into the heavens, that is, the clouds or into the celestial realm, then he would not be away from God’s presence.
Could David succeed in getting away from the presence of God
and His Spirit by making his bed in hell (Sheol)? No. “If I make my
bed in hell, behold, You are there” (Psa 139:8b). David is making
various contrasts as he considers all the possible directions one
could go. Sheol is the realm of the dead, but it is still not a place
where one can hide from Him who created it: “Sheol is naked before Him, and Destruction has no covering” (Job 26:6).
Could David go to the remotest place on earth and be away
from God’s Spirit and presence? Would that do it? No. “If I take the
wings of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,
even there Your hand shall lead me, and Your right hand shall hold
me” (Psa 139:9–10). David describes this thought of flight from
the Lord as grabbing hold of a morning ray of sunlight as it races
across the landscape which then carries him to a remote part of the
Mediterranean Sea. Not even this secluded place could hide him
from the Lord, even there he is the Lord’s possession and under His
constant care and guidance.
Could absolute darkness conceal or cover David from God? “If I
say, ‘Surely the darkness shall fall on me’” (Psa 139:11a). If you have
ever visited Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, then you know what
absolute darkness is. While deep within the cave the guide turns
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off all of the lights. You cannot see anything, not even your hand
placed less than an inch from your eye. Could this be a place where
God is not found? No. God sees right through the darkness. He
controls the darkness and knows its dwelling place (see Dan 2:22,
Job 38:19). David knows, “Even the night shall be light about me;
indeed, the darkness shall not hide from You” (Psa 139:11b-12).
Light or dark, God is present. There is no possible place I can go to
get away from the Lord.
Men have tried to flee from the presence of God, but none have
succeeded. Jonah was told to go east to Nineveh, but he immediately fled west towards Tarshish. He did not succeed; the Lord
knew exactly where he was at all times (see Jon 1). Why do we try
to hide from God? Like a mischievous young child who sneaks off
with a cookie from the cookie jar to some remote dark corner of
the house only to have his mother catch and startle him, we too,
must understand the Lord knows where we are at all times. It is not
possible to hide from His Spirit or to flee from His presence.
You Are My Creator (vv 13–16)
How does the Lord know everything there is to know about
me? “For you formed my inwards parts; You have covered me in
my mother’s womb” (Psa 139:13). What a beautiful portrait David
paints of himself in his mother’s womb as his Creator weaves each
piece and part together to form his being. A very intimate relationship exists between the Creator and the created. It stands to
reason then that the One who created him knows everything there
is to know about him. How could he hide from the presence of his
Creator who knew him in the womb?4 If he could not hide from the
Lord, then he could not hide from Him now.
So it is with you. You share the same close relationship that David shared with the Lord. You exist because your Creator formed
4
While the purpose of this manuscript is not to dive into the subject of abortion, it
is clear from verse thirteen that the “prophet” (Acts 2:30) David, knew that he existed as
a person in his mother’s womb. Numerous passages teach that fetuses were identified
(some by name) in the womb for God’s purposes (see Psa 22:9–10; 71:6; Job 31:15; Isa
44:2; Jer 1:5; Luke 1:13; Matt 1:21; Gen 25:23). How wretched and sinful that millions
upon millions of babies while having their inward parts formed and fashioned are taken
from their mother’s womb.
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and fashioned you. From the intricacies of your inward organs to
the amazing wonders of your skin, you exist because the Creator
created you in your mother’s womb. He breathed into your nostrils
the breath of life and you became a living soul (see Gen 2:7). The
apostle Paul said “for in Him we live and move and have our being,
as also some of your own poets have said, ‘For we are also His offspring’” (Acts 17:28).
Verse 14 is probably the most-recognized verse of the chapter: “I will praise You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made;
marvelous are Your works, and that my soul knows very well” (Psa
139:14). Quite naturally David’s feelings are aroused in reverence,
wonder, and praise. Awed by the thought of his own creation, David magnifies the Lord. He has concluded the amazing attributes of
the human body are a great testament to the Creator’s power and
might. David did this, mind you, without the microscopic knowledge of the human body that we have today. Keen observations of
the intricacies of the human body (microscopic or not) should lead
anyone to the right conclusion: there is a God. David could quietly
sit in the pasture or in his palace and meditate upon the fascinating
wonders of his eyes and ears, his hands and feet, or the contraction
and retraction of his muscles. What he concluded is what we all
can conclude: I have been “fearfully and wonderfully made” by an
awesome Creator. Consider another psalm of praise from David: “I
will praise You, O Lord, with my whole heart; I will tell of all Your
marvelous works (Psa 9:1).
After this brief pause of praise in verse 14, David continues
to think about his intimate relationship with the Lord from the
womb. “My frame was not hidden from You, when I was made in
secret, and skillfully wrought in the lowest art of the earth” (Psa
139:15). No one escapes the watchful eye of the Creator, not even
while being formed in their mother’s womb. The word “frame”
means one’s might or bones5 and is translated “my bone” in the
Septuagint. What is under consideration is the amazing formation of the human body which was hidden from human eye in
5
F. Brown, S. Driver, and C. Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament. Trans. E. Robinson (Oxford 1977) 782.
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David’s time. For him, a child’s formation in the womb was unknown, “in secret.”
With modern technology, we can somewhat watch an unborn
child grow within the womb. It is commonplace now to see three
dimensional pictures of an unborn child. These technologies do
not make the growth of an unborn child in the womb any less
of a wonder, nor are we any less amazed when we see the sheer
beauty of a newborn baby. “So perfect,” we often say. The phrase
“skillfully wrought,” literally means to embroider or fabricate.6 The
Lord weaves together bone, muscle, and tissue from the dust of the
ground and forms the likes of you and me. Job wrote, “Remember,
I pray, that You have made me like clay. And will You turn me into
dust again? Did You not pour me out like milk, and curdle me like
cheese, clothe me with skin and flesh, and knit me together with
bones and sinews? You have granted me life and favor, and Your
care has preserved my spirit” (Job 10:9–12).
David continues, “Your eyes saw my substance, being yet unformed. And in Your book they all were written, the days fashioned for me, when as yet there were none of them” (Psa 139:16).
There are two possible thoughts here, both with merit. Is David
continuing to speak of his creation as if the Lord had sketched the
intricate details of his body in a sketch book even before his very
existence and then brought it to fruition, like a potter who sketches out ahead of time what he intends to create? Or, does the Lord
know our life from beginning to end because He is omniscient and
knows even the number of days we will walk upon the earth? The
latter seems likely when we remember where David began with his
thoughts. The Lord has searched him and knows everything there
is to know about him (vv 1–6) and that there is no hiding place
from the presence of the Lord (vv 7–12). What David concludes
is the Lord has known him before his conception and has even
numbered his days.
You, too, need to reflect up your own creation and the close
relationship that exists between you and your Maker. You need to
slow down, step aside from the busyness of life, and carefully con6
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sider, as David did, what you know about Almighty God and what
He knows about you. The Lord has numbered your days, and as life
itself testifies your life is but “a vapor that appears for a little time
and then vanishes away” (Jam 4:14). Humbling, is it not?
How Precious Are Your Thoughts To Me (vv 17–18)
“How precious also are Your thoughts to me, O God! How great
is the sum of them” (Psa 139:17). How precious it is to be under
the constant thought and care of the Lord. David realized the great
value found in knowing the eye of the Lord is constantly watching
over him. From the Lord’s careful formation of him in the womb
to the very day he penned the psalm, David knew the Lord loved
him and was providing the necessary things for his physical and
spiritual well being. Albert Barnes makes this observation:
How many—“thoughts”—of a parent are employed in behalf of his
children, in providing for them; teaching them; counseling them; anticipating their needs. How many more thoughts are needful on the
part of God in reference to each one of us: for there are numberless
things necessary for us which cannot occupy the mind of a parent,
since he cannot accomplish these things for us; they do not lie within
his province, or in his power.7

It is a comforting thought for David to know his Creator loved
him and was always mindful of him. This is not the only time David
expressed this thought: “But I am poor and needy; yet the Lord
thinks upon me. You are my help and my deliverer; do not delay, O
my God” (Psa 40:17). In this passage as well as in psalm one hundred thirty nine, David calls out to his God in joy and amazement.
“If I should count them, they would be more in number that the
sand; When I awake, I am still with You” (Psa 139:18). David sees no
possible way for him to total the blessings he has received of God.
Our own personal reflection and applications are immense. Where
do you begin and end when you think of the blessings which God
has bestowed upon you? From the air you breathe to the daily provision of those things which are necessary to sustain your life, you
are forever amazed by the Lord’s personal care of you. Even when
7
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you lie down to rest, the Lord continues His blessings throughout
the night.8 And when you awake, He is still with you, never leaving
you nor forsaking you. David affirms this great truth in another
of his psalms: “Many, O Lord my God, are Your wonderful works
which You have done; And Your thoughts toward us cannot be recounted to You in order; if I would declare and speak of them, they
are more than can be numbered” (Psa 40:5).
Your Enemies Are My Enemies (vv 19–22)
“Oh, that You would slay the wicked, O God! Depart from me,
therefore, you bloodthirsty men. For they speak against You wickedly; Your enemies take Your name in vain, do I not hate them, O
Lord, who hate You? And do I not loathe those who rise up against
You? I hate them with perfect hatred; I count them my enemies”
(Psa 139:19–22). This section of the psalm at first may seem to be
disconnected in thought from the rest of the psalm. In fact, Adam
Clarke in his commentary thinks it is “a fragment, or part of some
other Psalm” and leaves it at that.9 When we consider, however, the
totality of David’s thoughts thus far, and we look forward to where
his thoughts are headed in the last two verses of the psalm, we can
understand just why David wants the Lord to know he hates all
that is wicked and stands in opposition unto Him. Since the Lord’s
presence reaches every place within His creation, His knowledge
has no limit, and every man is known in an intimate way by their
Creator, David concludes he must hate evil with a passion as God
hates evil with a passion. Any satisfaction in wickedness could
not be condoned, and David expresses his hatred for anyone who
would rise up against the Lord. He even anticipates the Lord’s slaying of the wicked because they speak out and rise up against Him.
He hates the Lord’s enemies and those who use His holy name in
vain. He wants to rid his life of any bloodthirsty man and calls for
them to separate themselves from him to remove the evil as far
away as possible: “Depart from me, you evildoers, for I will keep
8
Muscle rejuvenation, tissue repair is increased, energy is restored, hormones are
secreted (e.g. growth hormones for children). www.sleepfoundation.org
9
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the commandments of my God” (Psa 119:115). He detested anyone
who would rise up against Almighty God. Yes, David has grown to
hate with perfect hatred those who hate Almighty God.
The phrase “perfect hatred” requires some explanation. When
we use the word hate, it sounds harsh and unkind. It has a strong
sense of being unforgiving and unyielding. However, when we consider the object of David’s hatred, we understand it is not only appropriate to hate evil, it is necessary to have a strong dislike for all
that is contrary to God. If our hatred is directed at the same things
the Lord hates, then our hatred is indeed a perfect or complete
hatred. Zerr says, “We know that God’s hatred of anything will not
prevent Him from doing by that thing (or person) that which is
right. On this principle if a man hates that which God hates, or
hates those who hate Him, such hatred will not lead him to do
what he should not do.” 10 While we must live among the wicked
and ever remain untainted by their sins, we must never forget to
share with them the gospel of Jesus Christ.
There are a number of imprecatory psalms which express this
same hatred for evil and call upon the Lord to direct some type of
curse or calamity upon the wicked. For example, “Let death cease
them; let them go down alive into hell, for wickedness is in their
dwellings and among them” (Psa 55:15). “Consume them in wrath,
consume them, that they may not be; and let them know that God
rules in Jacob to the ends of the earth Selah” (Psa 59:13). “Add iniquity to their iniquity, and let them not come into your righteousness. Let them be blotted out of the book of the living, and not be
written with the righteous” (Psa 69:27–28).
You will notice right away that these are appeals to God and
that the appellate is not executing the request. The execution must
be left up to God. Our present culture does not accept this type
of directness of the Scriptures. It is thought to be unkind, uncompassionate, and intolerant (cf. Rev 19:1–4). Yet it is just and good
to pray that righteousness triumph over evil. It is appropriate to
desire that the Lord’s will to be done on earth. It is proper to desire
punishment and accountability of the wicked. It is right to hate
10

Bible Commentary, Vol. 3 (Guardian of Truth 1954) 140.
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what the Lord hates because sin destroys a society one soul at a
time. It is not right, however, for us to take matters into our own
hands and act out in hatred towards our enemies when Jesus instructs us to “love our enemies, bless those who curse you, do good
to those who hate you, and pray for those who spitefully use you
and persecute you” (Matt 5:44). The heart of a Christian gives no
place for vengeance and hatred. Let us allow God be the Executioner of vengeance (see Rom 12:19).
Do you tolerate that which is evil? Do you hate with perfect
hatred the wickedness of today which rises up against the Lord?
Are you disgusted by the putrid sin that prevails all around you?
Are you still bothered when someone close to you uses the Lord’s
name in vain? Do you still hate the putting away of a spouse as the
Lord hates the putting away of a spouse (see Mal 2:16)? Are the
Lord’s enemies your enemies or are they your friends (see 2 Chr
19:1–2)? The world stands in complete rebellion against the Lord
(see Jam 4:4). Is your allegiance to the Lord? Is your commitment
a commitment to holiness and not to sin? You, too, must hate
everything there is to hate about sin. It must be the detestable,
rancid, nauseating thing which it is. It is the number one disease
that plagues the world, and a child of God must learn to hate it
for what it is: the cause of death of an innumerable amount of
souls. God commands us to “…Abhor what is evil. Cling to what
is good” (Rom 12:9).
Search Me Again And Know My Heart (vv 23–24)
Here we come full circle. Humbled by the magnitude of his
thoughts, David willingly welcomes the Lord’s careful search of
his heart. “Search me, O God, and know my heart; Try me, and
know my anxieties; and see if there is any wicked way in me, and
lead me in the way everlasting” (Psa. 138:23–24). David wants the
Lord to search his heart so he can rid himself of any and all sin.
He is ready for the Lord to look into all its cracks and crevasses.
He wants the Lord to examine his ways, test his words, and expose any evil imagination or thought. David’s primary concern is
to be right in the eyes of omniscient God. What a great attitude
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to emulate! Is there any wonder why David is identified as a man
after God’s own heart (Acts 13:22)?
Jesus spoke of those who are willing to have their lives openly
observed: “And this is the condemnation, that the light has come
into the world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because
their deeds were evil. For everyone practicing evil hates the light
and does not come to the light, lest his deeds should be exposed.
But he who does the truth comes to the light, that his deeds may
be clearly seen, that they have been done in God” (John 3:19–21).
Jesus observes two different spirits. One man seeks to hide his sin,
while another man steps into the light to have his deeds known.
Like David, he who walks in the light desires the Lord’s careful inspection of his life. He wants to do what is right knowing at the end
of his journey is eternal life, if he will let the Lord direct his path.
We should take to heart the old familiar song, “Where He leads me
I will follow, where He leads me I will follow, where He leads me I
will follow, I’ll go with Him, with Him all the way.”11
Conclusion
The psalm has a deliberate purpose which unfolds at its end. If
the Lord’s knowledge has no limits, and His presence is found to
be everywhere; if He has carefully crafted a man from his mother’s
womb and has numbered all of his days; if He knows all of a man’s
thoughts and words, and all of His creation is illuminated before
Him; then a man who would be godly will find no satisfaction with
the wicked and he will earnestly desire the Lord’s close scrutiny of
his life so that any trace of evil might be exposed and eradicated.
This psalm is intensely personal as David uses the words, “I,” “me”
and “mine” some forty-nine times. Addressing God, he uses “You”
and “Your,” some twenty-nine times. Jehovah was his God and a
close relationship with the Lord was his highest aim. David longed
for an eternal relationship with God, what about you?

11
E. Blandly (lyrics) and J. Norris (music), “Where He Leads Me” in Hymns for
Worship (Shepard-Stevens Music 2008) #334.
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